




The Mystery of the Irish Diamond Cottage



Prologue

Though it made international news, the inside story of the "Ballymac diamond cottage
murders" has never been told. This is an account of the whole intriguing affair. I tell how
it interacted with a crisis in my life that caused me to reflect on life in general, & the
strains on it today. The story itself, as everyone knows by now, reads like the plot of a
whodunit novel. But in telling it I reflect on issues of art, life & where we are as a people
today. In this I hope it will challenge the reader as well as entertain. And, as someone
who has found peace myself through these dramatic events, I hope this book will help
others to find peace also, by returning to their roots. In this I hope my narrative evades all
easy tags, reflecting many people's inner dreams & struggles, & the universal search for
lasting love. So reader read on, happy browsing. I want to thank all the friends who helped
shape this story & bring it to its conclusion, especially my friend Inspector Anthony
Deverly who helped me solve the case, Deirdre my ever-supportive wife, Sheila Quigley
our kind neighbor, Fr. Mike O'Flaherty my spiritual mentor & his helper, Jim Cassidy, &
all the wonderful people of Ballymaconnell. This is their story, though the names, events
& dialogue have been changed somewhat, to make this a mixture of fact & fiction. These
people involved have generously given me permission to include them in the story. Some
others who are no longer in the country, consented to be part of the story because they
were offered a share in the proceeds. Above I want to thank all the people of the village
have given me every encouragement in beginning & ending this project out of their
natural generosity, I dedicate it to them & to you. God bless you all.

Dr.J.C.Lofty 

D.Phil.Oxon.





Chapter 1 

The Suffering of Being 

The day it all began, I was traversing winding Kerry roads searching for a country
retreat, where I could carry out my literary work & recover from a recent broken
relationship. I'd seen nothing I liked until I came round a bend, above the little seaside
village of Ballymaconnell. There before me was a perfect country cottage, with a neat
privet hedge, a porch of rambling roses & a weathered thatched roof. Immediately, I
imagined myself writing happily in the sun-room addition which was busy gathering in
every ray of precious Kerry sunshine. But a warning bell rang in my mind. Why was the
"for rent" sign faded? Why hadn't that quaint retreat been snapped up by some weary
soul, escaping from "civilization" like myself. I should have heeded that warning, for I
soon learned that danger as well as a grace lurked behind the quiet facade of the
cottage. But attracted like a magnet to its charm, Jenny, my antique beetle auto, glided up
to the trim hedge & nestled there. As if saying, here we are at last, home, worth all the
bumps & twists of that awful road from Mountcharles.One reason why I was attracted
me to the place immediately, was happy memories of growing up in a similar country
cottage, my boyhood home just across the border in Cork. That past came flooding back
as I saw the house. Crossmagnier, a young boy from the city, my aunt closing the half-
door against garrulous, inquisitive ducks & hens. A rhyme she recited that captured my
imagination:

Oh to have little house,
To own the hearth and stool and all,
The heaped up sods upon the fire,
The pile of turf against the wall.

     I'd come a long way since then, much of it for the better, as a writer, lecturer & city
dweller. But that symbolic "house of every fulfilled dream" lingered in my mind. When I
became fed up with the hassle of life & the drudgery of earning a living I'd imagine such
a retreat. But I'd no compelling reason to seek to fulfil that ambition until that Monday. All



doors were closing to me at the time. I had to escape from the mess that was my life or
go mad. That need overcame any qualms, for my aunt also warned me about the
melancholy of country living, quoting the darker musings of the solitary countrywoman
who speaks in the poem:

Oh, but I'm weary of mist and dark
And the sighing wind,
And the lonesome hush.    

 Though misty dark, sighing wind, & lonesome hush were pure romance to me, I thought
of those lines in a different sense that day. How I needed to escape from inner "mist &
dark", from wintery winds of pain & discontent assailing my soul at that time. Is there
ever a perfect haven from trouble? Maybe not! But its something we all seek at times &
its a source of inspiration. Some find it where they are, heroicly rising above the pain &
boredom of life's everyday crises. Others, weary of limiting social structures, in city or
country, are tormented by the need to seek a deeper peace. My cottage quest was like
that, an effort to return to a quieter & more satisfying way of life
  Yet if I'd known what lay in store I might never have knocked at the rose & ivy-
wreathed porch door of the cottage. But at the time it represented an older mystic Ireland
of dreams, a marked change from the more frantic Ireland of today. So I went with my
deeper instincts. A lost soul, I knocked at what I thought might be heaven's door. There
was no immediate reply! I was noting down the auctioneer number in a little memo,
when the gate rattled open. An old stooped woman came up the path. Her brown hair was
streaked with grey & was clustered in curls round a face which like the coast had
weathered into character. Later I appreciated the innate wisdom of that hardy native
lady.

"What would you be wanting, sir", she said with a high-pitched Kerry accent, a note of
suspicion in her voice. 
"Sorry to bother you, the house, its still for rent?", I asked. "Oh, its calling about the house
you are. I'm Sheila Quigley, I live next door", she said. Her broad wrinkled face became
more friendly & she held out a welcoming hand. I shook it doubtfully. 

"Sure its not mine at all", she explained, "I'm keeping an eye on it for Paddy O'Brien's
daughter. His wife passed away ten years ago. Wasn't right in the head, did away with
herself they say, all her family were that way. Some say the daughter who owns this
house's the same, unstable, if you get my drift. But I don't hold with that, a nicer girl you
couldn't meet in a day's walk. He's in the home now, Paddy. His daughters put him there
after he got that nasty head injury. He's recovering well they say. If you ask me there's
not much wrong with him at all now, thank God. A real kind honest man he was, & a good
friend of mine". 



She paused as if to remember him with affection for a minute, then she shook herself &
continued in a more business-like way,"I've the key of the cottage, let me open the door
for you". My door out of darkness, I thought. "Come in", she said beckoning me forward,
"There's demand for this type of house now they tell me, with the recession & renting
prices down to reasonable levels, & its was beautifully refurbished & modernized by
Kruger, it has every comfort".

For a moment I saw myself as the city sucker being set up. But when she mentioned the
rent, it was reasonable. Though my city apartment was worthless now, I'd enough savings
to meet the cost.Indeed, I was already in the cottage in spirit, miles away from what my
middle-class psyche had perceived as a "jungle", a city pad among thousands of tiny
box-apartments piled high on top of each other. But that's the advantage of being
reasonably well off, you can choose what is best for you at any particular time. If only I
had Kate with me here, I thought, it would be heaven surely. Kate with her perfect
profile, sleek dark hair & soft brown eyes. I'd sunk into their depths every time she
touched me. For a moment, I could feel her caressing fingers again, & the soft feel of her
raven hair falling over my face. 

For a moment, I imagined the two of us reconciled, living as lovers, together in the
cottage. "I will arise & go now & go to Innisfree"; I used to quote Yeats to her & suggest
just such a flight as I was undertaking now. But she was the opposite of me, a townie to the
bone. I understood that in a way. Raised in a posh Southside city suburb, she felt no
affinity with the fresh air, quiet & open spaces of the country. What I was less happy
with was that, like many reared during the Celtic Tiger, literature & art were useless
extras to her, distractions from making money & enjoying herself. I saw how
incompatible we were eventually, but maybe I should have seen that earlier. I paid a
heavy price for that misjudgment, but love is blind.

Wrenching myself back to reality, I heard a cold voice in my brain say: that over, she's
left you now, but you may find the healing here that you need. Or was that a bubble too?
Words from the last lecture I gave at the university somehow found their way into the
scar-tissue that was my brain: "we try in vain to escape the emptiness of existence, the
suffering of being". Eliot said humans can't bear too much reality; their hearts have too
many aspirations; I suppose the cottage was my effort to escape from a reality too grim
to bear at the time. 



The countrywoman was rambling on with her own concerns during these reflections of
mine. As we stepped into the little glass porch, we were like two whales swimming in
different directions.



Chapter 2

The Mysteries of the Diamond Cottage

When we got inside the little glass porch with its rows of potted red & white geraniums on
the window sill, I paid attention at last to what the countrywoman was saying. I dragged
myself away from my own troubles to realize that, apparently, she was giving me the
whole complex history of the old ruin. 

"Paddy Darcy lived here in the old days, a turf cutter by trade", she said, "Then 'twas
taken by his daughter, a schoolmistress in Ballymac. After she died of cancer, that
recluse Willy Kruger spent his last days here, God rest his soul. A far from restful soul he
was, poor thing, despite all his millions. Jetting off to god-knows-where to find rare
diamonds, shady dealings in these gems also they say. Then the postman Paddy O'Brien
got it from Kruger in his will, a strange will, & had it for a few years, until he got that
blow in the head & had to be taken to the home. Well I'll say no more about that, most
peculiar it was. Nearly got a heart attack when I saw him lying at the gate, his head
covered all over with blood. I'm still not fully over the shock, he was a good neighbor & a
kind & generous man. Of course he might've fallen & hit his head as Guard Kelly said;
but I have my doubts, foul play it seemed to me at the time; evil will out they say".

I'd tried in vain to get in a few words amid her torrents of talk. Only reference to Paddy's
"accident" caused her to pause. I had a sense that she would have liked to say more, but
dare not, it might put me off from the renting.

"Well", I said "to be honest Mrs Quigley, Sheila, I don't really care about all that. I'm just
looking for a place to rest for a while away from the world. Peace & quiet all that, to



study & write & recover my healthy appetite for life. This place seems ideal, if the
money's is right of course".

I didn't want to seem too eager, lest she bump up the price. 

"You seem a nice cultured gentlemen, I'm sure there'll be no problems. But are you sure
you haven't heard about the cottage before now?", she said suspiciously, gazing hard at
me. 

"Heard what?", I said, perplexed, "I've been out of circulation a bit lately, I'm afraid. This
is my first time in Ballymac".

At this she clammed up completely, leaving me even more bemused. She just asked for
some credentials to prove that I was who I said I was, it was back to business.

I explained my situation & showed her identity cards to prove my respectability. We
agreed on temporary tenancy terms without much to do. She was willing to give me a
chance. I'd a feeling she was anxious to have someone staying in the house. 

"I'll clear it with Rose O'Brien, she said, "but I'm sure it'll be OK", she perused me up &
down again just to be sure.

"Here's the key. I sense that you're a trustworthy gentleman. If you want to stay for a
while today, to test it out & look around, you're welcome; just a rent of sixty euros a
week, & let others look it over while you decide if you want to stay longer or not. We
might get a better offer. I have now to rush to feed my ravenous goats, Jill & Nelly. I sell
the milk in Mountcharles & its useful extra source of income. 



Only then I noticed two bewhiskered animals with sharp pointed ears peering over the
ditch & emitting shrill screams for attention that would frighten the calmest soul. She'd
her protection, "the goats of wrath", I thought, smiling. I'd enjoy showing them to city
friends & their "action man" children.

After Mrs Quigley had gone, finding the damp musty interior far from reassuring, I
wondered if my escapist self had deluded me again. But its only on spec, I thought, I'd
committed to nothing. It seemed strange that she let a stranger in so easily, but no doubt
the owner would be around shortly to give me a once over.

I examined the interior of the house with interest, like an explorer discovering a new land.
The glassy porch with three red & three white geraniums on the window sills. Two rooms
downstairs, a sitting room & a kitchen combined, the latter with an old disused Stanley
range. A more modern back kitchen & a bathroom beyond that. All the floors & ceilings
done in antique wood. Rich wool mats scattered around. There were, I was glad to see,
some concessions to modernity: a small TV in the corner, a DVD player, & a music &
recording system with classic albums I'd enjoy playing to pass the time in winter
evenings. Also a holder for a smart mobile phone. Kruger kept in touch with the outside
world for business purposes no doubt. I'd also have friends & publishers to contact.

A bright sun room added on the right, with a fine view over the sea. A loft upstairs, two
small bedrooms with an adjacent shower & toilet. All the furniture antique to keep the
old-world charm. I noted with surprise an old-style mahogany glass case in the corner
containing nothing but Irish souvenirs. Despite his sharp business dealings, Kruger seemed
to have been a romantic at heart, reared in the open Veld no doubt, among giraffes &
hippos & exotic flora & fauna of every king.

The cottage had originally been called the Harp & Shamrock Cottage. In the glass case
were round towers, shamrocked glasses, large porcelain replicas of thatched cottages,
pieces of twisted bog deal, miniature harps, domes that showered shamrocks when you
turned over. I peered out the window & saw that the mandatory acre surrounded the



house. This was once a landless laborer's dwelling, government built, with a bit of land for
basic crops, a cow, & a flower garden. 

How ironic that it was now a magnet for city slickers like myself, anxious to get away
from it all. Sitting on the rickety settle in hall, I considered the desirability of a prolonged
stay here. Certainly it was step up from my former flat, glorified by the auctioneer as a
"condominium", where I was hemmed in by hundreds of other apartments, & harassed
& deafened by incessant traffic. Here I'd have solitude, I thought, to find myself & heal
the inner man. Oceans of time to stroll to the strand & sit for hours listening to the sea,
watching flocks of gulls grazing on sand flies after the tide receded. To just be. Once as a
teenager I had written about that dream of escape to peace in a cottage:

Oh to be a mole, & burrow five fathoms underground,
To live as a hermit in a lone cave of contentment,
Among high hills of isolation, or in a country cottage
Warmly thatched. Gathering sticks for the open fire,
Boiling a black kettle on the hob,
& baking a brown cake among the coals.
To keep hens, a herd of blue kerry cows, & a cob
In a few high hilly fields.
To stand by the whitewashed gable warmed by the sun,
To sit on a stone, one with field & sky, 
No man of thought, nor a man of torment. 

I thought Shakespeare got it all wrong. The problem was not "to be or not to be", but
'''how''' to be. Was this retreat to be the how of it all for me again. Other lines from a
poem I'd composed years before came back to mind like a mantra; that was one of my
habits at the time, pieces of poems popping in & out of my mind like popcorn.

Let life be grace,
The soul without grief,
In a golden place.



I was always seeking the golden place of my dreams that my inner self craved. That's
why people had always called me the bubble man, always dressing things up & making
them greater & more romantic than they really were. The mysterious sinister undertones
of this particular cottage were lost to me, & it was just as well. For otherwise I might have
pulled back from the great if also painful adventure that I now chart here.



Chapter 3 

My Wild Irish Rose 

My reflections were interrupted by the doorbell. I peered out, a young woman was on the
doorstep. Slim, with a freckled face & an unruly mop of red hair. Not beautiful, but
something wild, free & naturally compelling about her struck me immediately. Some
magic made me want to get to know her better; "my wild Irish Rose, the sweetest flower
that grows"; lines from an old Irish song came to mind. 

"Hello", I said, opening the door, "Are you looking for Sheila Quigley. I'm the temporary
tenant, I'm afraid, fresh from the big smoke, fleeing its fumes for the bracing air of
Ballymac".

A smile wreathed her face & something lit in me as I appraised the neat figure, the
flaming tresses, the fashionable tattered jeans, the tight white top. Probably about 25, of
medium height with an oval face & bright blue eyes. "By far the sweetest flower there
was the rose of Allendale". Things kept reminding me of songs at that time, also maybe
due to a combination of the sea air & my frayed nerves.

"Not a Marilyn Monroe, this rare country rose", I thought, "more the cottage in human
form". Then it spoke, as if reading my mind.

"Oh no, I'm the owner, Paddy O'Brien's youngest daughter, Rose, the wild one", she said
with a grin, again almost knowing what I had been thinking. 



"I got this cottage from my father after Kruger left it him. Sheila Quigley told me you
were here & wished to rent. She was foolish letting you in without giving you the whole
history of the place. But she obviously trusted you, & she's a fine person & a good judge
of character".

"It seems news travels like wildfire in this place, I said.

"It certainly does", she replied. "The grapevine around here's better than any telegraph
wire, I've often been the victim of it myself. I thought I'd come and welcome you, &
'''warn''' you".

"Warn, that sounds ominous, Wild Rose of the West", I said with a smile, my habit of
giving people poetic names asserting itself.

"Well its only fair to tell you that several people have taken this place & lived to rue it",
she replied, glowing a little at the unusual compliment. "Wouldn't have it on my
conscience to sell or rent it under false pretences".

"Honest as well", I thought, "what a jewel". 

"I'm Jerry Lofty, call me Jerry", I said, shaking her hand, a soft feminine hand, I thought,
holding it longer than necessary. She yanked it away, annoyed at the undue familiarity.

"But what's this history everyone keeps mentioning", I said "Its not haunted? If its anyway
OK, I'll take my chances, for I'm already half in love...with the old ruin. Come in tell me
about it".



I held the door open & she glided in past me with a scent of summer rain, a blue coat held
over her head, it had turned wet outside again. "What a find", I thought with manly
pleasure. 

"While we're talking terms would you care for a cup of tea, I've a cake and some butter
in Jenny", I said. 

"Jenny?, she said inquiringly.

"Oh my old souped-up beetle car, she's been with me so long we're as good as married" I
explained hastily.

"I'll go and put the kettle on so", she said, "& we'll have a good chat before you make any
decision". 

"Mary puts round him, her mantle of blue", again lines learned in school came to me like
a soothing mantra. I went out to get the goodies. Rain was falling as I lifted out the brown
bag with the cake, butter, & home-made gooseberry jam I'd bought in Mountcharles.
Rain falling in great big drops like tears, maybe this day washing all my pain away. 

The pain of being sacked from the university, though at a deeper level it was a relief. No
more teaching "beauty is truth" to spotty teenagers who ignored me half the time, more to
be learned from whispering their evening plans to boyfriends & girlfriends. But the
disgrace hurt, & my unprofessional drunkenness at the last lecture.

I said the stuff I was teaching was convoluted nonsense written for university professors



to decipher & completely out of touch with the people. Joyce, the old bespeckled dandy,
tying himself up in knots, & that monocle-dangling fool Yeats up in the clouds of a mystic
Celtic Twilight. That made them sit up & take notice, maybe for the first time. But the
truth was I lost it, for while sane I liked Yeats's romantic poetry.

The next day the powers that be made it quiet clear they didn't take too kindly to my
bizarre outburst. It was the last straw they said:

"Bad example, drunk in the middle of the day, no choice but to let you go, take a break,
sort yourself out. We know you've had a hard time with the collapse of your engagement.
But we can't let personal issues interfere with the university's reputation...".

It went on & on until I lost my temper, I am more than fiery at times. I cursed them to
hell & stormed out saying I was resigned from the mausoleum, what sane person would
stay in their joke of a university anyway. I suppose I burned my boats beyond recall
then. Maybe subconsciously that's what I wanted, to just be & write. "To write is to be"
after all, I thought, surprising myself.

I couldn't have gone on as normal anyway. Maybe that was my moment of catharsis,
when both they & I faced the truth. That my heart wasn't in teaching, & that it was a bum
institution for soulless ciphers of professors & students interested only in the piece of
paper at the end. Which in fact wasn't much use at all at this time, just a passport to
Canada or Australia.

Personal loss woke me to the truth about many things. Nothing could be normal after that
scene with Kate in the tiny kitchen of our "apartment". Face cold & set, she confronted
me with the hard facts of life. Said she was fed up & was leaving me for the mobster
millionaire Simon Leahy. It was a while before I could take it in, how could she do such a
thing, it was as if she had hit me hard in the stomach. I flipped. Grabbed her forcefully by
the throat & tried to squeeze the nonsense out of her:



"Go, go to that sleazy bastard", I said, right up against her gaping lips, "but don't come
crawling back to me when he dumps you for that stupid redhead he's always canoodling
with. See if I care, you heartless bitch. How can you do this to me after all the good times
we've had & all the plans we've made & all the dreams we've shared. Go & ruin your
life in that fecking madman's jungle of drugs & guns. See if I give a damn. Go & be his
painted Moll, see if I care". Frightened, she broke free & rushed out the door, screaming
that I was crazy. 

I pretended I didn't care, but I did. Every time I thought of that finely moulded face with
its neat frame of black hair, & soft caressing lips, a huge pain exploded in my chest like a
bomb. Somehow another mantra poem I'd learned in school kept coming to mind:
"Chimbarazzo, Cotapaxi, has stolen you from me". The lure of the exotic.

They say I'd a bit of a nervous breakdown after that. Took to drinking & giving cracked
lectures. "We have to get your nerves settled", the university doctor said with a suave
manner, when I sought his aid. He doled out sedatives "for hypertension". Can any drug
minister to a soul in pain. The cottage might be a better salve for my wounds & nudge me
back to normal, though I wasn't sure I wanted to be "normal" in the boring sense of the
term. There's a lot to be said for glorious artistic insanity; I thought of Pope's wise lines,
I'd often quoted to the students:

Great wits are to madness near allied
And thin partitions do their bounds divide. 

I didn't realize that I'd the boot of the car wide open while I was considering all this, lost in
scenes relived a thousand times before. Rose's insistent voice jerked me back to the
present. I slipped a pale pink sedative into my mouth & came down to earth.



Chapter 4

The Strange Will of Kruger 

"Is there anything the matter. You look lost, you poor creature", Rose said, looking at me
worryingly.

"Come in, & I'll tell you all you need to know about the house. You can relax over a
cuppa & tell me all about yourself also, they say I'm a good listener, for all my mad
ways", she smiled & took me by the arm into the kitchen & sat me down before the
antiquated range.

"Like a bridge over troubled waters, I will lay me down", I thought.

There she told the strange history of the cottage. 

Apparently Willy Kruger had owned it, a South African giant who'd made a vast fortune
in smuggled diamonds. When he died, his relatives found no trace of his wealth, just a pad
in Dublin. Apparently he never liked his family, saw them as a grasping lot out for his
money. Didn't even come to visit him in Ballymac during his final struggle with cancer.
He'd often said they'd never get their greedy hands on his hard-earned dough. Maybe
that's why he left an enigmatic will with a strange final clause: "the money is in the
cottage, finders keepers, losers weepers". & a final codicil which said "Paddy will solve
the puzzle". Paddy probably would have too if he'd been given time to think it out.



The will caused a stir. Locals, who loved Kruger as a patron of the town, the church, &
the arts, said it was as how he'd gone crazy with cancer & constant pain in his final
months. He wanted to play a cruel joke on the world that had so disillusioned him after the
death of his wife & his estrangement from his family. He was always a practical joker &
a lover of cryptic puzzles.

"& to complicate matters", July went on, "He left the cottage to my father, the postman.
As you know he's in home now & its passed to me. I've also taken over delivering the
mail & running the post office with the help of an assistant, though they say it'll be closed
down soon too due to IMF dictates", a worried look came into her face, & made her look
like "little girl lost" for a moment. The fair wild rose of Ballymac attacked by the creeping
tyrannies of modern EU Ireland, I thought. 

"Pretty Postwoman Rose, I look forward to you bringing my mail", I said to lighten the
mood, "You don't at all look like a typical postman. But why did he leave it to your
father", I was intrigued in spite of myself, "was there some relation?". 

"Oh no, he & Kruger were just bosom buddies", She explained. "They polished off many
a bottle of good Malt here in the old ruin, playing cards & solving cryptic newspaper
puzzles. But his leaving of the cottage to my father, a mark of their friendship, ended as a
curse. No doubt that's why he was struck down". 

"What!", I was recalled from my admiration of Rose's soft lips by an unexpected tale of
violence in Ballymac which I thought of as place where nothing out of the ordinary ever
happened. I soon learned violence begets more violence.

"Struck down! Are you saying that he was murdered?" I said, real surprise in my voice. I
was immediately sorry for asking the question, for clearly she'd loved her father & didn't
want to talk about it, it was too painful. Detecting a tear creeping into the corner of her



eye, I hastily changed the subject.

"My God", I said, my curiosity rising, "this is like the plot of an Agatha Christie novel, did
they ever find his fortune? Was it in the cottage?".

She said they practically tore the place down, after she took over & accelerated the
search. Took up every floorboard, pried out every loose brick, ransacked the attic,
explored every possible hiding place, but to no avail. All they got was unwanted attention
from all the enterprising gangsters of Ireland.

"That's why Sheila & I were a bit suspicious of you", she said, "We thought you might
have heard about it in Dublin, & come as part of the latest "invasion of the body
snatchers". Well, if you '''have''' come here for that, I warn you that you'll find nothing.
You'll just get the same unwanted harassment that other tenants got. In any case, its my
view that there was no money at all, he lost all his fortune before his death in the collapse
of the banks. All he had left was the cottage, & that's what he meant by the ending of the
will, if its read right. Paddy & the police came to the same conclusion & spread it abroad
to keep unsavory types away; that's how Paddy interpreted the puzzle that had been set
for him. & he was right in a way, the cottage itself was the real treasure. As no doubt
you'll find if you take it" she said with a smile, her native cunning coming to the surface
again. 

"Things settled down a bit after that, thank God", she added.

"Its possible", I said, "I Lost money in that collapse myself, thankfully only part of my
savings. Not that I have any interest much in money. As long as one has enough food to
eat & a bed to sleep in what more does one want. "Swinish heartless greed", my
grandmother in Crossmagnier used to call the modern obsession with money. Even art or
music events are measured now by the amount of money they bring in to an area, the art
itself seems to be of no consequence", I gave voice vehemently to one of my hobby
horses.



"Well, in an case, I wanted to warn you", she continued.

"The cottage is still the center of much unwanted attention, especially from greedy
relatives. There's still some who don't believe he lost his money. Even The Late Late
Show cast doubt on that theory. That made matters worst for a while, some came back to
gawk. The surviving Krugers, Syvester & Angel his wife, who never earned an honest
penny in their lives, took a house a few miles from here. There have been several break-
ins at night when no one was in residence. Sylvi is the main suspect. That's why I want a
tenant, to keep the cottage secure. Sheila keeps an eye out & Guard Kelly patrols
whenever he's around, but its safer to have someone on the premises. I want to warn you
before you make a decision about renting, in case you think I'm using you, it may not be
such a haven of peace & quiet as you think".

"Well, sweet rose of soft delight", I said undeterred, "I'm game for anything at present.
Might be just the action & distraction I need to keep my mind off troubles. In any case,
I'm not a man to be put off by bullying. I saw this cottage & liked it, its just right for me at
the moment. & If they haven't found the money by now I'm sure they'll soon give up. I'll
be your guard & keep everything locked up tight for you, my little angel". 

"You've enough troubles of your own, I think, do you really want more?" she said, sensing
that I was a tormented soul.

"I'd prefer not to go into that now", I said, "its too painful at the moment. The cottage may
be just the distraction I need". "Oh, You're the clam type" she said, "remember, as I said,
I'm a good listener. They say a troubled shared is a trouble halved".

There was something reassuring in the way she repeated the old cliche, a light at the end
of the tunnel, perhaps. I sensed that something was already settled between us. & that was
confirmed when she said I could stay for as long as six months to see how it'd work out.



After that we'd a delicious tea, & she advised me that Murphy's pub was OK for an
evening meal & she'd bring me some dinner tomorrow to help me settle in.

"There's an electric stove & all the mod cons in the back kitchen, the old range is only an
ornament, & the beds & all are made up", she said, "if you want anything just ring me on
this number 06749, 112000". 

Do I want anything, there was so much I wanted, I thought as I sat quietly in the cottage,
so much that I had always wanted, more than the world could give, maybe. Mainly just
to really be, & be happy It was night now, & I thought of the old cottage in Crossmagnier,
& Kitty & Mike, & my hope for the future then, & a poem I'd written for my literature
teacher as part of my homework, I used to hope that it would snow for I loved the snowy
scenery & the pure peace it represented, the peace of just being, in the midst of a
thought-tormented age: 

The lamp is lit & we gather
Around the fire in the kitchen.
In the faint yellow light of the oil lamp
We are human shades, & the damp night
All around us is real & close, with its storm
Of sleet & hail, battering the windows.
Mother sits at the fire sewing, father smokes,
Lost in the settled meditation of a contented man.
The milk cans in the backyard rattle in the storm,
Like bells of warning to a lost ship.

I dip a penny pen in homemade ink
& write on the stained page all I know. 
Will the snow fall & cover our house tonight? 
The logs on the fire hiss & crackle,
& soot falls into the flames,
Like baby jackdaws falling from their nests;
The rest is silence.

I press my nose against the cool pane.



Is the woeful face I see really mine? 
Is my mind as wet, cold & lonely as the drenched night, 
The flailing hail, the flickering light.
The Milk cans in the backyard rattle in the storm,
Like bells of warning to a lost ship.
I dip a penny pen in homemade ink & write,
On the stained yellow copybook, all I know.
Will the snow fall & cover our house tonight. 

All that world of my youthful farm cottage came back to me, with new sense of its pure
romance & peace, a world of mystery & magic, without the artificiality & alienation
from the natural that was modern life. In the modern world we talk of nature, &
conservation, but again its just a tormented & tormenting idea; in fact we have lost all
touch with the earthy realities out of which we came, & which is our nurturing womb still.
Now I wanted to escape from that rat trap.

I heard the world of a popular punk song in my mind: "its a rat trap, its a rat trap, its a rat
trap baby & you've been caught". I didn't want to be caught anymore, I wanted to
escape; like the soul in the matrix I wanted to be real again. To just be again, for I too had
become a technological puppet, an artificial being of the media & the madness of the
modern soul, if there was any soul left. I wanted to be, & to be one with everything again;
I wanted the snow world to cover me again in a blanket of peace, for my soul was
battered to a pulp by the storms of the soulless world. Indeed I often reflected on
Murphy's law, that our lives were a constant struggle against chaos in the world, the
constant tendency to breakdown & disintegration all around us & that was all too evident
now in our world.

In that sense, it was a totally different world I faced now than my original Crossmagnier
experience, but at least I was in a cottage world again. & I was older & wiser & stronger
to face all the forces of chaos that might come my way. Or was I? 



Chapter 5

Love & Violence

The next morning, after breakfast, I retired to the sun room to return to my writing
enterprise, the one continuing consolation of my life, the means by which I had always
transcended any trouble in my life. I returned to the core of my heart, & my being, &
my soul. Inspired by the entrance of the wild Rose of Ballymac into my life, I composed
a love poem for her, my first in my new retreat. It was another effort to fill the void
within that Kate's betrayal had caused:

My Rose might yet root out this rot,
This cancer in my brain,
Revive my dying peacefulness,
And heal my loss & pain;
For the candles of my heart are out.
My rose might yet restore my soul,
To pleasure & to joy,
And shape within a lasting love,
Our future little boy.

Restore my inner child, for I wanted to be a child again, free from the shackles of
darkness. Or maybe this Rose might bring to me a real child to nurture my need? I was so
silly at that time that I even imagined Rose & I settling here & having a little boy to carry
on my name, for I was "the last of the Mahicans", last of the ancient Lofty clan. 

So I was feeling at that time the "biological imperative" that most of us face at some stage



in our life, especially as we get older. The urge to have children, some bit of ourselves,
some new creation to pass on to posterity. The Romans talked of great art as our
immortality but, I thought, we also needed some more substantial human legacy to leave
behind us. This cottage & someone to share it with in a fruitful union, this would fulfil my
ambition, my most fervent dream of total fulfillment. Not that everyone feels the need
for children, some couples make a life without them. My own cousin, who is childless,
says that when she sees the problems others have with children she is glad; but sometimes
I think she is protesting too much. Maybe there is still something there of loss that she
doesn't acknowledge.

In any case, my hope for a child with Rose was a vain hope, but my dream did come
true in the end though in a different way & not without pain. But what of value in the
world is gained without suffering. There was always the possibility that Rose would let me
down, "Rose thou art sick". She might have a heart eaten out by the world's worm, & she
might eat my heart away like Kate did, burst the bubble I was so busy blowing up.

For I was feeling also a sense, at the time of the shortness of life, so little time to do
something really worthwhile, so much to do & write & so little time to do it. A line I read
somewhere, kept coming to mind: "make us know the shortness of our life that we may
gain wisdom of heart". Every moment reminded me now of how little time I had, & how
quickly the time seems to pass as we get older; was it Shakespeare who said, "thou
shouldst not be old before thous hadst been wise". Was the cottage my door out of
darkness, my path to peace & wisdom at last. 

But all these personal reflections were interrupted by another knock at the door. "Already
no peace", I thought, irritably, for I hated to be disturbed when I was writing.

For a minute when I opened the door, I thought it might be Rose back again. But the
person who stood at the door, though of similar coloring was taller with a calmer, broader
& more intelligent looking face. Not that she wasn't very attractive also, in a quieter way,
with a fine full figure, kind eyes & fair hair cut short that made her look much younger &
more attractive than her mature years. 



"Ah, Mister Lofty, welcome to Ballymac", she said, news was travelling fast, "I'm Rose's
sister, Deirdre. I heard you were here & thought I'd say hello & welcome you to our
simple little village. Rose told me you might need dinner, so I brought you a shepherd's
pie. You might have it for your evening meal or dinner tomorrow, if you like such fare.
We're so glad to have someone reliable in the cottage". 

"Call me Jerry, I said, "its so kind of you to call with the provisions, I brought very little
groceries with me. I never expected to be in residence in this hideaway so quickly".

I shook her hand. Not as girlish as Rose's but somehow more solid & reassuring, in a wise
womanly way. A broad smile lit up her intelligent face & made it instantly likeable.
"She's deep", I thought, she'd make a good long-term friend & stick by you through thick
& thin.

"You've met my sister & I hope you haven't been too taken in by her charms", she said,
laughing. "Let me warn you, she has the reputation for being a wild one. She can twist
most men around her little finger. She isn't as innocent as she looks".

Then thinking she might be giving the wrong impression, being unfair to her sister, she
added,

"But joking apart, I cant understand why she isn't married by now, for she's a wonderful
person really, & has a kindly heart for all that".

"Thanks for the pie, Deirdre Dearest, & the warning, much appreciated" I said, "I'll be
careful, but Rose never told me that she'd a pretty older sister. You don't look at all alike".



"Well" she said, blushing a little at the compliment. "That's because we're half-sisters. I'm
Paddy's daughter from his first marriage. My mother died when I was young & he
married again". 

"I'm sorry", I said, "didn't mean to pry, won't you come in & have a cup of tea or
something". 

"No", she said, "I'm on my lunch break, I work in the local school, just wanted to
welcome you & make sure you didn't starve on your first day with us. Well, I'll be on
my way now, welcome again & if there's anything you want just look me up, they say
I'm a good fixer".

"A real gentlewoman", I thought again, "one you could rely on" as I watched her fine
figure of a woman down the path to the gate. Yet I was glad she didn't come in, I was
very tired from my travels & wanted to get an early night. My head was spinning again
& I needed to take another one of the sedatives. I hope I'm not becoming addicted, I
thought, these things are habit forming. 

The two sisters, I thought, as I brushed my teeth & undressed for bed. Or were there
three in the old mythology. I was soon to learn that they did hold my fate in their hands &
were weaving a net of intrigue from which I would find it hard to wriggle free. 

I'd had a little of the tasty but heavy pie, & I rolled into bed exhausted mentally &
physically. I dreamt of bleeding heads, diamonds pouring down a kind of Torc waterfall,
& the faces of three sinister sisters weaving a kind of spell around me. Suddenly at its
center was Kate, smiling & reaching out with a knife to cut out my heart. 

I awoke with a start, covered in sweat, to the sound of a loud rattling noise. "Don't tell me



the house has ghosts as well", I thought, donning a dressing gown, grabbing a golf stick for
protection & creeping to the head of the stairs. 

Suddenly, a figure resolved like a sprite out of the darkness & drove me back against the
wall with the force of a bulldozer. Strong fingers fastened round my neck with a vice-like
grip. For a minute I thought it was all over.

But I'd always been a good fighter, in school I was nicknamed the Scrapper Lofty. Now I
used my bony arms & tall wiry frame to slam my stocky attacker back against the
opposite wall. Then I struck out with my club at the dark masked face with its sinister slit
eyes. He grunted with pain & let go, even as he kicked me hard in the stomach. I doubled
over in pain, but he'd had enough. Having disabled me, he sprinted down the stairs & out
the door. A motor revved away.

For a while I stood there gasping, winded & bruised in body & soul. The I went down the
stairs, to find the door had been forced open with some heavy iron implement & was
dangling on its hinges. After I'd propped it up as best I could & jammed heavy furniture
against it to keep it shut, anger rose in me like a tide. 

"My god, they wont get rid of the Scrapper Lofty so easily", I thought. I'd be even more
determined to stay with the cottage now. We Lofties were known for mule-like
stubbornness. The more we were pushed against, the more strongly we pushed back. As
result of this attack, the cottage was my keep forever. But could I defend my castle alone?
A name entered my half-conscious mind, Inspector Anthony Develry, late retired chief
inspector of the guards in Dublin, a close friend.

We'd played many a golf game together at weekends, & spent more time in the 19th
drinking, eating, & replaying every stroke. His famed detecting skills had won him many
friends among crime victims, & many enemies among underground gangs in Dublin. His
hard & determined pursuit of them cost him not a few days in hospital, & much fear &
trembling to his long-suffering wife & daughters. But they'd survived. He's the man to



help me now, I thought, & advise me how to depend my castle against all comers.

Once that was decided I was much happier in my mind. I'd write to him to come down to
the cottage for a holiday. Only the other day he'd dropped me a line saying he was
anxious to spent a few weeks in the country with friends. His wife was away, consoling
one of their daughters with marital problems. He was sick of being alone, trying to cook
for himself, or living off drab pub grub. Once you get settled, he wrote, let me know & I'll
help you move into your country haunt, wherever it is. I need a bit of action anyway, this
boring retirement isn't at all to my liking, however much Nelly praises our new quiet life 

Yes, the perfect solution. Deverly & I would solve this cottage problem together. I'd have
some support & he'd have the excitement & action he craved; he had been a man of
action all his life & to such retirement is a terrible burden. Yes, I'd be able to stay here
then & get to know Rose & Deirdre & all the other good people of Ballymac better.

For the moment, thinking unlikely that the intruders would return, though I kept my golf
stick handy just in case, I went to bed again, though I slept fitfully. I tossed & turned at
every creak & noise of the old building, imagining new intruders mounting the stairs
every minute with black murder in their hearts. Once I did, finally, lapse into deeper
sleep, I dreamt again, of spiders crawling all over my stomach & a witch-like Kate with
spiked hair, in black sexy underwear, arm in arm with Leahy, gleefully advising a group
of glossy black-clad thugs, "give him the works boys, beat the bastard to pulp".



Chapter 6

Journey out of Darkness

When I awoke the next morning, I went out for a walk around the field that surrounded the
cottage, to clear my head. The acre had a heavy crop of hay, abundant in various
beautiful wild flowers, for this was no reseeded patch of ground; nothing had been done
with it for ages. It was as nature intended, & it was flanked by a flaming furze hedge that
brought back so many memories of my farm childhood. Indeed, all in all, it looked
remarkably like the house & surrounds I was sent to as a boy. A scrawny city boy of
nine, I'd come to Crossmagnier, just across the border in Cork, seeking love & healing.

For I was in a state of emotional turmoil after my mother's untimely death due to a late-
detected liver tumor for which nothing could be done. Unequipped to raise a family on his
own, my father, a busy city business man, had sent me to his sister's family in the
country. He thought, in any case, that I needed a nurturing family environment, space, &
a change of atmosphere after my great loss. He said he was not abandoning me, "you are
all I have now", he said wrapping his arms around me,

"But I'm sending you to the country for your own good, you'll have a family there &
peace & quiet to heal your hurt, everything here will only continue to remind you of
your mother, & I wouldn't be able to care for you properly here, running a company is a
twenty-four hour a day job; go, Jerry, & be happy, & remember I always love you". I
was the lucky one, though I didn't realize it at the time, he went back to the rat race.

He added that I could visit & stay with him during holidays & he'd come at weekends to
visit me. Despite this, initially, I felt my exile to the country as a further loss & rejection.



Why had he sent me to strangers? Did he not really love me any more? was he blaming
me for my mother's death? All sorts of strange fancies haunted my young soul at the
time. 

So it was a little lost boy who came to the cottage in Crossmagnier, seemingly faced with
a totally alien future. My aunt, Kitty, & Mike, her husband, received me with great
warmth & the children accepted me as part of their family, but I was lost in my own
world of double-loss for some time. They would say to me, "Jerry come out & play with
Derry, Mike will show you how to drive the tractor" or some such kindness, but I'd sulk &
say, "I don't want to, leave me alone, you're not my real family!".

I didn't know what I was saying.

Many's the night I cried myself to sleep, I missed my mother & father so much. I kept a
little picture of her & took it to bed with me every night, also I put under my pillow a
teddy bear my father had given me, one of his last Christmas presents to me in Dublin. 

One night, after I'd been in Crossmagnier for about a week, my kind aunt, who must have
heard my sobbing, came into my room. I'd heard Mike say to her earlier: "go in, in the
name of heaven & do something for that little lost soul; if anyone can do it, you can,
Kitty". She took me in her broad comforting arms & kissed my cheek & whispered,
"shush, now Jerry, we know you're suffering but we all love you, & all the pain will all go
away in time. Shush now & try to go to sleep, baby". 

This was the beginning of my journey out of a darkness of grief & exile. The loving
understanding of the O'Keeffe family I lived with & the beauty of their country life & its
healing & busy outdoor activities brought me back to life eventually. For the main aspect
of every one of us is our feelings, & these are easily hurt & when hurt deeply are very
slow to heal. Only closeness to the earth brought us true healing. 



Was I seeking the same kind of comfort now, a new start & spiritual renewal after
another deep hurt? Indeed, my recent crisis with Kate had already to some extent brought
me back to my roots, to a literary & spiritual revival, as well as stimulating me to seek a
new country haven where I could just be & let the frantic world drive itself to death
outside.

Trouble is double-edged sword; it kills & deepens you at the same time. It had brought me
back to the country, where I hoped to recreate my childhood healing as a man. For even
prior to that journey to the cottage I had experienced the beginnings of a spiritual
reconversion. I had been shocked back to a deeper part of the self, to a new integrity of
life, as it were, after years in a spiritual & personal night of the soul, a long time of
aimless drift & untold dissatisfaction & futile pursuit of pleasure as a vain antidote to the
emptiness within. 

But my recent loss brought a kind of death to all that. As with a sudden death, all my life's
emptiness had flashed before me. This spurred me on to a new journey out to darkness,
which was also to some extent a journey back to the past of healing dreams. All I needed
now was someone like my aunt Kitty, to kiss away my inner hurts. Rose & Deirdre &
Sheila & all the gentle souls of Ballymac, would they to become the angels of my new
world? Would they be my new family of peace & restored love? This is what I asked
myself, & fervently hoped for. Maybe it was another vain dream but the dream, as they
say, is father to the man.

Indeed that day, as I went back into the cottage & sat down on the settle, the original
journey of my soul to light in Crossmagnier came back with fresh force. For there I had
cast off all the sadness of my deep city loss, & turned to peace & simplicity. I had come
through the healing of that farmhouse environment to a real integral closeness to nature &
to the Lord of love & beauty it embodied. It also brought me to the greatest consolation &
grace of life, art. For in Crossmagnier, after the initial pain, and as I grew up tall & strong,
I learned to write about my painful experiences, & thereby transcend them.

Maybe that's what we all need today too, some sort of awakening catastrophe that would
strip away all the artificiality of modern life that alienates the heart & destroys its peace.



I have always had the sense that a modern very artificial world is alienating people more
& more from the kind of life-giving love & peace that I eventually found in the
Crossmagnier farmhouse, & that I fervently hoped I might find again in my new cottage
haven. I went back to the center of my own heart & the simplicity & centeredness of all
real human nurture. For in Crossmagnier, my wise aunt had given me space to grieve at
first, & then loved me out of my pain & into her gentle wisdom.

Also a great teacher in the parish school, Miss May Michael, gave me my first love of
literature & writing; she encouraged me to write about my pain, to write it out as it were
in a little literary diary. She was a fat jolly woman with glasses & a motherly way of
talking:

"Ah, Jerry dear", she's say, patting me on the head, she had no children of her own, so I
was her teacher's pet, though to be fair, so were all her classroom children"

"It should be easy for you, pet", she'd say to me, seeing I was a little boy lost & trying to
get me out of myself, "

"Sure you have brains to burn, so I want you to promise to write for me all your troubles,
Will you do that dear". Indeed all of us had to keep a little diary for her, where we wrote
everything we felt, but she never looked at the work; just gave us examples from little
books like "The Diary of Ann Frank" to inspire us. I loved that book though I thought it very
sad. I supppose it was a source of all my present hatred of all political tyranny. 

Miss Michael was a total contrast to the headmaster, they were not on talking terms, she
disaproved on his methods. He was a bit of bully, & often beat us unmercifully for little
reason, it was the sad norm at the time. If it was now he'd be in jail for assault. But Miss
Michael who, even after we left her class for the higher grades, took us for music & art,
gave us the contrary healing space & inspiration we needed.



So did the literature teacher when I graduated to the local secondary school, Jim
McCarthy. Under his tutelage, as a teenager, I wrote my first long poem called "Journey
out of Darkness". It was an effort to leave all my disappointments behind me & find joy
in my life. I remembered vividly lines from that first lyric poem of mine, as I sat there in
my new cottage of healing, my new door out of darkness. I had begun my life in
Crossmagnier as a child of misfortune & wrote it down as I felt it inspired by Miss
Michael & Jim McCarthy (he's give us the stage in the classroom to recite poems by
famous authors or some of our own works for those who were that way talented):

A child of misfortune, a child of failure,
Paler than the nights
When you walked home from the pictures,
In the mysterious moonlight,
In the shoon of fields 
Silvered of mystery.

More than ghosts and more
Than monuments were the 
Things you saw, a beast in the sky 
With claws & teeth of terror,
The face of a moonlit moaner behind bushes,
Clanking chains,
And crying piteously to the stars.

A child of misfortune, a child of failure.
Forever walking moonlit nights,
Paler than the moon, 
Without passion, without purpose.
I walk forever in the moonlight,
& the moonlight is just a memory of mystery. 

A child of misfortune, & a child of failure,
Paler than the full moon in the mid night,
Gleaming in at our windows, to haunt us
With wan mystery of madness & the unknown,
Telling of a world beyond thought, beyond terror,



Intimations of some phantom force,
Beyond being, beyond breath, the moon of death.
A child of misfortune, a child of failure,
Paler than the moon at midnight, 
In the shoon of fields silvered of mystery. 

Every moon, at the early time in Crossmagnier I was charting, peering in my window, as
I lay sleepless & crying at night, meant death & madness & memory of my mother; I
was lost in an abyss of pain, & it seemed that life would never bring joy again. But
gradually that inspiring secondary teacher weaned me into writing happier poems about
country life, as part of my journey out of darkness, for teenagers go through great
periods of melancholy anyway. I was no exception, youth isn't always as joyful as
people imagine. I would shut myself up in my room, puberty made me even more
seclusive, and Mike would come in & say: "come on Jerry, you can drive the tractor &
there's some pastures to be topped in the north meadow, I know you like doing that work
& the fresh air would do you good". But I'd say "no, I have some homework & reading to
do, & I have an essay to do for our literature teacher", it was just an excuse, I was
becoming a morbid recluse.

"Find joy in what you experience", my literary teacher told me in this time of teenage
rebellion, write about your happy days. It was good advice, & I did write about what we
had found life-giving as children, how I came back to life, as a child of nature & of God,
who lives in our joyful experiences. For that country of childhood imagination was full of
the best scenes of happiness. I described some of the things I did with the O'Keeffe
family, how we lived as wild children of nature at the time. I wrote it all down in a long
early poem, too intricate to give in full here:

We ate rose hips, haws, sloes, primroses,
& bitter-sweet leaves of some unknown plant.
We chewed grand soft ears of wheat,
Pulled rushes, popped snowdrops,
Gathered blackberries & nuts in ponnies.
We hid crab-apples in hay to ripen,



Buried bottles of sugared sloes to make wine.
We made cakes from dust beside summer roads,
Rolled down slopes, climbed down quarries.
We sat snares, excitedly, in cool evenings,
With the dew already on the twisted wires.
We gathered blue duck eggs from 4 furry brown ducks,
Risking the hissing threat of the green-feathered drake.

We ate rose-hips, sat by our crystal spring well,
Lazily dipping feet into cloud-specked icy depths.
We perched on grassy river banks,
Fishing for brown trout, hands trailing in the flood, 
Dreaming of fame & fortune in a faraway lands,
By the streams & mountains of perfect peace. 

I went through a Keatsian phase also at the time, a time when the joy of the senses filled
my work. I began to love writing about nature & especially the richness of autumn in the
country, and mysteries of the old walled garden we had near the house, with its orchard
of vegetables & fruit & nut trees.

Kitty used to spend lots of time there, training quinces up the walls, & sweet peas &
clematis & rambling roses. She was an inveterate gardener, & I spent many a day with
her pruning the apple trees, & shaping ridges for potatoes & vegetables, & working in the
little greenhouse she had in the corner for tomatoes & a solitary vine. It was there also
that I got my love of gardening, as one of the great joys of life.

Beyond the walled garden, which was a relic from landlord times, the O'Keeffe's had got
the farm in the division of land after the war of Independence; there was an old ruined
manor house up the hill with an overgrown driveway. The O'Keeffe farm was one of the
larger ones of the division, so they were reasonably well off. Up from the walled garden
there was a small wood, with walks, & all sorts of trees that we loved to rove among,
especially in the fall. Early on I wrote a nature poem about these activities: 



I enjoyed every sense at autumn in our orchard retreat,
A boy's wonderland of delight: scented green quinces 
We gathered from crumbling orchard walls,
Climbed by fading multicolored sweet peas;
Rose red & gold apples we smelled & ate,
Under knarled angry mother trees;
Smooth cupfree acorns we threw belatedly 
At vain chattering yellow finches & dying honey bees;
Fallen chestnuts I polished til they shone,
To the brightness of my female cousin's brown eyes;
Sweet chestnuts I crushed underfoot ungraciously,
Just to hear their sharp crispcrunch noise;
Crows in high tree nests we stalked & shouted at,
To see them scatter in spray of redpaint leaves;
Grey squirrels we surprised & cruelly stoned, 
As they hoarded nuts like sly furtive thieves;
Green lime balls we tinkled for Christmas cheer.

Earth's undead God freed & healed
My crying heart, as I munched purple plums,
& Small tomatoes & grapes from the greenhouse,
Forbidden fruit we pinched, unknown to our aunt,
Who blamed it on predatory neighborhood thieves. 
Freely & willfully I found playground joy again,
With my carefree cousins, the wild O'Keeffe boys.

Playing & romping around without a care gave me no time to brood on things & that was
the greatest therapy of all.

The other great influence on me at the time was our local priest & school chaplain,
Fr.Tim O'Connor. He inspired me to write about my bludgeoning spiritual experiences,
for my heart at this time also fell in love with God, as most who are close to nature do.



A wild child of meadow & mountain
I found you in my heart, my God.
You lifted me up in your momentous arms,
For I found you as a Father & a Friend.
I spoke to you, & I knew no fear,
You listened to my pain, you were very near. 

But I suppose that faith also came from our common shared beliefs as a country family.
We would go in our horse & trap to mass, & later in a rickety Baby Ford, one of the first
in the parish. Our family were very traditional in the faith their fathers had suffered so
much for. We children loved the trap & the rugs tucked around our knees, & the
umbrellas opened over us to protect us from the rain. At the church we'd rush to get up on
to the gallery, for it filled quickly, to look down on the packed divine drama below. The
galleries have been torn down since - too expensive to ensure, but they were a godsend to
us; we seemed to to be close to heaven up there, monarch of all we surveyed.

I also wrote about my spiritual growth at the time, I was a precocious young bard in that
area too, & especially about one particular experience that was formative for me, for
faith is above all about a growing experience of God, which can't be taught, which isn't a
thought-tormented exercise but as natural as the ground we walk on. Its only truly found
in communal prayer & worship, however inadequate that is:

Incense & altars, plain songs
Of obscure Latin praise,
In proud priestly intonation.
But a sudden heavenly glow irradiates
The altar after consecration;
& The received host rouses my soul
To a rush of rare & unusual devotion.

Tumultuous feelings pour from my heart



As I experience a sudden inner participation
In the golden beauty of the divine Christ.
His truth, a great white illumination, 
Enters my stilled mind, & urges my whole being
To a life of glorious heavenly dedication. 

I suppose it was then that I got the mysterious first call to a life of serving God & others.
My aunt & uncle were gobsmacked when I said I would like to go to the seminary & try
out my vocation; they had thought of me as some one far removed from such high
aspirations; the Scrapper Lofty of school fame would hardly make a saintly priest. But
sometimes we know little of what's going on in the souls of those around us. Though that
seminary adventure didn't work out, the fact that I now minister as a deacon in the local
church show that it was a real call. I have returned to that original impulse also, if in a
new guise. For even after I left the seminary, I always had the feeling within, that my life
would be totally empty & incomplete without the divine dimension that entered my soul
of a sudden that one golden Sunday at mass. That mystery is incomprehensible to those
without faith, the richness within & the beauty of life that it gives that is beyond our
otherwise frail comprehension; the vast universe it opens beyond our narrow everyday
vision, & the deeper joy & peace & wisdom & glory it gives to our searching souls. 

As I sat there, in my cottage hermitage as it were, I picked up a recent work by a
neurosurgeon in the States who died & had a total vision of the mysteries of heaven,
though his brain at the time was totally dead. He said that reductionist scientists, of which
he was once one, are so wrong. The physical world as part of the universe, is as a speck
of dust compared to the vastness & glory of the spiritual part filled with God's love that is
all around us & within us, a depth which only communal worship & church participation
brings to its full fruition.

Certainly while exploring that better part through theological & spiritual studies in the
seminary I felt like that, for the first time I was finding the joy of something that matched
the expansive & glorious sense of a greater life somewhere within me, striving to be free,
my own search for something deeply satisfying to complete my being. That & art was
my vocation as I later wrote, or maybe I was just repeating what I had read somewhere



which had lodged in my consciousness, I cant remember now, but it summed up my
double impulse at the time, the double impulse of all great art in my view:

On the one hand there is the perfection of our art
Towards the beautiful & the good,
& on the other hand there is the perfection of self
Towards God.

Those, are the true sources of happiness, I thought, lasting happiness in the heart within,
those & true love. In all the great periods of civilization they took center stage; they
seemed to be way down the list of priorities now, like all the things of the soul.



Chapter 7

The Pain of Unrequited Love

I reflected, as I sat there in the cottage, my whole life seemed to flash before me, on my
years in the seminary. The long corridors with their endless placid portraits of bishops &
archbishops from the year dot. The regimented day with its initial worship, then breakfast,
then theological lectures in the grand tiered lecture rooms. Then dinner & games
afterwards, or walks in the stately grounds in long black robes. Why black? Even then I
thought that this was a false legacy from Renaissance puritanism. Filtered through
Augustinian Manicaeism & the reformation espousing of the Platonic fear of the body
that the church aped, everything became too austere & overspiritualised as a result. I
always shivered when I went into reform churches they were so bare, just a cerebral
book, nothing to bring the senses also to the divine, without which it is just an abstract
killjoy. That was not the earthy glory of true incarnational Christianity, or indeed any
necessarily experience- based faith. I always loved the concreteness of Basho's Zen
Buddhist poems. The true Christianity is also incarnational like that, for the Word became
flesh, & it had always to be made flesh, for all material things are sacred too. That's why
when young I loved the candles & incense & rich color of all true liturgy.

But the seminary itself was very formal & forbidding after the natural theology of
Crossmagnier. I found the atmosphere strict & rigidly clerical in the worst sense, but I
enjoyed it all the same. There was also the mystery of the divine walking those austere
corridors, despite all the efforts of institutional man to stifle it. That's why it broke my
heart to leave it all behind, after four years of formative knowledge in God.

I have come to terms with that loss too now, for I have come came back to my first love,
my heavenly Father, in a new way as a deacon. He had always been closer to me even
than my most loved Crossmagnier family. For a sense of the awe of his enduring love for



me was part of me even in my human weakness, a greatness that still fills me with a joy
& delight the world cannot give.

But my weakness was exposed in the seminary. Women, entered my life for the first
time. But this also enabled me to appreciate the greatness of human love as part of the
divine continuum. So, if that love scuttled my seminary adventure for a time, it brought
awareness of the link between human & divine love. 

That's also why I never rejected the value of celibacy as total service of the Kingdom of
God in imitation of Christ. The supreme celibate love that every priest imitated as in
Persona Christi was the greater gift. I accepted it as the great ideal the church had
maintained on behalf of all the churches from the beginning. Indeed, I recognized it as an
essential part of most great faith quests worldwide from Hindu to Buddhist to Christian
monks & nuns who leave all to find ultimate inner wisdom & peace within which is also
the peace of the divine. This was pure freedom too from all the world's tyrannies,
freedom to serve God & love all selflessly & impartially; a pure form of humanity's
great inner thirst, persevered in by special chosen ones. I still believe in that despite my
own failure to live it fully. Many of course prefer to stay single in the world too, but this is
very different from the life-long commitment to chaste celibacy for the sake of the
Kingdom of God which is the priestly call.

But I found out that being clay in the hands of women was God's plan for me at the time.
Recognizing this in the seminary was part of my growing up, physically & spiritually, &
I wrote about that too. Indeed, I got into hot water, when I wrote about the tension
between the still very valid & necessary ideal of the detached selfless priest, that all priest
should follow for the good of all, & the reality of sexual attraction that no one is immune
to. It was funny in a way, & I saw the humor if it more than anything else, its humbling
reminder of our humanity. For the greater temptation is to spiritual pride & prudery
which is not part of God's plan, the great temptation is to think that we are superior to our
humanity, but true faith & spirituality is built on our very frail humanity; its in accepting
our human weakness that we are strongest, its in accepting our frail bodily reality that we
come to full wisdom & transcendence.



There was a beautiful female tennis player at the time I had a crush on & I wrote a poem
about it, & her challenge to my celibacy. That, and another poems called "the Celibate
Who loved Women" was published in the literary journal of the Seminary, fair play to
them, they had the freedom to publish it, I found the church not at all as repressive or
inhumane as people imagine, the opposite, it just had higher deeper ideals:

Of late I have begun to ponder over
The beauty of celibacy,
And Anna Kournikova.
Alone in my joyous priestly endeavor,
I have been given a pure appreciation
Of tennis & femininity:
Love 15, love 30, love 40;
Game, set and match.

The fire burns, but is it detached?
Unexpectedly, I have begun to turn over
Thoughts of why God made us male & female,
And Anna Kournikova.
Prone on my bed of priestly purity,
There has arisen in me a surety
That with celibacy life is not over,
But love is strengthened.
We rise above in graced weakness,
To prove the power of virginity,
And Anna Kournikova.

More provocative to the powers that be was the poem I wrote called "The Celibate Who
Loved Women", & its thesis that we do no cease being human sexual beings as priests,
that dimension & even falling in love must not be excluded lest we become poor dry
sticks lacking all humanity, like the dead bones in the Bible. So I wrote the poem & dared
to have it published too: 



The celibate who loved women,
Saw in all their jet shimmering of hair bobbing,
In t-shirts thinning from breast to waists,
& jeans tightening round hips expanding to desire;
Intimations of heaven.

He saw in amber inner shine of eyes gazing
Into his, the profound inner mystery
Of the perfect feminine creation.

& it was precisely because he was a celibate,
& there was in him no self seeking,
That he could thus penetrate,
To the spiritual heart of women,
& see in there, something intimately
Fresh & stunning.

This pure insight endlessly warmed the heart
Of the celibate who loved women.

The celibate who loved women,
heard in the sharp shrillness 
Of their voices,
Singing or screaming,
Some deep down quivering
Of female desire & revealing,
That he found inspiring.

The celibate who loved women,
Saw in that, God's conniving 
For immense fertility & procreating.

& Within the tiny mind
Of the celibate who loved women,
An idea was forming,
That the feminine is the beginning,
& the ending, of everything.

I suppose it expressed my obsession with the opposite sex, & all sex, at the time, like all
young men at that stage my dead bones were feeling an awakening. But still locked to
some extent in an unchristian puritanism, not attuned to the true implications of



incarnational theology, my spiritual mentors in the seminary rightly called me to
account. I was called in, & though they appreciated the humor of it all & were good
gentle people, the question of sex was still a thorny one for them. Institutions are always
wary about things they can't control; though of course I understood their responsibility to
preserve the fullness of the faith lest it become a straw in every wind & fade to the
nothingness, as the empty straws or worldly libertine fashion do.

So I stated my case, & reasserted my defence & indeed love of the great & central
Christian ideal of priestly celibacy. I said this poem was only exploring the ambiguities of
my position, the balance of two equally attractive goods. It was accepted in that spirit &
in the humorous spirit in which it was written. I also explained to the powers that be in the
seminary, feminism was beginning to appear at that time, my sense that the church was
only a half church without the full input & empowerment of women within its life &
authority structures. The dean just asked for a little essay on this, & the deep glorious
spirituality of celibacy which I had been studying, arguing its existence as a key practice
in the church from Christ & the apostles on, & as valid & necessary today as it ever was,
even more so today as a counter witness to the world's higher goals.

But though this issue was satisfactorily resolved, the problem came to light again, & in a
more serious way, when I fell for a young female theology student. At that more liberal
time of Vatican 11, they were many lay students, most of them young women, in the
seminary, as many as there were male seminarians. This was a true liberation for us, for
it brought us in touch with the reality of the world. I used to sit by a young theological
student called Jean Hennessy at the lectures, & an intimacy grew between us. She used to
invite me to her parties in the town & we'd go down town for tea together. Of course I fell
hopelessly in love, & began to dream of her day & night.

There was a tension in my life that was tearing me apart, so I decided to leave the
seminary for a time. Indeed, I had to leave. But sadly the relationship with this Jean
Hennessy, my first love, I adored the ground she walked on, eventually fell through. For
she was a gorgeous willowy figure of girl, with sleek long hair down to her shoulders &
the face of an angel. But to her I was only an infatuation, & her parents frowned on her
relationship with a seminarian, & sent her to another university for the new year. So we
went our separate ways, though not without some intense tears on my part, I was always
very intense in every way inside, though I appeared calm on the surface. I also wrote



about that love, & disappointment. I wrote it out in a large diary of poems called "poems
for Jean", for love is the great joy of life & as such is from God, who is joy. I remember
one of the poems from that diary, her favorite color was green:

Oh Jean, queen of green heaven above,
Meet me but once in returned love,
& be not a cold ice queen, 
For I may never meet you again,
Or caress your pale face, that shone 
With graceful inner innocence.

Restore your entrancing blue gaze, lowered in meekness,
Which once flayed my flesh, melted my heart to sweetness.
Enmesh my mind, ensnare my soul again,
With fine long looks of love,
& the teasing touch of red lips on mine.

For you set me up, even to lust, then send me away.
Oh Jean, my pale queen, the book I write, the song I sing,
Will say I love you til my dying day.

But though I felt all that for her, left all for her, I was left high & dry in the end; the joys
of the world are always passing. That sorrow & my sense of my lost vocation also
caused me immense anguish for a time. There was a void inside, as much for my lost
vocation as from that puppy love, that I only recently filled with my diaconate work &
my marriage; that pastoral work is also part of the restorative healing the cottage brought
me in the long run. 
For after leaving the seminary & its awesome austerity, for a while I drifted away from
my roots & beliefs into all sorts of passing fads & relationships. Spiritually & morally, I
regret to say, I went downhill fast until I was almost a lost soul. But through it all, the one
good thing was it spurred me to throw myself heart & soul into further studies in
literature, a love of which never deserted me. After doing a doctorate on modern Irish
poetry, my father had left a lot of money for my further education at his death, & after
publishing some literary works, I got the post in the aforementioned university. There I
met Kate at a fund-raising event & was bowled over. My relationship with her was a
fresh sensual encounter & I also wrote about that, for the immense impact of her
presence on my senses was immediate:



Yesterday an angel came to me,
Out of a starless sea,
Her face white as purest light,
Her lips scarlet as eternity.
Her hands touched me,
Softest flesh on flesh,
So tenderly.
My hands reached up,
To her shining coal black hair,
& I lay there caressed.
She unbuttoned her blue blouse,
& her hair was loosed around my heart,
Burning cold.
Her pearl earrings
Lay upon my neck,
& caught the light,
With the crystal dazzle
of Love's delight.
My beating heart was stilled,
& I was dead & lost
To all but God alive,
In lips of tender touch. 

As I sat there pondering how that relationship also went wrong, I was brought out of this
reflection, & a new sense of loss, by a ring at the door. It was Deirdre returning for her
shepherd's pie dish. Was she to be my new nemesis, I thought? Certainly, we sat for a
good while chatting & enjoying each other's company. 

After she left, I rolled into bed, with a new sense of equilibrium. I dreamed of pleasant



Crossmagner fields, but later in my dream saw these threatened by dust & black smoke
from a vast industrial complex they were building there. All my dream world blotted out
by the darkness of a cynical & skeptical encroaching world where money was king &
God & literature & love & truth & beauty was increasingly out the window. My old
melancholy was in danger of returning. Thankfully I woke up from that hideous prospect,
to a glorious Ballymac day. 



Chapter 8

The Land of Lost Delight

After getting & shaving & dressing I looked out to see that the morning was bright &
warm for a change. I breakfasted on leftover cake & jam, & coffee. Then I strolled
downtown to explore the lie of the land & report the attack on me to the Garda Siocana.
Ballymac looked splendid in June sunshine. It was an unspoiled seaside village sloping to a
broad promenade & generous parking area. Underneath that, down steep steps, was a low
strand littered with mounds of little multicolored stone pebbles, above a sandy beach
sheltered by towering brown cliffs. Perched on one of these was were the ruins of the old
castle of an Irish clan chieftain of more magical Celtic times, when every chief had his
poet & musician. Already some adults & children were down there for the day, shrieking
as they jumped into the icy waves, for it was early summer, & it had been a cold wet
Spring; their bodies soon adjusted to the water temperature.

At the top of the village the garda station loomed, speaking of a more settled time when
every hamlet had its Sergeant & Guard, Now, apparently, it was down to one, who only
visited on occasions. Soon, I was told, it would to be closed altogether due to cutbacks.
Everything going backwards again after the progress we'd made in the Nineties. The
treasury of rural life looted, I thought bitterly, to feed the Lord Economics & his minor
gods in the EU, the IMF & the wide world of greedy bankers. My dream of coming
darkness in our little isle, wasn't so much off the mark after all.

Garda Kelly was behind the desk in the front room of the station when I entered, filling
out dog & gun licenses. He got up & extended a large weatherbeaten paw. He surprised
me by what he said, apparently the bush telegraph had preceded me.



"Mr.Lofty, I presume, the new victim of the cottage", he smiled & went on. "Glad to
meet you all the same. What can I do for you, don't tell me you've had intruders in the
old ruin already. Its been the bane of my life since I came here. Nothing but break-in
after break-in, no rest '''from''' the wicked".

He was a burly man of about six feet, but very much going to fat around the waist & with
a broad genial face & smile. "Let me have about me men who are fat..& such as sleep at
night", I thought, recalling Shakespeare. I was to learn later that the civic guard was
married to Sissy, third of the O'Brien sisters. They lived in a Boom-time monstrosity of a
mansion on the outskirts of Mountcharles, a more substantial nearby town. 

"Call me Jerry", I replied, "You're dead right guard, I had an unwelcome visitor last night
& still bear bruises from the encounter, but I think I gave as much as I got. Whatever
about the other tenants, I'm not going to be scared away like a rabbit running before the
dogs of whatever kip they come from".

I recounted what had happened.

"Sure, its not the first time this sort of thing has happened" he said, "but I'm glad someone
stood up to the thugs. As I hope you'll understand, its hard to pin anyone down for the
intrusions. I'll come up later & have a look around, maybe he left something
incriminating to go on, though I'm not very optimistic. Sounds like that Kruger boyo, but it
could be any adventurer looking for money that isn't his. I suppose they told you about
that, all the media rubbish about the hidden hoard?".

"Well, yes, but I'm not so easily gulled into searching for fool's gold, or frightened into
leaving my nest", I said. 

"Good for you, but seriously, listen, Jerry", he said, leaning over the counter & speaking



in a kind of kindly fatherly manner so that I could smell his breath. 

"I appreciate your courage, but let me give you a word of advice, tis for your own good.
Get out of that cottage like the others did. Its not safe for anyone at the moment. With the
cutbacks, we haven't the resources to watch it, especially at night. Find some quiet place
to holiday in. Its no comfort for any soul looking for peace & quiet that place is".

I knew he meant it kindly but it made me even madder.

"God dammit to hell, guard, no one's going to drive me out of a place I've taken a fancy
to", I said angrily, "I'll be more on my mettle in the future. I'll give hell to any thug who
dares darken that door again. I'll crush their skulls with my bare hands if needs be. I give
you fair warning, guard. you may have to arrest me for manslaughter the way things are
going".

But then cooling down a little I said," Thank you for your advice all the same, officer,
good day. If I'm out when you call, Sheila will let you in, she has a key". I left, still
simmering.

As I turned to go I noticed a mark on the side of his head with a small bandage. Could he
be the intruder last night, I thought. Certainly, he fitted the description, & if the money
was found in the cottage doubtless it could be kept by any of the sisters. & With the
recession & the mortgage he & Sissy had, & cuts in garda pay, they probably needed the
money. Am I getting paranoid, I thought, suspecting everyone. Would the cottage destroy
rather than save me, bring me pain rather than peace? Time would tell. My next port of
call was the local pub for a spot of lunch. A big sign outside Murphy's pub, meant to
attract tourists, read: "Best of food & drink available within, call in & taste our unique
hospitality, fish food fresh from the sea".



It sounded good. I was partial to a nice piece of cod. When I went up to the bar for a
menu, Murphy the Younger introduced himself. He was a strong wiry young man with
long brown hair tied in a pony tail at the back, Bono-style, & a thin bronzed face fixed in a
perpetual sour expression. The Bronzer Murphy, I christened him immediately, the sore
Bear of Ballymac. It seems, another man in the bar had told me, he'd come back,
reluctantly, from Australia after his father got altzeimers & went to a home. In Australia
in any case his visa had run out, & he hadn't exactly endeared himself to the locals. He'd
been left the pub & was trying to beef up its trade so that he could sell it & go away
again; but, a bit of a dope, he lacked the intelligence & personal charm to make a go of it.
No love of Ireland, no patriotism any more, were the schools going too far in playing
down our heritage, I thought bitterly. But then again, economic necessity drove many
away in the past as well; but many left now without any love of the country that nurtured
& educated them, maybe because it failed to give them what really mattered, a deep
love of their land & all the greatness it once stood for. 

I reflected further on this in a quiet corner of the lounge, which had a pleasant old-
fashioned feel. There was an ancient deal counter, old black pots & pans hanging from
the ceiling, & apron clad barmen smiling benignly from pictures on the wall that said
"Guinness is Good for You". It reminded me of the local in Crossmagnier, where my aunt
& uncle would take me on summer nights after work. Into the snug where he would have
a shot of whiskey & a "medium" of stout, & she a small glass of sherry, & I some sweet
fizzy "mineral". Women or children didn't dare enter the main sanctum, it was thought
ungenteel, not suitable for the fairer sex & their innocent offspring. 

I was deep in reflections on other aspects of that happier, if fading country past, when a
small stout middle-aged man came over & sat down near me. He'd a round red face, a
head as bald as a badger, & shrewd twinkling eyes. When I said hello & made some
inane remark about the weather, he held out a welcoming hand & said,

"Mr.Lofty, I presume, welcome to Ballymac! I'm Jim Cassidy, the sacristan in the
church. Sure we're neighbors now, I live up the road from the cottage & thought we'd get
acquainted, you'll need neighborly support in this place".



Reassuring, I thought, but I didn't like the way he had intruded on my space, invited
himself to my secluded perch, but at the same time I didn't want to seem rude. Good
Manners are the basis of civilization, some one said, & curiosity. Sight of me must have
just roused that. But at least I applauded his neighborly spirit. It reminded me of
Crossmagnier again, where everyone were in each other's face, but also helped each
other out. I remembered how they too rallied round me after I came to the area. Bill
Denny who let me drive his tractor, a great adventure for a city boy. & Sissy Daly who'd
let me feed the geese & drive them out to the pond where I used to watch them paddling
& dipping their necks in the water & the little stream of grey goslings that followed them
in a row in the water & the orange-billed gander that I was bit afraid of, because he used
to crane his neck & hiss at me, protecting his own. Poor, people like Sissy had no room for
heads in the air in those days. Now in cold electronically fenced mansions no one knows
their neighbor, let alone reach out to strangers a hand of friendship. While I was thinking
these sad thoughts Jim was droning on. Eventually I got a word in edgeways,

"Glad to meet you, delighted to meet a pillar of the church".

"You'd be a believer yourself then?", he said.

"Well", I replied, "since my country days with my grandmother & aunts & uncles I have
got into the habit of mass every Sunday, twas part of life in those days & as natural as the
seasons. My father told me they used to walk barefoot to mass when he was young. Over
the backs of the ditches, for the roads were puddled then & rough on the feet, with their
shoes tossed over their shoulders. They put them on when the reached the church. I used
to love going to the church in our pony & trap & later in the baby Ford. & of course I
spent some time in the seminary, later. Yes, I'm a believer by choice. I think its our only
ground to stand on in the morally muddled & violent world we live in".

"Ah, That's the way we think in Ballymac also, you'll be very much at home" he said
with a mischievous smile, "Indeed when I was young we used to love to go up on the
gallery for the mass. I used to think", he chuckled, "that the priests had a great time
drinking all that wine, it made me envious. On the gallery we overlooked the whole show.
Some naughty boyos would toss conkers down on top of their friends below. The galleries



are condemned now. We need a major renovation of the church if we only had the
money, but its very hard to raise it in these recession times".

"I hope you get the funding you need", I said, "but does the attendance still merit that kind
of outlay"? 

"Oh Yes! No mass falling away from the church here, we appreciate our spiritual
heritage. Indeed, I came to meet you for a related purpose to that. Fr. Mike Flaherty, the
parish priest was saying to me just this morning, when we heard of your arrival from the
housekeeper, Mary Culloty, that we should invite the new tenant of the cottage to evening
dinner. He always likes to do that with new parishioners" (& find out the latest news, no
doubt, I thought irritably, "curiosity killed the cat").

"No problem", I said, "what about Friday evening after mass",

thinking the man in front of me was probably the real parish priest & ran every show in
town. Such men, & women, were the salt of the earth & the light of the world, helping
community to stay in being. "The candid scholar, the unselfish priest, the uncomplaining
mothers of many", words from a McNeice poem came to mind. These were the faithful
masses, despised by the world, who yet kept it from collapsing into dog-eat-dog chaos.

"That'll do fine", sir, we'll expect you on Friday night then, say about 8.30", Jim said,
"You'll surely have a pint on me now to celebrate your presence among us". He
motioned to Murphy for the same again & continued,

"Great man Fr.O'Flaherty, a fine liberal theologian & philosopher, deep thinker, should
have been the bishop if right was right. You having been a lecturer, new travels fast here,
ye'll have great stuff to discuss at dinner. No doubt, ye'll solve all the problems of the
world together, for father loves deep palavers with like-minded people in the presbytery".



"I'm looking forward to that", I said, "I'll do my best to bring him the latest philosophical
& theological ideas. I love a good deep discussion myself over a few glasses of good
wine or whiskey. But, by the way, I'm having trouble with the cottage, would you know
anything about that".

A good local source of knowledge to tap, I thought, might as well launch out into the deep.

"Sure, he replied, "Kruger & O'Flaherty were great friends, often had him up for dinner,
the PP had. Kruger even promised to donate money for a complete refurbishment of the
church, said it would help to atone for some of his shady dealings in the past, he wasn't
always a believer or even a good man. Millions the refurbishment would cost now, the
last PP was doddering & let the church go to wrack & ruin. If the money was found in the
cottage, I always say, by right most of it should go to the church. I know that's what
Kruger wanted, he often said so to the PP". 

A kind of hard light came into his otherwise beaming chubby face at this & a bell rang at
the back of my mind. Could this be a man capable of killing the postman to gain the
money for his great cause, or attacking me in the dead of the night. Maybe!

"Well its nice meeting you", I said, suddenly fearful, changing the subject, "any
suggestions for what's good to eat here". 

"Oh, I'd try the chowder & the roast pollack, if I was you", he said, "great local food &
just in from the boats. Well, it was nice meeting you, I must get back to my work. I'm
overseer in the fish factory, I'm on a lunch break. Bye for the present". 

I thanked him, & having ordered as he suggested, settled down to eat & read the local
paper. "Ballymac cottage still the center of diamond mystery", was one of the headlines.



Still stoking the fires of greed, the media had much to answer for, I thought.

My meal, sadly, was as not as good & wholesome as country meals usually are. No
wonder Murphy wasn't doing well; he didn't even know how to cook such fine local
ingredients as was available to him. After the meal, I went to the grocery shop for
supplies; home cooking may have to be my future here, I thought. It was more a sell-all
than a grocery shop. Food willy-nilly alongside pots, pails, shovels & fishing tackle. In the
corner behind a counter I spotted Rose, more soberly dressed for duty, but still looking a
peach, paying out old-age pensions & children's allowances in between franking letters &
parcels. I strolled over & as I pushed forward the letter to Deverly, she looked up & said: 

"Oh hello Jerry, how are you pet, thought you'd be in hospital, I heard about the attack last
night, are you all right, my dear, I was going to call round to see & console you after
work".

There was concern & fear in her tone, I thanked her for that, at least some one wasn't just
pumping me for information.

"I'm grand, I said, "just a few bruises & delayed shock". I smiled & added, teasingly, "a
visit from you, my ministering angel, at a later hour of the night, would fix all that". 

She blushed & said "get away out of that you old playboy, I'm not one of your painted
city hussies".

"Just joking", I said to defuse her indignation, "but do call by all means, I'm like a hermit
holed up there without a living soul to talk to". 

"Sure I'll call after work, the place needs a tidying up anyway, now be off, I've work to



attend to", she said briskly. 

"Yes, mine Fuerher, I said, giving a mocking salute, "I'm off to do a bit of scribbling,
which is one reason why I'm here. Goodbye '''dear"''', I said with mock emphasis.

She dismissed me with a curt wave of her hand for a scandalized customer was looking on
unapprovingly, her business neglected. 

The pier was quiet, rain had come & scattered the day trippers. I pulled up my anorak
hood over my head & settled in a sheltered corner to attempt to write something that
might in a small way satisfy my searching soul:

white seagulls over the bay,
bright fish on the pier,
yet dark death came down upon us here.

Unsatisfied I decided to try a few more Haiku-like pieces. 

Ballymac brooding above a pebbled shore
Straggling houses sweeping to a sandy floor,
Yet sea shells here are colored red with gore.

OK, maybe I could do better. I tried again & after much effort & crossing out, &
rewriting produced:

Fragrant roses round a diamond hall,
Fuchsias & foxgloves by a whitewashed wall,
Yet death walks here with dark footfall. 



Yes, I thought, just the quality of light & dark that reflected my life at the moment; I
hoped things wouldn't get any darker. 



Chapter 9

The Blue Remembered Hills 

I was so absorbed in the writing that I didn't hear someone coming up behind me until she
shouted "hello!". It was Deirdre. "What are you doing here, Jerry, taking in some of the
local scenery like any day tripper", she said. 

"I might ask the same of you", I replied.

"Oh, she said, "I'm the principal in the local primary school, & I always come here to eat
my lunch, away from the noise of the children. Then when I'm finished I go up & relieve
my assistants. So you'll excuse me if I get on with my lunch. Care for a sandwich", she
said proffering me one, "what are you writing?".

"A few horrid poems", I said, "Just had my dinner in Murphys. Writing, its one of things I
do as post-dinner recreation" I said with a smile. "No, actually its one of the reason why
I'm here in Ballymac, escape from it all. I lecture on literature, those who can't do teach,
but writing's my life. In a way I'm a teacher like you, but of bigger brats of our
iconoclastic society".

"Let me see", she said snatching the notebook from me playfully & reading the words out
loud.



"Nicely put", she said, "but a bit morbid isn't it, is that how you see us in Ballymac,
beautiful but dangerous?".

"Oh No! Its not the town, its beautiful, its me at the moment. What with the cottage & my
own recent setbacks, everything seems dark, but I don't want to burden you with my
troubles".

"Go on, I'm a good listener, do, I'm also very discreet, I wont spread it around, except to
half the population", she said with a smile, "I promise".

"I think my whole history has got around already, judging from what I've encountered so
far", I said bitterly. Yet there was something about Deirdre that made me want to pour
out my troubles to her, she had a kind of quiet empathy about her & I had to tell someone
to ease my torment. 

"I don't know why I'm telling you this, but there was girl, in the city, that I was engaged
to, you might as well know", I said trying to stem rising tears,

"Left me for the local gangster. Wooed her with money, plush hotels & holidays in Spain.
How these gangster types sleep in their beds at night", I said savagely, "killing our youth
with drugs & each other with guns. It hurt me a lot when Kate left. So I took to drink &
was thrown out of the university. Wandered around. I thought this place would be the
perfect therapy to get me back into the world, or out of it for good. But look at the mess I
landed in, my life seems all pain & torment at the moment. Well you've my whole sad
history now & you'll despise me no doubt. I don't know why I'm burdening you with my
problems & self-pity, I'm sorry". 

"No", she said, "I'm glad you told me, if there's anything I can do, let me know, I've a
good stout shoulder to cry on. We have our own problems in the school now, losing a



teacher due to the increased pupil-teacher ratio, back to the bad old days like everything
else. But we're trying to soldier on as best we can".

I felt she was giving me a hint to brave it out, but that kind of stoicism was no use to me, I
wanted to change things not submit to them like a slave bowing before the world's tyrants. 

"Thanks, you're a real peach, I hope the children appreciate that", I said, "I'm sorry I
ruined your lunch break with my gripes, but I appreciate your listening to me, I see you
want to get back soon so I wont detain you", I rose to go suddenly embarrassed at my
confession. "I'm off, goodbye & thanks again". 

Running away from real relationships again, or disappointed at the poor consolation she
offered, I thought, maybe both, I was like a spoiled child who didn't get what he wanted &
ran away in a huff. But then again maybe our relationship wasn't deep enough yet to
expect any more.

I looked again at my scribbles. Light & dark like artists colors setting each other off I
thought, That's life. The dark nature of the poems reflecting my present morbid mood,
with the only gleams of light coming from the cottage & Rose's smile & Deirdre's face
with its with soft homely solace. Words of a Houseman poem, I'd always loved, came to
me:

These are the blue remembered hills,

I see them shining plain,



The happy highway where I went,

& Cannot come again. 

Was I seeking "The blue remembered hills", remembered from a previous life. Or was I
seeking a happiness in this world that was never achievable. The one things I could cling
to, I thought, is art, that's timeless. That's my one constant antidote to the disappointments
of life. 

This spurred me on to fresh work. Heeding Deirdre's words about the morbidity of the
Haikus, she'd have made a good critic, I went down to the shore & wrote a descriptive
prose poem its rhythms like the waves, its content like a landscape painting. It was back to
my old nature joys again; I never like Heaney's "Death Of A Naturalist", if we can't find
joy in nature then we can't find it anywhere else either:

Down steep steps to the beach I'm ferried on a coach of four to dunes of green & sand-
gold peacefulness.
All day long I perch on grassy knolls waving hands of various flowery welcomenesses.
I walk to endlessly wave-washed rocks & craggy towers of thoughtful pillared
protectiveness.
My heart healing on sand hills of busy silence, I rest under cliffs invaded by mossy pink-
ameria softnesses.
At sea, gulls screech in soaring gleefulness above my swimming limbs, feeding scraps of
fish to gaping screams on ledges of lofty babynesses.
Brooding under upright crags of dark amber I study tiers of tiny purple shellfish stacked
up their serried bases by tide- borne plankton plentifulness.
Crabs scurry from under my bare feet into eyelit caves of watchful hermit saintliness.
I kneel  to hear the seaweed dirges of scattered shells in their varied mother-of-pearl
infoldednesses.
I bathe reborn in plashy cold by bikini girls, bronze youths, feeding gulls, & intense after-
wave wet-sand brightnesses.
 Laughingly running with boys after retiring tides I worship God in surging seas, Christ in
fire horizons above infinitely fading bluenesses.



Heavenly singing ringing round my soul, I let roll over my laid out body ceaseless waves
of fawn foam peacefulness.
I let life be.

I'll show that to Deirdre tomorrow & dedicate it to her, I thought, as I walked back to the
house happy despite my lone seaside exertions. When I arrived at the cottage it stood out
beautifully backed by a gold evening sun. I thought, "I wish I was an artist & could draw
the cottage as a background to these poems, but without the shadowy figures gathering at
its doors".



Chapter 10

Faith of our Fathers 

Later that evening, remembering the dinner with the PP, I showered & dressed.
Consulting the mirror, how haggard & gaunt I look, I thought, in a white shirt, black suit &
black tie. Yet some would still describe my fifty-year-old face as handsome, despite lines
etched there by recent pain. If I'd persevered in the seminary I might be a PP myself
now, I thought with surprise. Was my way with women a curse? "Away with Women",
was that the solution?. No I could never believe that, that was part of God's life & great
plan for our happiness too. But certainly, I'd paid in pain for my looks & poetic
playfulness. Happy, I thought, are the nondescript men without entanglements. They
marry nondescript woman, raise nondescript children & live nondescript lives. They keep
the faith & are saviours of a violent disturbed world. 

Faith of our fathers, living still,

I will be true to thee til death. 

Lines from an old popular hymn echoed in my mind. 



As I drove to the presbytery, I reflected that without such belief I'd be a washed up body
on a bleak shore, food for worms & demons. Faith insulated me from the artist's
temptation to end it all. I'd wait til "My Captain" called. Meanwhile this suffering would
give me strength; after all Keats said, its trials that make life "a vale of soul-making". My
art would link this world & the next like Coleridge, fulfil my thwarted vocation in some
partial way, for art was a great vocation too, another path to the divine. I'd once written
about that: 

Poetry penetrates to the inner space,
Where all is grace & rest in Christ. 
Beyond our inner dust, its golden car
Carries us within & blessed,
To every lost eternal place.

Poetry penetrates to the inner space
Where pearly moons & diamond stars exist,
Beyond life's dark & soulless prison bar,
It carries us in light to the forever Christ.

Wordsmith gates open & we go in, free & afar,
To endless angelic worlds of beauty & peace.

A plump housekeeper met me at the imposing presbytery, once the abode of a tyrannical
landlord who fled to England during the war of independence. She was a kindly woman.
After burying her husband & marrying off her children, she came to do for the PP. She
showed me in to a parlor where drinks were being enjoyed by Deirdre & Jim. Father
produced a bottle of old Cork whiskey. He was heavy distinguished man with a florid face
& cheery blue eyes. A monseigneur type if a bit younger, but on the way down now,
which is why he'd been consigned to Ballymac no doubt. 

"Hard to beat a good bottle of old Irish malt", I said, "you must think me a special guest to
treat me so royally". 

"I believe in hospitality", he said with a smile, "for which your dues pay. But the laborer is



worthy of his hire, & I think you need some special elixir to comfort you after all you've
gone through already in this place". 

"Oh its nothing, I said, "just one break-in & a few bruises. Indeed, I'm much happier
overall since coming here. It seems to be a grand seaside haven & the people are so
welcoming". 

"Oh yes, grand people", he said, "salt of the earth. The curse of progress, in its worst
forms, hasn't reached us yet, drugs & such evils. We're unspoiled, not like the world's
cesspools where anything goes, & faith, morality & kindness is a joke". 

To defer a sermon, I said that the age certainly didn't let God's laws deter them from
doing what they wanted, though those laws were for our freedom. I'd learned this from a
homilist in the seminary who said the commandments were given as the Israelites's fuller
& deeper liberation from slavery. I added,

"Of course Christ's commands, the Sermon on the Mount, have no "thou shalt nots".
They're a recipe for world happiness & should be our guide, they put the horse of warm
spirituality back before the cart of cold ethics. So here's to grand Malt for the good Lord
said, "I came that you may have life & have it to the full".

Our meeting, I thought, was shaping up like the lively dinner debate on religious matters in
Joyce's The Dead. That was my artistic vanity coming to the fore; "vanity of vanities &
all is vanity", I quoted in my mind. 

During a boring part of the religious discussion, all four were sucking up to the professor
& seemingly showing off with ever more weighty ideas, I looked out the window & was
surprised to see Rose, hand in hand with the Bronzer Murphy, passing by outside in the
street. "A strange liaison", I thought, feeling more than a bit jealous. But my love life was



restored when I looked at Deirdre, stunning in a little black number that accentuated her
figure no end. A fine mature woman, I thought, 32 at the most & only now coming into
her prime.

She smiled, sensing my appreciation, & said:

"Regarding the Sermon, didn't Ghandi, the Hindu saint say it the most beautiful thing he'd
ever read; he & Tolstoy communicated frequently & from the latter he came to
appreciate the Sermon as the wisdom of all wisdoms. The Splendor of Truth, as my other
great hero John Paul 11 says, attracts everyone of good will, especially great minds. The
truths of all faiths are beautiful, he says, & when lived out bring beauty to life. Of course
John Paul was a poet himself, a book of his poems sold three million copies, I'm told". 

She sat back & stretched out a bare graceful leg beside mine. Moved to bring my thoughts
in tune with hers I responded:

"Yes, I remember a story of Ghandi during the struggle for Indian independence. A
western advisor said he should use violence. "But didn't your Christ say turn the other
cheek", Ghandi said. "Ah we don't take that literally", the advisor said. Ghandi was more
Christian than his so-called Christian friend & he lived that spiritual way of peace too;
during Hindu-Moslem wars after independence he fasted til they stopped fighting".

Taking up the theme, like a dance counter move, Deirdre added:

"This links with John Paul also, great truth is universal &as you said great minds think
alike. In that film of John Paul's life, Man of the Century, people asked him to fight back
when the church was forced underground by Fascist terror in Poland. He said, "no, we'll
conquer by love". He did so under Fascism & the subsequent terrible repression of the
church under Communism. & he forgave & embraced the man who shot him".



She put her soft pale hand on the black leather sofa near to mine & again I responded, we
were like a pair of dancers interacting in The Lord of the Dance:

"Beauty is truth & truth is beauty, you're right. Tolstoy was won over the same way,
great minds think alike as you said. He said others threw a light on human life but Christ
illuminated it beyond measure forever. At thirty he was converted. He'd everything at
the time & was feted as the world's greatest intellect, but felt empty inside. Then he found
the gospels. We need something bigger than ourselves to give greater grace, depth,
meaning & value to life. The great mistake of the modern west is its failure to cater for
the inner man. As Kierkegaard said: "there are two ways to be fooled; one is to believe
what isn't true; the other is to refuse to believe what is true". That's why Jung, the great
psychologist, said, "the death of God is the death of man". Even Science agrees. I read in
the paper the other day about a recent scientific study which said "evolution favors those
of faith". We need it for survival. The irreligious spurn the greatest glory & & support of
life. As the neurosurgeon Alexander says, those who close themselves off from the
spiritual world, such as scientific reductionists, are like children locked up in a closet, who
think that narrow space is all that exists. The greatness of poetry, art, imagination & its
highest goal in God, is lost to such reductionist narrowing of the human soul". 

"Amen" Deirdre said, keeping up our intertwined symphony song.

"My pupils take to faith like ducks to water. I shudder to think how empty their lives would
be without God. The world doesn't realize that our souls need to be protected from evil as
medicine protects the body from disease. Children know that instinctively, that we're
restless until we rest in God, as Augustine said. But the modern world imposes more
limiting structures on our souls, & some churches collude in this by fundamentalist or sick
ideological distortions of the faith into violence. They reinvent God to suit their sad
purposes, like in the North. That give religion a bad name. But it shouldn't scare us away
from real faith's necessary & soul-nurturing wisdom".

"Here here", I said. My admiration for her rose, here was a woman who'd a fine mind.



She'd a first class MA in literature & philosophy, with a specialization in religion &
postmodernism, I learned later. Our rapport was growing & the others were admiring the
intellectual & physical couple we were becoming, we were like two large waves blending
on the Ballymac seashore: 

"Sure", I said, "but a problem occurs when faith becomes too institutionalized. Church
structures tend to start serving themselves rather than God after a while, as Tolstoy also
pointed out. Yet they're a necessary evil. Without them faith would fail, we're social &
political animals. I remember a literary piece about a priest giving a lecture in a hall.
Someone stood up & raved about church abuses. Fine, the priest said, when he'd finished,
find the perfect church & don't join it. Of course the perfect church would be up in the
air, not human. Those who say faith is just me & God are deluding themselves, shutting
out the necessary communal aspect of all human endeavors; within a generation such
superficial individualistic faith will inevitably fade to nothing & leave nothing to posterity.
Like the word bird which doesn't exist in any real way. There are only individual birds
with their rich color, variety & earthly limitations. Those churches that transmit the
beauty of apostolic tradition can be trusted. They mediate the greatness of God's love,
which we can only experience fully in his families or communities of love like the
original people of God, we voyage to our great final destiny only in frail human
communal ships of living & shared faith that if we are true to also carry our children
after us to glory". 

I sat back thinking I'd made enough points in defence of the faith, & the deep wisdom
value of all faiths, to keep our kind host happy, after all he was plying us with the best of
drink. Deirdre glanced at me with hero worship eyes & I glowed, she believed. In God, in
life, in love, in beauty, in truth, in culture, in people, in all that was most beautiful in the
human soul & the glorious inner riches & variety of men & women everywhere.

This is the life I thought, though not exactly "life's big smoke & wild wild women".
Deirdre spoke on but I didn't really hear; I was busy & thinking that love should be a union
of soul & body like ours was becoming; the bubble man again. The words of a love poem
I'd composed for Kate came to me & I reshaped it for Deirdre as she expounded
philosophical matters as a kind of deep counterharmony. 



When thinking what my dear desires,
I always wish to see
If what she craves of other men,
is merely what she seeks from me,
or if our love is free. 

When thinking where my dearest goes,
I know I can't command her will, 
But must expect when others leave,
she will require me still,
to fill her soul with fire.

When thinking whence our love did spring,
from singing laughter  or from prayer. 
I know that heedless whence it came,
our lives can never be the same.
& Though she love a hundred men,
'''our''' love can never be a sin".

After all, I thought, That's what its all about, love. Was it the Beatles who sang, "all you
need is love, love, love is all you need". Certainly it was what I needed at the time. 



Chapter 11

Sex & Postmodernism

I was brought back to reality by Deirdre leaning over & saying to me:

"Is anything the matter, Jerry, you look preoccupied. Is it the cottage trouble, it must be a
weight on you mind all the same. Maybe you were foolish to settle here at all, is it worth
all the trouble? Though we'd miss you now if you didn't stay". A probe maybe, I thought,
to see if I cared.

"No", I hastily replied, "Sorry, I was lost for a while, just reflecting on something else.
No, I'm still glad I found the cottage & this village, & of course its fine kind people like all
here", giving her a knowing glance. She sat back, satisfied.

Father broke in, dragging us back to strictly religious matters,

"What you were saying there about the individual churches & their worth, & the witness
of other faiths & their richness, that great minds think alike. Our increasing diversity in
Ireland is a blessing in that sense. Far from alienating us from, it should us to appreciate
our native Christian tradition more. For that is a heritage that we must cherish, not
abandon in our new, if limited, diversity. Through that faith we gave & still give much to
the world. We mustn't all become a drab shade of grey, true pluralism is where every
culture can celebrate its riches to the full, under the overarch of the main national
tradition as in America, not shades of non-culture imposed on all & killing all faith,



especially our own in the name of drab secular reductionist pluralism".

I nodded in reply & Deirdre, taking my cue, resumed our symphony of varied spiritual
thematics, like string serenades, with Jim & Father as occasional trumpet & drum
additions. She added in a fine mellow voice that added fuel to my fire: 

"Talking about our heritage as not just enriching us but the world, you know that plague in
the Tralee's rose garden. Its a quote from Rose Kennnedy, matriarch of the Kennedy
clan. My father adored John F, we had a picture of him in the cottage. Rose wrote that her
life, despite its great sorrows was essentially a happy one, & the main reason was her
faith, she was a daily mass goer. The Russian poetess Ratuskaya said the same. She was
sent to the salt mines for her Christian beliefs under Stalin. "Others died in the camp
though stronger & better fed than I, but I survived", she said. "It wasn't that I kept the faith,
but that the faith kept me".

She paused to refill her glass & Jim brought all this down to Ballymac earth, his round
bald head gleaming under the high lights & his deep voice underscoring Deirdre's.

"Ah sure we known that in Ballymac. My mother always saying her rosary, a saint she
never missed her mass or sacraments. It enabled her to get through tough times when we
were young, gave her strength & wisdom. I'm not a philosopher like you two, but look at
the suicides today, is it because God's lost from whatever faith? Churchless & alone,
people have no inner depth & wisdom, no higher hope to keep going. As practice of the
faith declines these things increase & the breakdown of society & the family's awful. All
this godless imported thinking doesn't fit at all with our heritage, its just left us in a mess.
Ignoring every law of God & man brings no happiness, in my way of thinking".

He refilled his glass & drained some black stout with emphasis.



"Not that we're decrying modern progress in other fields, its great", Deirdre added,
crossing the floor with a drink of white wine, like a gazelle, & crossing her fine legs in
front of me as she sat down. Typically, I thought of Yeats, "two women in silk kimono,
one a gazelle". Deirdre went on, 

"In our age we've gone from pony & trap to the mercedes, from oil lamps to electric
light, from open fires to central heating. I remember my mother when we were young,
knitting under an inadequate oil lamp, always said it ruined her eyes. Wonderful progress
we've made since in medicine, rockets to the moon, computers & liberal easing of over-
strict laws. & great advances in welfare: medical care & higher education for all, good
wages & conditions for workers. Our socialism's very catholic. We're lucky in that, but
our children are less so now. Welfare & education & wages are being rolled back again
by these awful cutbacks, & we're in danger of regressing fast spiritually, morally,
culturally & humanely too, the real sources of civilization. Its awful what people justify
& government imposes now, ever evil under the sun, God help us, & their constant attacks
on the church do no good, only rolls us back to darkness. The state, to fully serve its
citizens, should nurture above all their spiritual riches & put resources into that too,
otherwise it just narrows their horizons, becomes a limited, limiting & repressive rule like
the sad & violent reductionism of our age". 

Jim responded,

"but don't you think people in general are better off now?".

"Well", I answered, " I suppose 60 or 70% of the population are better off materially now,
but there is still an awful lot of hidden poverty, especially in the cities & this is getting
worse with the cutbacks. All statistics show that the gap between the rich & the poor is
widening all the time, in our country & between the first & third world; in the past, I
suppose more were in the same boat, there was more equality in that sense.

Every age has its positives & negatives, & progress is not always on a steady upward



curve, there are regressive trends in every age. The negatives of our modern society
seem to be mounting all the time. The collapse of the family & stable marriages & the
traumatic effect on the young especially of broken homes. The rise & rise of the drug
culture, which now has penetrated even to country areas & is enslaving & destroying so
many of our young, especially in big towns & cities. The devastation of country culture
due to the closing of local schools, garda stations, post offices, the rising charges for
school busses, some have to walk to school again & longer distances due to the school
closures. The return today of mass unemployment, & the mass emigration of our young
again. The top heavy nature of society due to the contraceptive & abortion cultures, the
average age in the west now is 45, bound to produce an unhealthy stodgy society for all
the energy & vitality comes from the young. In nature's better plan, there should always
be more young than old.

The increasing curtailing of our freedoms as we come under the thumb of the EU &
global business interests; all the values we fought for, especially rooted in our history
seem to be going out the window, negating all the idealism & vision & sacrifice of the
fathers of the nation. Freedom now is freedom to do what others tell us. The decay of
Irish culture from its heyday after the revolution. The collapse of faith & related healthy
moral living. The related decay of community; no one seems to know their neighbor any
more, let alone help them or seek their help, or create wider community; people are too
busy to attend public meetings or protest on local issues as a larger united family. The
related cutbacks in education & the return of illiteracy; many leave school now in poor
areas, unable to read. 

The rise of an unhealthy individualism that gives nothing to the common good; as Einstein
said, "the true value of a human being is determined primarily by the measure & the
sense in which he has attained liberation from the self". The increase of a new type of
cultural colonialism through superstate ideology & an increasingly powerful &
unaccountable media. The new type of economic colonialism we seem to be accepting
without a whimper. The increasing contempt for lack of pride in our great language &
heritage. The tyranny of technology, whereby we have no time to go out & play &
enjoy the fresh air, & the related massive increase in obesity. The massive rise in
suicide, probably due to all or some of these factors, especially among the young. In
balance, then, though it may have been worse off materially, I think the culture we grew
up in was healthier all round; the overall quality of life was better. 



And that the real objective of human life, human happiness. & Thats the objective of
governments, a true quality of life that leads to deep happiness; a rounded balanced way
of life that includes catering for every aspect of the human soul. Given all the problems I
have listed above, especially the rise in suicide, that doesn't seem to be the case now.
Indeed, I think governments should subsidize churches, mosques, temples etc. Because
this promotes the spiritual & moral welfare of the people & is bound to produce a happier
& more settled society & country also. For the nurturing of the inner man in God,
expanding into the eternal realm of glory & love all around us, is our real riches.

It will also promote our culture, our heritage, & that of new emigrants of other faiths who
will thereby feel more part of things, & heal the resentments among groups to whom
faith is vital, the alienation & radicalism among the majority that secular government
promotes. Instead of promoting secular values, which is in Ireland statitistics show
represent about 6% of the population & imposing that on everyone, leaving the mass of
the faithful deeply discontented & ignored, why not include that secular minority also as
just one other belief, or lack of it, & so keep them happy too. I think that would be a true
post-modernist recipe for social harmony, especially if funds were also provided for
mutual interfaith programmes of understanding & getting together; also secularists with
faith groups. To me that would be true postmodernist pluralism & heal all our alienation
today. For the government's true role is to keep people happy in every way & promote
their welfare in every way & without promoting the spiritual dimension that will always
be a failed project".

I sat back & rested my case. At this Father went out for another bottle of malt, obviously,
he wanted to keep oiling our tongues & minds; the Irish are masters of language, That's all
we had under colonialism, someone said, just as the Italians are masters of music. Words,
are our music & our glory. We have inherited that from the ancient bards of our glorious
green paradisal island where people were once people of dreams & expressed those
dreams in glorious words of wisdom & beauty.

I rested, enjoying the whiskey, undiluted, in a fine Waterford crystal glass, recalling lines
from old poem my grandmother used to recite for me. She never went past seventh
grade in the primary school, but in her day that was a kind of total third-level education
crammed into one year, I always thought her more truly educated than even myself, for
she'd recite vast chunks of Shakespeare & Scott & old Irish recitations & poetry; there



seems to be no time for that now, just for making & spending money:

I'm drinking my morning's morning,
Though doesn't taste the same,
In glasses of finest crystal,
& the liquor slips down like cream.
Sherry it is and bitter,
For whiskey is out of date.
I ought to be stiff with grandeur
In surroundings fit for a queen,
But I'd rather my morning's morning,
In Shanahan's old shebeen.

Twas my "disease" at the time, poems & recitations coming in & out of my mind. When
I became "sane" I wasn't half as artful. 

Meanwhile father spoke in a deeper philosophical vein.

"I remember Nietzsche's observation that people first decide what they want to do
according to their own dark desires & then invent all the reasons in the world to justify
them as progress, ideology. In the media our new masters argue very persuasively that
black is white & white is black, in the moral sense of course I mean; that even the new
drug culture is progress, & should be legalized, God help us. Get rid of everything good &
promote everything evil seem to be the thinking now".

I smiled, seeing shades of my old university philosophy teacher in the priest before me, a
teacher to whom we listened awestruck the seminary, & whose mannerisms we laughed
at too. 



"Yes, I added, "our age shows us the dangers of irreligion, that its not progress, but giving
in to evil. Nietzsche, who died a raving maniac in a lunatic asylum, invented modern
Fascism & secularism. He taught we must kill God & exercise power ruthlessly "beyond
good & evil" as traditionally understood; hence Nazi inhumanity. Do what you like,
trample on the weak & feel no remorse. As a postmodernist, Deirdre, I suppose you'd
say its the ideology of secularists today too, ignore God & his love & do what you like
regardless of higher law & feel no guilt?. But without acknowledging guilt all conscience
dies, all culture dies, all integrity dies; for its like the pain that alerts us to some inner
disease. I read Nietzsche's Superman as a student, it inspired the "final solution", didn't it?
Wiping out of all "inferior" races as well as all religion & our related inherited culture. I
suppose eliminating faulty embryos today is another secular modern example of this
awful eugenics?". 

Father got red in the face at this, for abortion to Flaherty was like a rag to bull, so he threw
his hat firmly in the ring.

"True, I agree that irreligion creates hell, Satan's the first example of that. You can justify
anything if you're clever & shout loudly enough. Billions cheered Hitler to the echo. Evil
has a curious attraction, but without religious wisdom & its fine tuning of conscience we
cannot see it for what it is".

"The best lack all conviction while the worst are full of passionate intensity", Yeats's lines
came into my head as he said this, maybe the good malt was going to my head too.
Meanwhile, Deirdre was continuing her postmodernist arguments, to impress the
professor, & I had no objection to being impressed. 

"Stalin, & other secular totalitarian icons of our age, made it the most immoral & cruel in
human history", she went on. "That's what we need to move away from now, the
continuation of a philosophy that caused so much pain, suffering, war & inhumanity in
our time. While keeping up any progress we've made in science, medicine, technology &
social welfare of course, all that is of benefit to humanity. But some seem to not only
want to hang on to the era's dreadful inhumane secular philosophy but also to impose it
even on our poor little island, that was always a haven from modern super-state



tyrannies, harsh ideologies & related war". 

She sat back, her fair glossy hair gleaming with highlights in the strong light of the parlor.
As she did so Father butted in, breaking our string partnership for the moment &
trumpeting his own views in a glorious heightened solo. 

"Sure I agree, Deirdre, secularism is the opium of the tyrant. It suits them to kill God, so
that they can follow their greed & lust for power regardless of higher ideals or
conscience. But twentieth century history teaches that's the way to hell after hell on earth.
Like Renaissance ideological perversions of the faith such as puritanism, downgrading of
the body, it destroys us in soul & mind. True living is material, godly, & liberal, healthy
incarnational Theology & morality, in whatever faith". 

At this Jim retorted, bringing us back to earth again.

"Sure, its true what you said about the impositions of tyrants affecting everyone. We
didn't fully escape that either. During the war, everything was rationed even here. My
mother told me she had to pay a pound a pound for tea & sugar, more than a weeks
wages in those days. Only for the farmers having their own crops we'd have starved,
even here in the village everyone had a few acres outside in the country. I spent some
time in the fields myself when I was young, a great escape from everything, & our faith
gave us added comfort in that time of war & want".

I butted in, 

"Of course perversion of faith into religious fanaticism, such as you mentioned, causes
some violence too, turning faith into destructive ideology too for power, because that has
been so successful. But the modernist myth of religion as the main cause of these wars
doesn't stand up. If it was true then, logically, all main 20th century conflicts & genocides



would have to be fuelled by "religion" but anyone with even half a brain would see that
the opposite is true, the absolute opposite is true. All our wars were fuelled by irreligious
ideology, from Fascism to Communism to Pol Pot, as the Pope reminded militant
agnostics when in Britain. The blood on their hands is beyond calculation. Yet its logical,
dump higher law & you can commit atrocities without any guilt or comeback, might is
the only right when you exclude God".

Deirdre, like a second violin, added:

"As I learned in university, existentialism was all the rage at the time, Camus's
"L'Etranger" makes the point well. A man commits murder & they say to him "have you
any remorse for your crime". "why should I", he says, "if there is no God there is no
reason for doing good rather than evil. I just killed because I felt like it & why not". We
need a postmodern revolution, lest we repeat that kind of folly in our present age, though
modern secularist ideologues in Ireland want to do just that to our little island now,
condemn it to the folly of others." 

At this father went to instruct Mary that we were ready to eat & she could start with the
soup. We drank & enjoyed each other's company in a nurturing communal silence
peppered by inconsequential small talk; the Irish know when to be silent too, I thought,
when they are talked out. They asked about the cottage & I explained my problems. This
elicited much sympathy & various useless bit of advice, mainly cliches; "ah sure it will
be all right in the long run".

While all this was going on, I looked out the window & saw Rose pass by again,
unaccompanied by Murphy, returning from some secret love rendezvous no doubt, I
thought. Another one of my bubbles burst. I was the foolish bubble man but, I thought,
without my bubbles I'd be nothing at all.



Chapter 12

Wine, Women & Philosophy 

When we retired to the dining room for dinner, father resumed his discourse. I happily let
him do so, busy with my own thoughts of the cottage trouble as a reflection of a starker
more soulless Ireland; "romantic Ireland's dead & gone". Yeats talked about restoring the
soul of Ireland, countries have souls too. Our's was once beautiful, rare & independent but
its gone now. All that we were reared on, love of country, pride in country, love of our
beautiful countryside, & our great traditions that embodied the wisdom of a oppressed
people over countless ages from the epics & sagas in the Irish language to modern poetry
in both languages. All gone like a lost dream. A great sadness came over me of a sudden,
a sense of the emptiness & apology for what we are that's the Irish soul now, no wonder
our youth leave. To places like America where everything they do is rooted in the vision
of their founding fathers, even recited in the schools each day. But we have lost our nerve
& sense of self-worth. Yet our uniqueness is all we have to give, to enrich the world. I
found myself ashamed of what Ireland was becoming. 

"Hitler's National Socialism killed eight million Jews", the priest droned on all the while,
developing his thesis, another loud flourish of trumpets.

"& He had mandatory little secular book too, Mien Kampt. All sorts of green & yellow &
red books have been produced by "modern progressive secular" dictators since, Satan's
version of the Bible, for everything good there's always a counter evil. In concentration
camps religious were especially illtreated; at least 200,000 of them died in Auschwitz &
many more of course in Stalin's gulags. He killed 40 million Russians while turning
churches into museums & sending priests, Christian artists & intellectuals like Ratuskaya
to the gulags. Then we'd Mao, 10 million died in the cultural revolution & they actually
ate the victims bodies, "parasite" intellectuals & monks. Pol Pot wiped out over three



million souls, a third of the Cambodian population, in the name of the same philosophy.
"The Killing Fields" film brought that out well. I've nightmares seeing that western
reporter walking to freedom from a communist extermination camp, over a sea of
human bones".

"True, Deirdre added, "People at the turn of the last century had the vision of a gleaming
modern age where everything would be perfect; what actually happened, these
unspeakable horrors, should make us rethink our whole western outlook in major way. So
should the angst & alienation of modern man, depicted in so much if our modern writing,
such as Eliot's The Waste Land. The wisdom & communal bases of civilization taken
away, man is left in a meaningless void. Eliot's view of all the people crossing London
bridge, like all the dead souls in Dante's hell, is frightening, so are those lines that always
frighten me, "On Margate strand I can connect nothing with nothing". Yet rather than
heeding such warnings we have heaped more spiritual alienation on people, dumped them
more & more in the mire".

I added, looking at Deirdre in a new light, a woman who reflected on things, I thought, not
just a pretty face, 

"As Deirdre says maybe we need a postmodernist revolution. For the killing & tyranny
also goes on. The one-party state, the secret police, the great leader who sets himself up
as god & enforces a secular "utopia" by every state mechanism of torture & death.
Ghadaffi with his green book, the "great leader" Saddam Hussain killing the Kurds with
chemical weapons, the Kim dynasty in Stalinist North Korea. People are robots there,
starving while their money goes on nuclear bombs. Its always the poor & weak that
suffer in these worldly systems, as now under Assad's one-party Bath communist system
in Syria that's devastating that state now in civil war. Even the EU is becoming a little like
that now, quashing our heritage in their lust for centralized control, which mainly means a
few big states controlling everyone else. Maybe the Arab Spring is the kind of revolution
we need?". 

"Yes", Deirdre glowed, appreciating my support,



"For modern secular imperialist Capitalist philosophies of the west are as destructive &
failed, as the present recession chaos shows. In their secular libertine aspects they also kill
God & higher morality to make way for economic tyranny. & by allowing no faith or
deeper wisdom in schools they destroy the poor in soul as well as body. They also make
capitalism a fetish. I admire Obama. In the US election he put care of poor people before
global money & business interests which have ruled our modern world for too long &
squashed the poor, & which in their unfettered industrial aspect are destroying the earth.
We need a new way of seeing things, beyond modernist industrial capitalist blackening of
the earth, & it present setting up of economics as a false god, that everyone, especially
the poor, must suffer for!. Must all human value be associated with economics? Surely
the profound alienation of many young people who supposedly "don't make it", should
wake us up. All these school shootings in the States, or the recent riots in Britain. John Paul
argued the value of each person in themselves, as priceless children of God, regardless of
age, or wealth, or social success. That must be asserted, its the real universal recipe for
health". 

There was a pause in the symphony, the musicians were taking a break. We were sitting
back & enjoying the food, happy to let our stomachs & taste buds do the talking, & giving
father the stage as the conductor of good drink & food.

He strutted around like a peacock filling glasses & glowing with good cheer while we got
on with the eating. For Mary Culloty had produced a lovely meal. Local prawns as
starters, & delicious home-made vegetable soup with buttered soda bread. Then great big
steaks with carrots in white sauce & flowery potatoes. Deirdre & I, after our initial
intellectual "courtship", were sitting in quiet companionship. Eventually, when the main
course was almost consumed, I turned the conversation in a different but related
direction.

"Yes father", I said, "but the cottage is my main concern at the moment, as you might
understand. Though its related to what Deirdre said, greed & lust for money & the
collapse of traditional humane Irish values. We're patsies now of the wider philosophies
mentioned, which are alien to our unique heritage. Were busy now jumping on every
bandwagon that leads us to abandon our hard-won freedoms".



"Yes, & the related spiritual heritage of fine art", father interposed. "I read recently that
the Irish since Patrick have always had one foot in this world & one in the next. That's
what made us great. Round Towers, high crosses, illuminated manuscripts. Our ancestors
dazzled the world with unique products of the human soul that saved Europe in the dark
ages. "How the Irish Saved Civilization" is a book I read recently. Now we're third class
citizens of a EU super state where economics is god & art & the soul way down the list of
priorities. I'm sure, Jerry, that as a poet & artist you have some views on that".

"Yes, I have indeed", I said, "I read a book, by Said, recently, Cultural Imperialism. It
shows how larger cultural blocks swallow up smaller ones still, even within countries, New
York in the USA & Dublin in our little country. Dublin's "cosmopolitan" contempt for the
rest of the country sickens me. Rich Dublin-four programs laugh at us & make us slaves
of their slavish imitation of others. I cringe when DJ's on TV or radio with fake American
or Foxrock "tones" mock our grand Kerry or Cork accents, the new imported colonialism
that would make us all in their image, & would blot out our individual, local, cultural,
spiritual, & poetic uniqueness".

"Yes "the drunkenness of things being various", Deirdre interposed a brief skillful violin
virtuoso, "as one of your poets said, colorful local variety is the essence of creation, not
ideological sameness imposed by the powers that be. That's our glory, not being pale
shades of Dublin four or European super state grey. Tourists come to Ballymac for your
unique language, music, dancing, art & faith, but these are being subverted fast & for
what, mindless imported nothingness!". 

Deirdre finished with emphasis, uncrossing her legs & gazing softly at me, looking to have
her postmodernist deconstructionist ideas confirmed. I was happy to do so, under her
grand spell.

But for the moment, I made no reply. Her soft eyes had stirred something more painful
in me. It had recalled, of a sudden, Kate's deep brown eyes & the love they brought me.
My melancholy sense of loss returned, in the midst of all this good cheer, & an old



favorite song of my youth came into my mind with painful echoes of all I had lost, like a
base countermelody:

Those brown eyes I love so well,
Those brown eyes I long to see,
How I long for those brown eyes, 
Strangers they have grown to me.

They say the eyes are the windows of the soul. Kate's deep brown eyes that had often
gazed into mine, came back to me with pangs of renewed pain. That bereavement had not
yet gone away, despite Deirdre new comforting caring presence.

When I made no reply, emotionally in turmoil, she went on,

"But cultural values are harder to "sell". They are not power ideologies like those you
mentioned, which promote sameness & are largely countercultural, as I learned from
my postmodernist & poststructuralist specialization in religion at Trinity".

Out to impress the lecturer again, I thought. I leaned towards her & said, admiring her
loveliness & intellectual depth. We were like two dolphins swimming together in the
peaceful natural sea of Ballymac, screeching our sweet harmonious natural songs, far
above the world's pain & greed & artificiality. 

"I'm very interested in these movements myself, having taught these in the university.
How is faith, culture & art a more universal wisdom Deirdre dear?", I said touching her
hand. But at this Jim butted in, bringing us down to earth again, like the thump of an
insistent kettle drum under our string melody.



"I Don't understand these high falluting terms, way over my head, I'm afraid you've lost
me completely. Explain please, some one!".

I said, the teacher in the classroom once more, out to impress Deirdre, the precocious
student, all the malt gone to my head: "Structuralism says all we do is controlled by secret
underlying systems we obey without thinking. This meal follows a stock pattern of soup,
main course & desert. But there's no reason why it should be so. Poststructuralism seeks
to show, in the interest of freedom, the structures by which our thoughts & acts are
controlled by the prevailing ideology. Postmodernism is such a critique of modernism,
how we accept blindly everything modern as better. But there's no logical reason why
cheap box apartments should be automatically better than older classical buildings.
Logically, we should take what is best of the modern & leave the dross, & know the
difference, but modern ideology makes such rational judgment difficult, it always
demands total control, accept everything or nothing. But Deirdre, how's faith beyond such
secret control in your postmodernist critique?". 

"Well", she said, "Its an organic thing, a growing relationship with God. Like culture,
which is also deeper wisdom, its generous & all-embracing, filling the void within the soul
rather than controlling the mind. Only that can explain how it has outlived thousands of
endless opposing & more limited ideological, political & social systems of arrogant man-
made origin. Ordinary logic demands that it must be beyond ideology. For God is always
more than our limited human thinking. We're initiated into his timeless more enduring
wisdom in faith communities. But I'm talking too much. What's your view, Jerry", she
said, turning to me bright intense blue eyes I swam into & were lost in: "blue, blue, my
love is blue", I thought, another song of my youth.

Under her spell I was tongue tied & lost in a more tranquil past she reminded me of,
where we romped about like rabbits in Crossmagnier & life was not ideology or media
control. Father was also silent. He went to fetch a few rare bottles of South African wine
Kruger gave him, which had cost a fortune. 

"& it applies to education too", Deirdre said when I failed to reply, crossing her legs. Fine
legs they were to look at under that tight dress, I thought, mindless before her black magic.



"What we're producing in our world are "technological savages", versed in technology &
science but going backwards fast in moral, cultural & spiritual wisdom, the real pillars of
civilization. But our ideology banishes such values by using convenient tags like
"reactionaries" or "conservatives" who can have no good point or say anything intelligent.
The tag is the tool of the tyrant too. So deeper wisdom & the need to prioritises the poor &
weak, God's people, becomes an impossible dream. Even protest becomes impossible.
Everyone is locked into a system constantly reinforced by media conditioning. Maybe
what we need here is an Arab Spring or some sort of cataclysm to wake us up".

At this, father took around the bottle of the fine wine, for by then we were at the end of
our main course, & as he did so I interposed, supporting Deirdre. We were growing
together as a couple. The perfect union of the sexes, I thought again, is where they're one
in mind as well as body as Deirdre & I were becoming.

"Quite right", I said, "When I ask students about anything I know automatically what
they're going to say, according to their present cloned conditioning. That used to infuriate
me. Western super state ideology, constantly reinforced by the media, makes original
thinking, even being truly Irish, difficult today. But then freedom itself, except in the
spiritual area you mentioned, may be illusion, there's always some secret ideological
narrowing of thought & life for power & control. Even our intellectuals seem to be all
"thought control" & "political correctness" now. The point is made well in Orwell's 1984
where the hero asks his communist torturer why? "Its no us controlling bodies, he said,
"we have to control people's minds totally, that's the only real power". Its all about power,
& unaccountable power is what all want, & secularist ideology is not accountable to God
& it has an ideological matrix for justification. Hedonistic individualism, Capitalist
Libertine Secularism on the global US & EU model, & Socialist Marxist Secularism,
though perhaps a less influential model today, leave no room for contrary faith & culture.
But shutting out the wisdom bases of civilization they leave us with nothing to nurture our
souls, we're left empty before our own inner needs, bereft of inner faith & cultural riches
& our greater good, before the great vistas of eternity. Weighed down with guilt too,
never knowing the healing & restoring higher power of God's forgiveness & infinite love
which we need more than life itself". 



"Yes", Deirdre said, licking the top of her glass erotically. "We see this moral & spiritual
emptiness in present economics too. Taking from old age pensioners to give to rich
foreign bondholders, devastating social welfare to reward greedy banks. In the boom no
deeper values to reign us in & in the recession we've no higher values to guide us, just
shaft the poor. On the radio recently someone asked a politician: "what about the poor
under new stringencies". "Oh its fine to serve the poor, he said, "But it doesn't make for
good economics". Economics is the new modernist pipe dream, if we get that right, if its
advancing all is grand; but there's much more to life than that; even during the Celtic
Tiger boom here the gap between the rich & poor widened massively, & our general
cultural riches gave way to grand mansions & vulgar shows of wealth". 

"So true", I said, handing her a dish of Irish cream,

"Today big money is god. Under EU threats of withdrawing it, we're no longer free. But
surely what we fought for in Ireland was freedom to develop our resources for the good
of our people, body, soul & mind. Where's that now in a superstate of imposed cutbacks,
abortion, secularism & so on, ever more creeping central control reinforced by the
economical big stick. I'm amazed that people aren't taking to the streets to protest. We're
dragged back to the dark ages, our youth sent abroad, & our rich culture & spirituality
rubbished. Global fat cats rule in their own interests & dump higher accountability. They
want to keep us blind & deaf & dumb, the masses kept amused by superficial game &
chat shows, as Orwell also prophesied. While the they carry on ruling the world,
exercising blind money power dressed up as progress. But there is a better way. Maybe
its time for some boy or girl to cry out, "the emperor has no clothes".



Chapter 13

Sex, Life & Death

By this time we'd finished the main course & were drinking our wine in small talk, waiting
for the desert. Reaching for a cigarette, Deirdre leaned towards me. I could see the fine
cleavage of her breasts as they strained against the little black dress she wore, for the
drink was making me randy as well. "I am black but beautiful" I heard in my heart, &
lines from a love poem I once wrote came to me:

Dim lights dance over a cold grave

Of truth today, but the brave,

Love on & are unafraid.

Moved to renew our "courtship" symphony of postmodernist strings, Deirdre took up the
thread of our theme:.

"Like you, Jerry, I hate superstate or Dublin 4 tyranny,



she said straightening up & looking me in the eye like a lover, proving again to be more
than a pretty face.

"Yet, we're coming, I think, to the end of the totalitarian dictators & godless human
arrogance as embodied in soulless people & freedom-trampling super state ideology. All
the human pride & lust for power & greed whereby we produced totalitarian, imperialist
or capitalist hell after hell. The whole secular Tower of Babel crashes down to make way
for a return to a rounded civilization that includes peace, justice, divine wisdom, freedom,
culture, art, & love as in the neutral Ireland of old. Then we were free & respected by
every nation on earth. We must be postmodern now, reassert our economic, spiritual &
cultural freedom, for the alternative may be cultural, religious & anti-conservationist
Armageddon".

A silence came over the table at this prospect. I thought & that apocalypse won't be God's
doing but ours. In our thoughtless greed & arrogance & lust for power we may destroy
our earth too. 

Deirdre took up the thread of our symphony of deconstruction,

"Do you think, Jerry, we're coming to the end of history as some predict. Certainly if an
anti-Christ emerged now from a European super state, & said sign on the dotted line we'd
do so. For we'd be told by "liberal" commentators on TV we've "no choice", we need "the
money". In the name of economics we'd abandon all truth & freedom. If you've no
choice you're in a dictatorship. There is always another way. That's true democracy,
which I fear we have precious little of now, we're becoming powerless ciphers & yes
men, what used to be called Shoneens in the old days. I read about the Mayan apocalypse
recently, which said that we are entering a new spiritual era beyond our failed systems.
Other modern visionaries from various cultures seem to be saying the same, that a new
wiser age is coming. In Medjugorje our Lady said that our's was the age of Satan, in war
& genocides beyond description, but that all that is coming to an end now."



She paused to enjoy the gorgeous & well-chosen wine. It was soft wine with none of the
terrible acidity that they called "dryness" which always gave me a pain in the head. Wine
easy on the palate going down smoothly, gentle on the stomach & oiling the mental cogs
of the brain. "You're the real vision", I thought, carried away by wine & her good vibes.

"Good for you" I said, "& Love, a deep union of flesh & mind, real love, it the ultimate
wisdom & freedom from all tyranny".

She blushed. 

"I wont have to eat for weeks after this", I told Mary & all in sundry, to divert from her
embarrassment, as we waited for the desert. Mary beamed with pleasure, & brought out
roasted Irish apples smothered in creamy custard for desert, & great pots of steaming tea
& coffee with jugs of cream for Irish Coffee.

"You surely know how to treat your guests well", Jim broke in, & said with a chuckle, "I
was talking to an old man the other day & he said, in relation to the scandals in the church,
that the fault was that we fed our priests too well, kept them too fat". We laughed &
O'Flaherty responded, embarrassed,

"Maybe That's part of the Tower of Babel too, the old hierarchical church's self-serving
worldly ways rooted in western power structures, the lord & the serf. Alien to Christ's
teaching that leaders of God's nation, the church, but also all good citizens of whatever
faith or none, shouldn't lord it over but be humble servants of all. Even the Pope by right
shouldn't keep that monstrosity of St.Peters. Its no way to represent one who, born in a
stable to be with the suffering poor of the world, was a nomadic preacher with nowhere to
lay his head. The scandals recall us to our role as servants of the people, body & soul.
Even shortage of priests is calculated to make us more Christian, people-run, accountable
& open to the vulnerable. Its preparing for an age of real life-giving belief, art &



freedom again. All the terrors of our era remind us that we can't save ourselves, even in
the church, but need God to free us from greed & oppression of which Satan's lord &
which ruins us body & soul, leaving us empty within, unhappy & unfree for this world &
dry as a bone before eternity".

At this Deirdre, reached a soft hand over, brushing mine, for a glass of Irish Coffee, &
said:

"& dry as a bone before the continuing problem of world poverty for which nothing
substantial's being done. I read recently a UN document which says there's enough food
& resources in our world to feed 35 times its present population. But the first world
gobbles up so much there's little for the rest. For every dollar we give to the third world
we take back 9 in debt repayments to first world banks. & our conservationist discourse is
as sham. America produces 70% more emissions that India with 3 times its population.
Blessed are the poor in spirit. The key to a just world's not capitalist greed but freedom
from it. If we're poor in spirit we'll share all & have world peace as Tolstoy noted". 

"True", I said resuming our partnership,

"The problem with poverty is talk but no action because of a capitalist mind set. Even Irish
pop stars jetting around the world, solving the world's problems, keep their billions. Mother
Theresa once went to a conference on World Poverty in Calcutta. In front of the gate was
a sick dying man. All walked past him to debate grand theories of solving poverty. Real
work to relieve hunger is done by people of various faiths or none who really work to
make a difference on the ground, real humane action & real suffering & self-giving
sharing is what we need, not self-justifying or self-publicizing talk".

Deirdre nodded, our relationship coming towards a high, her hand touching mine under
the table in a comforting way. Perhaps she sensed that the Kate incident was still on my
mind.



"Talking of humane caring, I spent some time with Mother Theresa in Calcutta myself",
she said. "a group of us went out from Ireland, young idealistic teenagers. One day, while
we were there, Theresa found an old person on the sidewalk, sick & dying. She took him
to the house. We helped anoint his wounds, & gave him food & clothes. A few days later
he died. What was the point, some western journalists who were doing a video about
Mother, said, "he died anyway". The point Theresa said. "Was the smile on his face as he
died. That's the kind of real caring that we need, where the dignity & value & freedom of
each human person is respected from the cradle to the grave. It was the great creed also
of John Paul 11, the great prophet of our age".

At this Jim brought us down to earth again, showing the higher wisdom of traditional Irish
culture.

"The old people here took wonderful care of everyone, no heads in the air behind grand
mansion doors, they had inherited a real natural Christian sense of caring. I remember
the will my father made. My grandmother & grandfather had to have a seat by the fire,
beds, potatoes, meat, bread, milk, a grave bought for them & prayers said for them so
that they could rest in peace at last. That was a wonderful will. I still have a copy of it, it
really respected old people as the giants on whose shoulders we stand. I read recently that
the sign of a civilized people is how they honor the old & remember their dead. Now
they're packed off & forgotten. The saddest thing I see when I visit the old people's home
here is people there so lonely, always looking for visitors. Many wait forever, relatives
are too busy making money during the week & spending it at the weekend in our new
frenzy. Many of those old people die of a broken heart". 

"Sure", father added, "our western ads say only young, shiny sleek-haired skinny ones are
beautiful; even our stout people feel left out. But every period in life, & every human
shape of nature, has its pluses. Look at Mother Theresa, old, wrinkled & ugly her grace lit
up all round her. Any one of those aborted people might be the next Theresa or Stephen
what's his name, the nuclear physicist in the wheelchair. If Christ came today he'd almost
certainly be aborted as the "foetus" of a teenage unmarried mother. & look at the
ludicrous situation in our hospitals where a twenty-two week old child is a "foetus"
consigned to the trash can in one ward, while in another a "child" the same age is saved at



all costs. That's our selective humanity today, like the Nazis. The average age in the
western world now is 45, hardly a healthy balanced society. There's a conservational
balance in the human & social area as well that we destroy at our peril. When we play
God we mess things up, our limited minds can't see the bigger picture". 

Straight out of the book of Job, I thought, a great work of literature too. Lines from it now
came into my mind, the final peace that Job achieves after vainly railing against God:

I have been holding forth on matters I cannot understand,
On marvels beyond me & my knowledge..
I retract all I have said,
And in dust & ashes I repent. 

I found my mind wandering into such inner reflections from my seminary days, for by
now the conversation was drifting from philosophy into anecdotes at that stage & Deirdre
& I had lapsed into a quieter mode of intimacy. After a while I broke the silence, thinking,
as I did so, that the cream that covered her upper lip was very sexy,

"Yes", I said, our symphony coming to a crescendo, "The ultimate point of our
conversation is that true freedom is in art, culture, faith & social concern that expresses
the universal truth, love as humane caring not controlling or mechanical ideology. That's
why active love, beauty, caring & wisdom in Christ has survived thousands of different
ideological & political systems & continued to grow. So we can be pretty sure it will
survive the present secular attacks on it & become stronger. Like culture, art, literature &
love, the indefatigable things of the soul, center stage in all the great periods of civilization,
it goes on like a river forever, past the ruins of all our petty systems of power & control &
greed & self-centered individualism & narcissism. For inner wisdom, faith, beauty, love,
& art flowering unto right & gracious living here in communal harmony in Christ, the
supreme prince of love & peace & happiness for this world as well, & forever after in
God, our glory & light in every way, is the true goal of human existence. 





Chapter 14

The death & Funeral of the Paddy the Postman

After this, heavy from the food & drink, & liquors in the sitting room afterward, the
conversation flagged a little. As we became more blotto, the conversation deteriorated
into blurred small talk. But it was a happy night & helped me to forget my woes &
articulate my own artistic & humane beliefs more clearly. Eventually, thanking father &
the Clerk & Mary profusely I walked home with Deirdre, under a glorious full moon,
merry as a bird. Being somewhat under the influence & overcome by the romantic
setting as we walked along the sea shore, I made a total fool of myself by trying to kiss
Deirdre provocatively when we reached her front gate. Not that she cared too much, but
she said she felt it was too soon & not right at the moment, with all that was going on, that
she should take advantage of me or I of her.

"You're drunk", she said, "don't know what you're doing. Go home & sober up. I love you
very much, you're a good honest person but I don't approve of this drunken groping
process we're engaged in. Go home & sober up & I'll see you tomorrow, good night now
& no more, you drunken slob", she said, pushing me away with a smile, "you can smile
& smile & be a villain", I thought unfairly.

Yet it was on that night that our intimacy grew at every level to rounded love. I often
wondered why we were created male & female. That night I realized why. The loving
union of two people body & soul reflected the divine on-going creativity built into things.
& it insured that each person coming into the world was born of love, what a plan. Sex
was divine in that light. That's why I rang her the following day to apologize & suggest a
more official meeting & date for the following night.



"Lets have a formal dinner, lets dress up fully", I said,

"It would be fun & help us to get to know each other better, my social life is in disarray
since I came here, I don't want to become a total hermit or an oddity like Kruger".

She agreed & said an evening out would do her all the good in the world also; she had
become too wrapped up in her school work & forgot about the joys of life. 

Those communications with Deirdre came later, but on that night of the dinner with the
PP I was thought out. I struggled home to the cottage. Barely able to stand & undress
myself, I flopped into bed. My dreams that night were exotic, "twas the booze that did it
all", as an old Irish recitation said. I dreamed of a naked Deirdre dancing in a sleazy
nightclub & I pushing money down her flimsy string covering. Then Father O'Flaherty
came in with two prostitutes, one at each side propping him up & said, "ah go on, take the
little devil to your boudoir, its all the same in the end". I was shocked & told him to go
home, behave himself & look after his flock instead of giving scandal to the innocent,
which wasn't exactly me. The unconscious again.

It must have been all the malt & the good wine for I woke with a ferocious hangover, &
had to go down to Murphys's & sheepishly ask for "the hair of the dog" at ten o'clock in
the day. The young man looked at me with surprise & winked at the other barman with a
knowing grin. I snuck out with my tail between my legs.

Most of the rest of that day I spent in sleeping & recovering. Towards evening I felt well
enough & hungry enough to go back to Murphys for dinner. He looked at me with a smile
as I came in.

"Feeling better are we, Mr.Lofty", he said with a knowing grin, "Had a hard night of it, I
know the signs. Take the menu, you might find something there that'll be easy on the



stomach".

A big man, but a stupid man, & maybe a hard man too, I thought, maybe I should add
him to my list of suspects. They say licensed premises are closing, the overheads &
people not going out so much, & fear of the "bag" as they drive home. I thought that he, in
any case, probably couldn't manage his way in a paper bag, as we used to say when I
was young. I took a glass of brandy to clear my head & had a light dinner to fill my
complaining belly. 

That evening I walked to the pier to clear my head. Watching the waves I sat down to
write a poem about art itself which came to me.

Art is upsurges of delight in soul & mind,
Delight in foamy creation, delight in ripples
Within of created greatness & glory,
Delight in art rising afar
& rolling in onto the page;
Delight in art's free & unaging impulses,
Wise & without sin,
Its white waves rolling into the soul within.

After this was safe on the page, beyond all power & control of the cold world, I headed
home feeling much better, only to meet another shock to my system at the cottage. I
found My Wild Irish Rose standing at my door waiting for me & sobbing convulsively. I
took her arm & cried,

"what's the matter pet".

She put her face on my bent shoulder, her hand on my arm, & answered through tears,



"my father's dead, Paddy's dead".

We stood there without speaking for a good while & comforted her as best I could. When
she had recovered some composure I said, "I'm so sorry, it must be a terrible shock to
you, you were so close. Its a severe blow to everyone. I'm shocked to hear it myself,
Sheila told me he was recovering well?" 

"No! the effects of the blow on the head got him at last, the doctor said. Oh Jerry, what
will I do now, how will I go on", she said, despair written all over her young tear-stained
face.

"The poor innocent postman, so it was murder now", I thought "& someone will have to
pay". I was angry again but tried not to show it for Rose's sake.

"We'll go in", I said firmly & soothingly.

Once inside I sat her down & gave her some brandy. She coughed & spluttered but some
color came back into her cheeks. 

"Do you know what's best for you now", I said, "go home & receive the body with your
sisters & meet the neighbors coming to sympathize. Life must go on. That activity is best
for you now to take your mind off things. I'll come too to help & support you. I've only
known you a short time but I feel we're already quite close. You have to go on, I've
learned that myself here, there's so much life still before you".

"Thank you, Jerry", she said, clinging to me for dear life. "I've never been very close to



my half-sisters, but though I've only known you for a short while you're like the elder
brother I never had. I'll do as you say, but please do come with me, I'm afraid I wont be
able to meet people, that I'll break down & be useless to everyone & make a total show of
myself".

"Shush, now, I said, "try & compose yourself, we'll go & face this thing together & be
strong together".

I might have been consoling myself, it made it easier to console her having gone through
my own kind of bereavement. Kate was dead to me, as Paddy was to Rose, neither of us
would go back to former joys for some time to come, if ever. 

I drove Rose back to the house where Paddy was all starched & laid out in the parlor, in
his best suit, with rosary beads in his hands & candles & holy water round the corpse. The
neighbors filed past the open coffin in prayer & then retired to the back kitchen for a cup
of tea or something stronger. The words of an old poem came to me, from the bard of
Crossmagnier, a local poem my aunt used to quote for me there about country wakes in
the old days. i often thought that in our snobbish relegating of literature to the upper
echelons of society & academia, we had forgot about local folk poetry & its fine
practitioners; the greatest western work, the Odyssey was made, as some one said. from
a sordid local squabble: 

They took snuff as they rose from their knees,
From the one who was there to attend, 
And said as they started to sneeze,
He wasn't long going in the end. 

The two girls were there, Deirdre, practical, organizing things, making sandwiches &
brewing tea as strong as treacle. Yet with red eyes also, perhaps she felt it more deeply
but wouldn't let it show. Also I met the third sister, Sissy. She was fair also, Deirdre & her
were from the first marriage, Rose from the second. Sissy was smaller & frailer looking



than the other two, with a thin anxious face & fair hair with tinges of grey. Perhaps the
most sensitive of the three I thought. She was a motherly figure, fussing hopelessly over
two little girls & a boy by her side, the grandchildren, Timmy, Sinead & Mairead,
ranging from about six to eleven.

The big guard, her husband, shorn of his official appearance, caught me by the shoulder,
ushered me out into the kitchen & pressed some whiskey on me, that was his traditional
role. I drank it down quickly & the burning liquid provided temporary solace. Since I had
come to Ballymac, the few pints in Murphys, the drinks with the priest, were my only
alcoholic excursions, I was determined to put that addiction behind me too, no false
crutches.

Fr.O'Flaherty came in for the prayers, "its a good & holy thing to pray for the dead that
they may be released from their sins", he quoted scripture. I thanked him for the dinner.

"Delighted", he said, "you must come again some time, & call up any evening you feel
like it, I'm in most evenings after 8. We'll discuss the cottage & Paddy & philosophy &
faith & art & anything else you'd like to talk about".

What else has been going round about me, I thought, do they know about Kate & the
sacking, probably, you can't keep anything secret in Ballymac for long & maybe that
was a good thing, one knew where to provide comfort & support.

The funeral was next day & the PP gave a fine eulogy praising Paddy's work as a kindly
postman & his many other good works for the community. I stood well behind the girls at
the grave side as the prayers were said. There were intermittent heavy showers; "happy
the corpse on whom the rain falls", some one said. Umbrellas going up & down, the
immediate relatives & neighbors were ranged around the mourners as was customary. I
stayed in the background conscious that I was a mere recent acquaintance & blow in, the
first time I felt outside things in the village. Knowing glances were cast in my direction. I
could sense what they were thinking or saying among themselves: poor fellow, That's the



poor devil whose staying in that dangerous cottage that used to be Paddy's & Krugers.
Hope he gets out soon, some sort of artist they say, no business staying there if you ask
me, only get himself hurt or killed, right mess he stumbled into, poor creature. 

To alleviate this sense of being watched, judged & found wanting, "The Valley of the
Squinting Windows", I walked over to talk to young Kruger who was there with the sour-
faced Angel. Many commented in whispers on their presence, perhaps blaming them,
unfairly, for Paddy's death. Guilty until proven innocent! 

"Hello", I said, "I'm Jerry Lofty, I'm in the cottage you're father had before he died. He
was, Paddy was, I think, a close friend of your father".

"Yes, glad to be metin you Jerry" he said with a strong foreign accent but in fairish
English & with a seemingly warm neighborly tone, "That's why me & angel are commin
here, to honor someone me pater loved. & its only right for we be Ballymac residents
now too & you're mine neighbor as the new tinant of the cottage. Maybe you'll be comin
to see us some time, you're always welcomin. We had nothing to do with Paddy's death
nor did we be begrudgin him the cottage despite what people be sayin & be thinkin, I want
you to know that, no you fear us"

"Thank you for that", I said, shaking hands with them.

Despite the seeming warmth of the greeting, his hands were icy cold. From a warmer
clime, but not much warmth within I thought unkindly. He was a tall stocky man, like his
late father, but with cold calculating eyes. He certainly fitted the description of the
intruder of the other night. & She reminded me of Goneril or Reagan, tall & thin &
hardfaced. Yet when she spoke my impression changed completely, she had a soft gentle
voice that belied her appearance & her face had much hidden charm & vitality &
humanity when she spoke.



"Yes, You will be commin, Jerry, she said, "I'll prepare my special duck dinner,
everyone does be lovin it & you'll have some of the fine South African wine we bringin
home from our last trip. We'll be lookin forward to that, we will, dear".

She's OK, I thought, & for all that, they might be as innocent as newborn babies, like he
said. I kicked myself for harboring old tribal prejudices against strangers. "Don't judge the
book by the cover", my old aunt used to advise me in Crossmagnier, the truth is always
more complicated than we think. I knew it was wrong to convict anyone of anything
without proof. 

"Sure", I said "I'd love to call on you some time, I'll give you a buzz & let you know
beforehand. Bye, I must go and sympathize with his daughters & support them in their
loss".

I left them looking after me with kind of puzzled expressions. Two peas in a pod, &
maybe not poisoned peas after all.

That night I slept fitfully. My nerves had been furthered tested by the funeral & its
strange dynamics. I dreamt I was camped out in the Veld in South Africa & it was night
& suddenly a great big growling tiger appeared in the campfire light, its eyes gleaming &
teeth bared. Someone intoned, "Tiger, tiger burning bright, in the forests of the night".
Urging it on, on a leash was Sylvester Kruger, his beady eyes aflame with hate. I
snatched up a rifle by my side & shot the animal dead, but when I turned it over it had the
face of Angel all streaming with blood & holding her hands out to me. But then suddenly
all the blood disappeared & the face dissolved into the face of Rose O'Brien, not tear-
stained but somehow exulting over the deal body of her father; most curious, I thought,
that was not her nature.



Chapter 15

Love & Rationality

I woke suddenly to hear something creaking at the door. "O No, not again", I said, seizing
the baton guard O'Brien had lent to me.

"Whoever you are this time, you'll pay for the killing of the simple postman", I said,
climbing out of bed & creeping to the head of the stairs, with murder in my heart,

"I'll lay to rest forever the cruel killer of Ballymac".

But the figure that resolved out of the darkness was the complete opposite of what I
expected. It wasn't a dark intruder at all but Rose, in a flimsy red dress, shoulders all bare,
& sexy all over. Being a prude at heart I was shocked & put my dressing gown over her
to cover her nakedness. 

"My little Rose of grief, you must be cold in that outfit", I said, she was shivering.

"Are you out of your mind, or blotto or something, You shouldn't come here dressed like
that at this hour of the night. We scarcely know each other & I'm much older than you,
you should be fraternizing with your own kind. What will the neighbors say, do you want
us both to be disgraced & you to be thrown out of the postmistress's job or something?".



When I mentioned fraternizing with her own kind the sight of her & young Murphy, the
bronzed giant, walking hand in hand came back to me, the green eyed monster again. 

She turned to me a pale pathetic tear-stained face,

"Don't be such a stick in the mud, Jerry, I need someone tonight", she said, "someone who
really cares for me, like I know you do. There's no one else in this place I can turn to &
you're still a very attractive man, not exactly hobbling around with a walking stick. Being
the daughter of the second marriage, I always felt on the outside of the family, resented
by the others. Then after my mother's death they said I was wild, like her, taking after the
mad Reillys, my mother's family, always out of control. Jealousy it was, you know,
because Paddy loved me best & left me the cottage. I wish I could go somewhere far
away, get away from all that has been done & said". 

"What has been done & said", I thought, baffled, but she went on before I could open my
mouth,

"Even at the funeral today I couldn't somehow communicate with my relatives on either
side, though Deirdre was marvelous & tried to bring us all together & heal old wounds.
Yet strangely I thought of you rather than relatives or boyfriends. Your presence
comforted me most. You are the one I feel I can really relate to & really communicate
with, when I am in trouble". 

As she said this the dressing gown slipped from her shoulders & she stood there mostly
naked.

"Beware the world, the flesh & the devil", word from an old mission sermon came back
to me. I was shocked, no woman had waylaid me in this way before. Even with Kate it



had been a slow wooing. Yet in my heart I understood the strain Rose was under & that
her need was great. This was her way of alleviating her pain. We were two drowning
swimmers on the edge of the world, drifting away from any shore of normality.

"I still have the keys & let myself in, don't stand there gawking, hold me please, I need
some one to comfort me, love me tonight please, I need you", she said, pressing into my
arms.

I felt like doing so but held back. In my heart I knew that it was not what she or I really
wanted, another passing relationship. What she wanted was my comfort, not my taking
advantage of her. Though I probably needed some touch-therapy to release me from my
dark chains, I also knew that this was not the time nor place. I knew anything else would
change my perception of her as an innocent romantic Irish girl, forever. I would do no
good by taking advantage of her grieving vulnerability like a corrupt teacher taking
advantage of a student who idealized him, or a father abusing a daughter who looked up to
him as the greatest of the great; it was the ultimate sin to abuse such trust, a crossing of all
proper boundaries.

Sure, Rose was acting the part of the modern girl who knew what she wanted & went for
it thoughtlessly, but was it also a more cynical effort to undermine my new relationship
with Kate? Later I was to realize that was the case. Was there a more manipulative Rose
under the seductive petalled appearance? Another Kate? I thought of Deirdre's words "not
as innocent as she looks..always wild..able to twist men around her little finger". Jealousy?
maybe! On the one hand I appreciated the love & comfort she provided, it was what we
both needed & love "covers a multitude of sins". But not to the extent of jumping into bed
at once. I was twice her age and she was vulnerable now after the death of her father, I
couldn't & wouldn't exploit that.

& On the other hand, there was always another hand, I was shocked because I was a
traditionalist who wanted the wooing & the engagement & the wedding bells & the moral
right of it all. For some people have an essentially moral nature, while others do not, they
are essentially creatures of the moment & desire; mad, like animals, acting on instinct
rather than reason, sexual predators of a totally sensual world, like Kate.



Rose was a little bit like that too, a wild rose that pricked you & shed blood even as you
picked it or tried to protect it from the briars of the world. To that extent, my relationship
with her would never be the same again, it was shorn of its magic somehow. Was it Kate
all over again, I thought, will she also leave? Maybe it was my fault, after all, all this
mess, my failure to give unconditionally, my prudishness from my upbringing & time in
the seminary. 

In any case I wrapped her up in warm clothes, sat her down & talked to her, for I had
also a second sense that she was looking for some sort of absolution, we Lofties were
noted for that second sense. After a good discussion of her woes, she mentioned some
unspecified mistake she had made for which she wanted forgiveness. I said we all made
mistakes, it was part of our flawed humanity, that seemed to console her.

When she left later I felt that a certain equilibrium had been achieved between us, & my
deeper relationship with Deirdre had not been compromised. However mercenary Rose's
motives had been, I had given her what she really wanted, the comfort of a elder brother
or father, for by then I knew my earlier fantasies about her had been foolish.

I was not just avoiding the issue or refusing to acknowledge the needs of the animal in the
ghost. I immediately sat down & wrote a poem for Rose, expressing these paradoxes. 

Untold fantasy to me is told,
Of a Rose brought in from winter cold,
Put in a warm vase, my arms infold,
Where dashed with tears of starry dew
It rests red petalled, tight budded, new.
Lovingly ready silken flesh, bright & true,
Yet to too time would wither it to untrue.



The stolen sun is gone to red,
The moon its seed is like a white wedding bed,
To bless our need.
Alas the cry of passions plea,
Is more than love that should not be,
Is a plashy pearly depthless sea,
I drown in & yet cannot let be.

I knew then, maybe through the poem, for art never lies, the difference between a
relationships with Rose & one with Deirdre. Rose's love was pure passion, a calculating
wildness in the mind & blood. Deirdre's love one could spend one's life growing into. For
she had a rare depth of humanity & grace, an infinite capacity for love, that ultimately
was the source of real lasting happiness. & everyone knew that at heart, everyone knew
love should ideally be deep & lasting & mutually nourishing in body & soul. This was my
more mature view of the relationship of the sexes, which I had come to through all my
woes.

I'd always felt sorry for those actresses & actors, marrying again & again, pursuing a
useless illusion, never knowing the happiness of real lasting relationship, the joy of loving
the other warts & all to the end, of love maturing into a graceful old age. All else in my
opinion was passing, ephemeral & self-destructive. Or was I being judgmental, a victim
of my past? All I knew is that I was getting old, & I needed a more substantial kind of love
now, to put down roots that would last more than one night. The passion rose would fade
soon, but not when added to it there was the true-love rose of the faithful & totally-given
heart. Then it would become an eternal rose, ageless, scented & beyond the tyranny of
time.

I put Rose in the adjoining room & she slipped away early to open the post office,
coming in to my room & giving me a final grateful kiss. We parted on a level of real
relationship, I thought, knowing where each of us stood & accepting each other as friends
on a new & more lasting level. I remembered a little poem of regret I had written for



Jean & it came back to my mind then, for I was saying goodbye to Rose in a way too:

Goodbye my green & golden land,
Welcome the grave's delight,
Goodbye the stainless caravans,
That cross the edge of night.
Goodbye the lordly kings of gold,
Goodbye the stolen spears,
Goodbye to Jean, my cold snow queen,
& elemental Rose. 

Indeed, I was also a little bit angry, why must all my hopes be dashed by the cruelty of
the world, & the reality of human inadequacy to our hopes. Why do all the people we
build up, tend to turn out to be so petty when we get to know them better? Where does all
the glory & initial idealism in people's hearts go? Why do they let their innocence
dreaming hearts turn sour & mean? For that, I thought is the source of all failed love
relationships, we build each other up & then let each other down. We don't stay the
course in our great endeavor to be truly human, or we grow old & cynical & let our
dreaming hearts be worn away to dust. I was determined not to let that happen to me:

Alas my Jean has left me now, 
& I am lost alone,
Without our love, without our boy,
But still not made of stone. 

Was it Isaiah who said, "Lord take way our hearts of stone, & give us hearts of flesh
instead".



I got up at about 10 o'clock to go & meet the train, my friend Inspector Deverly was on.
He had rung me up on my smart phone to say he had got my letter & would come post
haste. He was bored with life anyway & wanted a little excitement & detecting to cheer
his old heart. Expect me on the twelve o'clock train to Mountcharles, he said.

I leaped into Jenny, my antique automobile, which creaked in protest, & drove to the
neighboring town, if town it could be called for it had little more than twice the population
of Ballymac. With great pleasure I perceived the broad squat figure of the former
policeman descending from the train.



Chapter 16

The Advent of Inspector Deverly

Tony Deverly was perhaps the most grounded & sane person I had ever met. Physically
he was about five foot ten, but as broad as he was tall & built like a tank, which was one
reason why villains shied away from him. He had a pleasant homely face, grey hair &
twinkling eyes that were usually full of wit & humor. Mentally, he appreciated
everything - art, music, poetry, women, dancing, culture, Irish heritage, history, faith -
yet he was not carried away by anything. All things were balanced finely in his brain &
character. They say in golf that all have skills but not everyone is a champion, for that
you need strong nerves. To excel most when the going is toughest, That's the test of the
champion. He certainly had that kind of character to burn.

He was my alter ego in that, for I was too prone to emotion, artistic excess, unstable
periods of down & up. He seemed to go through existence like a smoothly running auto,
purring along the highways of life without a care, monarch of all he surveyed, "lord of
the fowl & the brute". Yet as I often said to him, that was also his fault, he was too sane;
like the horses in Swift's parable he lacked the glorious insanity of the Yahoos. Romance
to him was pint of plain, a packet of cards, & a good meal. He was also a bit of a woman
hater, which didn't go down well today, though he & his wife were inseparable & he
loved his two girls dearly. Maybe they were Providence's way of punishing him for his
misogyny, by giving him no boy to carry on in his footsteps.

I rushed up to take his bags & we repaired to the nearest pub to wet our whistles & discuss
my precarious situation. Immediately I was delighted for he cheered me up by
recounting a humorous case the cottage dilemma reminded him of. 



"Twas when I was a young guard in Feelyhall", he said with a chuckle. "This local old
fellow gave instructions that his money was to be buried with him in the coffin. But his
greedy brothers were far from happy & were pacing around with sour worried faces as
the grave was being dug & the coffin prepared. There was full 40,000 pounds stuffed in
bank bags ready to go into the coffin. At last one of the brothers smiled, he had a brain
wave.

"Feck Patsy, he said, "I know what we'll do boys, we'll take out the money from the coffin
& put a cheque in instead".

"No chance of him cashing a cheque in the box & he certainly wouldn't be able to cash it
in the next world".

At this the inspector roared with laughter. So loud that the table, glasses & everything
shook & everyone in the bar looked at us to see what was going on & I smiled & laughed
& felt better.

"That's what I like about you Deverly, I said, "you always cheer me up with a good yarn.
But what do you make of my case now?".

I explained everything & he adopted his more serious garda expression. I was soon
listening spellbound as he analyzed it all to perfection, like a true Irish Poirot. 

"It seems to me that we have three problems here. First, the problem of where the money
is, about ten million you said, a tidy & tempting sum, a gateway to paradise for many. I
can see why they're all pissed off. My guess also is that he transferred it into rare
diamonds before he died, hence all the trips you say he made abroad, & his pad in
Dublin. It makes sense, he was a diamond merchant & had the connections. The problem
is that a small bag of rare diamonds is easy to hide & hard to find, it takes up so little



space. So we have to search more minutely"

He paused to take a large suck of his pint, & I observed,

"They've gone over the place with a fine tooth comb, even the smallest bag wouldn't have
evaded the searchers. They even used the latest infra-red gear to x-ray the walls &
floors, equipment like they use in earthquakes to find out if anyone is left alive
underground. But all to no avail, & it cost a lot of money it did. That's why they have to
rent the cottage now to recover some of the cost, thought the old bugger had been
denuded of his gold & all he really had at last was the cottage". 

Deverly broke in at this with a good question,

"But why didn't the relatives dispute the will, if Kruger wasn't in his right mind due to
illness surely they had a good case. I know a little about the law myself after all the cases
I've testified in".

"Well", I replied, "it seems they did try to dispute the will but they hadn't a good case
after all. Kruger had anticipated the challenge, & he made the will long before his final
illness when he was clearly in his right mind. Indeed he had witnesses in to prove that the
will was his will. While he was making it, he was at pains to point out to them that his
relatives were to get nothing. So the only avenue left to them was to somehow find it in
the cottage, claim the money that way".

"That's clear enough then, & gives them a motive. But to continue our analysis. Secondly,
we have the problem of protecting you & the house from marauders & adventurers, not
to mention the beastly Kruger. I'll stay with you & use some garda alarm mechanisms to
deter unwanted visitors. I also have this from my garda days (he produced a large
metallic automatic pistol & pressed it into the palm of my hand), take it & welcome, but



handle it carefully & don't use it unless as a last resort, I don't want you charged with
manslaughter".

"Its a nasty looking toy", I said, taking it gingerly, "I don't thinks I'll load it at all, perhaps
just producing it will be enough to deter anyone unlawfully entering the cottage".

"Suit yourself, he said, "thirdly, & perhaps most difficult we have the problem of finding
the murderer of the postman, for its almost certainly murder now. We must draw up a list
of probable suspects & try & narrow it down gradually. I always try to begin with the
headings of motive, opportunity & practical possibility. Maybe you could help me in
that?".

He took a long swig from his point of stout, gave a grunt satisfaction, ran his fingers
through his hair, & ordered a large steak & fries from the waiter who came to the table
for orders.

"Be careful" I said, "that stomach is widening & expanding with age, you're the perfect
subject for a heart attack or a stroke . "Ah we only live twice", he said with a grin,
thoughts of sobriety or mortality never worried Deverly, he was too grounded.

I ordered some cod, chips & salad & a pint of rock shandy. 

"Well, I said, "we can narrow the suspects down to nine, for I think its a local job. The
three sisters & the garda, the clerk of the church, Kruger & the wife, & the neighbor
Sheila Quigley & young Murphy the publican. Rose, the youngest of the sisters, can be
ruled out I think, she's too sweet, & too frail to hit that blow. Sure she had motive, the
sharing of the diamonds & I know she'd like to get away from the village, the bright lights
& all that, she's a fun-loving girl & the drudgery of the post office doesn't suit her. Also
she's known to be wild & they say her mother was potty & jumped over the cliff at the



Three Sisters, a local landmark. Maybe Rose went over the top herself that night,
mentally, & struck out blindly. But, against that, I know she loved her father deeply & I
cant believe she'd strike him down heartlessly like that. Of course she had the opportunity,
she knew his habits & when he'd usually be home in the evening. But I cant believe her
capable of doing it, she's a super girl".

A twinkle came into the inspector's eye as he said,

"Lovely too, no doubt, better & younger than Kate? One warning don't let personal
feeling cloud your thinking. I learned that as one of my first lessons in detective work.
'''Cherche la femme''', as the French say, in a serious case always look for the dame. For
women are often worse than the men, despite their frail appearance. I remember one of
my later cases..."

I quickly nipped this new story in the bud, & its anti-women message no doubt, knowing
he could go on all night. I said that we'd discuss the case further the following evening,
over a pint in Murphys. I had my crucial date with Deirdre to fulfil. Deverly in any case
had some garda friends in the area he wanted to look up. As we parted, I knew there was
much work to do & much more surprises awaiting us before this case would come to its
natural conclusion. 



Chapter 17

The Humility of Deirdre

That night I drove to a restaurant in Mountcharles to meet Deirdre. I knew there were
many questions & issues we needed to resolve, many obstacles that needed to be cleared
away. She came in, wearing a rose-colored evening dress & red high-healed shoes &
pink gloves that gave her a rich passionate appearance; I thought of the character in
"Legally Blonde", one of my favorite comedies, for Deirdre was a natural blond of great
graceful bearing when she chose to express herself. 

I saw her that evening as a woman of style too, for the first time, I was proud of her, as
heads turned when she came into the popular crowded restaurant. I thought of those
funny lines in "Some Like It Hot", where Marilyn Monroe waddles by in her stiletto heel
shoes and one of the men dressed up as women, to escape the mob, says: "How do they
balance themselves at all on those stilts, look how she moves, I tell you its a totally
different sex". I was glad that evening that Deirdre was a totally different sex, we were
made to compliment each other.

I wore my best evening suit with a bow tie & best white shirt.

"What's all the dressing up for", I said with a smile, "we're not married yet", as she came
in, & put her diamond studded matching red bag on the table before me. She blushed, & I
looked away in embarrassment.



"I like dressing up, sometimes", she said, smiling, "gets me away from the formality of
the class room, makes me feel like a woman for change, not just a wet nurse. I haven't
had a proper date for a while now. Don't tell you you're not worth dressing up for, you
old poetic Romeo!.

"I suppose I should be dressing more soberly, so soon after Daddy's death", she went on,
"but I know he wouldn't want us to go on pulling long faces forever, he was not that kind of
man, always said that death was as natural as living & shouldn't be fussed over. When I
die go on enjoying life, he said to me once, with twinkle in his eye, & I'll make sure you
do so from above, I want no black being worn in my honor, That's a pagan practice, my
mother used to say". 

When we had consulted the menu & ordered, we sat in silence for a while, just enjoying
each other's company. Then she surprised me by saying, half jokingly & half seriously,

"What has Rose been up to, they tell me she was seen going into your house at an unholy
hour of the night. "O come into my parlor, said the spider to the fly". You seem to have
many dishes in the fire at the same time. I suppose I'm just one of many, you old
conniver". 

"Oh, its nothing", I said, "just coming for comfort to her father confessor, nothing in it, I
assure you; there's nothing between us but friendship & business, I hope you believe me
in that, for its the truth. I see her more as a younger sister I never had, & I have to treat
her well as your half sister. She came to me because she was feeling bad after the
funeral, That's all there was in it, I assure you". Was I protesting too much, i thought, but I
dare not tell her the whole story. 

"I'm glad to hear that", she said with relief & a broad grin, "I want no competition; I want
you totally for myself, you old Romeo, you should know better with your few grey hairs.
But you don't have to treat her well on my account. Rose & I were never that close,
unfortunately, different families & different temperaments I'm afraid".



"I hope I'm not being too prying", I replied, "but what, may I ask, was life like in your
house growing up?. I hear different versions but I think I can trust you to tell the truth.
Were relations so strained as Rose says, between the two families?. You needn't answer if
you don't want to, but I just wanted to ask, because it may throw some light on the attack
on Paddy".

"Well", she replied, "in the first marriage we were very happy, Dad & Mum & Sissy &
I. Daddy was as gramhar as could be, dangling us on his knee, & taking us for drives in
the country & helping us with our homework & really loving us in his quiet gentle way;
people were slower to show affection in the old days; kissing & such like were thought
somewhat effeminate; I suppose they thought such could become dangerously
inappropriate, especially between fathers & daughters; maybe they had a point given all
That's going on now, all the abuse being exposed". 

"And your first mother", I said, wanting to know all about her, "how did she treat you, if I
may be so bold to ask".

"Our first Mummy, Bridget, was a real dote, if you want to know, very like Paddy
himself, though he was tall & she was fat & dumpy. Physically they were opposites &
opposites attract, but spiritually they fitted each other like gloves. She was one of the
Bradleys from a fine family across the valley. A small, plump motherly woman with
glasses, she was a bit shortsighted, & had a big heart like him. She would cradle us in her
arms & sing to us & tell us beautiful old Irish stories at night before we went to sleep. She
loved dressing us up in pretty frocks & buying the best for us & she always there when
we needed her, a great pillar of love & kindness. The problems came with her sickness, a
rare form of leukaemia they said. We suffered so much to see her waste away, we just
couldn't understand what was happening, why she was always in & out of hospital &
eventually not the plump smiling woman any more, more like a wasted living corpse at
last. Her death really broke Paddy's heart. He was never the same afterwards. We were
young & innocent, however, & didn't feel it so deeply. Death means little to very young
children, though we couldn't understand how she was not still with us. I used to take
flowers to her grave as if she was still alive & tell here everything that was going on in
my prayers at night, talking to her up there as if she was alive & listening to me. I suppose



I was right. As someone said, the dead are no further from us than God & He is very
near".

"But how did you take to the second wife", I said, breaking in, knowing how traumatic the
stepmother relationship can be, "how did that happen & how did you react when Rose
came along, how did you all get on?".

"Badly, I'm afraid", she said, " Daddy's second wife, May O'Reilly, was a strange
obsessed woman. Some say she took advantage of Daddy in his broken vulnerable state.
We were too young to understand such things, but I now believe she wheedled him into
marriage before he ever really knew her. As cunning as the devil she was, offering him a
shoulder to cry on & then pushing him to the altar in no time. But after the marriage he,
or any of us, had no peace.

Daddy was the most innocent man I ever knew. I adored him, he never saw evil in
anything. So he was too easy influenced & manipulated by the cunning cynics of this
world. For he never uttered a bad word about anyone & he excused everyone's failings in
his big-hearted generous way. "Ah sure its just that her nerves are very sensitive", he'd
say to us of May, when we complained of her bitter tongue, her daily verbal abuse of us,
"You must make allowances for that, she's not always herself, but she's a fine woman
when she's at her best".

"Even his going out to Krugers at night was an effort to give her some peaceful time to
herself, when we were gone to bed. For she'd say to him: "sure wouldn't you do
something, go somewhere, instead of sitting there in the corner like a gom, smoking that
awful smelly pipe of yours & looking like a caged cat".

"OK, May, I'll pop over to Krugers for an hour or two so & leave you in peace, to do
your housework, I'm sorry to be getting in your way, old girl", he'd say then without
turning a hair. But when he did so regularly, she said he was abandoning her altogether,
she was a deserted wife. & If he came in after having a few whiskeys with Kruger, she'd



say, "Ah there you are now, after leaving me to cope by myself & the children restless
not able to sleep, & you coming in with the smell of drink on you. Nothing would please
her, but he had the patience of Job, & the understanding of a saint. The people said the
same thing about him as a postman, ever obliging always & ever even tempered. If they
weren't at home when he first came with the mail he'd drop it in later, saying to us, "sure
they might be something important in that parcel that the Hennessys would be needing
urgently".

I think much of this kindness came from the fact that he was a very devout man, always
saying prayers with us & taking us to mass, & nothing was too expensive for our first
communion & confirmation. He'd be so proud of us, when he stood with us for the photo
with the bishop. I think That's why I came back to faith & to traditional values so strongly
when I went to Trinity. You must have thought me a real stick in the mud the other night.
But I did my doctorate on all the great figures & intellects of our age who have sought &
found a deeper peace in faith, greatness of mind responding to the greatness of God.

I suppose, unconsciously I learned that from Daddy & the traditional conservative
religious values of his time. Faith & fatherland was his great loves & he wanted to live up
to both & the great traditions of his family in the service of their country. His father had
fought as part of the flying columns during the war of independence, & Daddy was very
proud of a photo of himself & his father with De Valera, when Dev was president of
Ireland. He also had photos of Michael Collins & James Connolly, he was not partisan in
his views regarding the great Irish heroes; and he had many friends in the North of
Ireland as well. We'd go there on holidays to the glens of Antrim & he'd say; "sure they
have great traditions in this part of the country too & fair play to them". 

"Your step-mother treated you badly I've been told", I said. But she made no reply,
pretending to consult the menu for the wine, but a bit of a tear creeping into her eye, at
the memory of how her father was in her youth & how his life had ended. When she was
reasonably composed again I added,

"It's amazing that Paddy put up with May for so long, he must have been a real martyr".



"He bore everything because he said that was part of the demands of marriage", she said
sternly, as if remanding an errant schoolboy, & a little annoyed at my prying. 

"We took each other for better or worse", he'd say. Sometimes when May, I never called
her Mummy, flew into one of her rages, for example if we were too noisy at play, she'd
try to beat us with a stick or a piece of cord. But Daddy would come between us & her:
"ah sure its only playing they are May, its all right, I'll speak sharply to them", but he
never did, just reasoned with us, "be quieter in your play, you know it gets on her nerves,
babies", he'd say, & then give us a hug or a few sweets to heal our hurt. Even when Rose
threw tantrums, she was a bit like her mother, Daddy always had a way to calm her
down; he'd take her in his arms & toss her up in the air, which she loved, & comfort her
until she was at peace. As I said, Dad was the most innocent & honest person I ever knew;
see no evil, think no evil, do no evil, was his philosophy". 

"He was the one who really reared you then, & did he treat you all the same?, I asked,
trying to see if any of them might be behind the striking down of Paddy, might have some
secret grudge.

"Ah, sure he was more than fair to all of us. He sent me to college & paid for everything.
But because he could only afford to send one of us to college, he compensated the others
in special ways. Sissy wasn't so good at the books, so when she fell for the guard, he paid
all the expenses of the wedding & gave her a dowry to help them buy their house. Also
Rose was a bit too wild to settle at the books, so he gave her the income from running the
post office when she finished in school. And he was delighted when Kruger left him the
cottage. He said to me at the time: "I hope you don't mind me willing it to Rose, Deirdre
dear, I think she's frail like her mother & will need some sort of a stable occupation or
little place to keep her safe for life; I'm trying to be fair to all of you, & Sissy has her
family & you have the school & the accommodation over it".

Daddy had the old people's sense of being fair to all the children & looking out for them
all & their future as best he could. We all loved him, still love him, & I can't see how



anyone could ever wish him harm; it broke my heart to see him so helpless in that home,
I used to go to see him every day, just to hold his hand, & now I can't bear to think that he
is no longer with us" (at this she dabbed her eyes & looked a little in distress; so I held her
hand until she regained her composure). 

"Was May anyway a mother to you, at all", I interposed, after she had come back to
herself.

"She resented Daddy's former family, especially when Rose came along. One minute,
when Paddy was there, she'd be all over us & the next, when Paddy was on his rounds,
she'd fly into the most terrible rages & we'd run out of the house in fear. One time I
climbed a tree when she threatened to kill me. I wouldn't get down til Paddy came home
to protect me. Then she said he was all for the old family, which was very untrue. Paddy
was equally kind to us & to Rose, never a harsh word from him to any of us, & no
distinguishing between fish & flesh.

We didn't understand but we used to lock our rooms at night, we were so afraid of May.
For as time went on, she became more & more unstable, turning on Paddy with ever
more unreasonable tirades. That's when he started to spend more of his nights with
Kruger, after we were safely in bed. He wanted some degree of peace for her & from
her. Then she started saying that he had abandoned her, that we were all against her, that
she was better off dead. I think even Rose, though she was only about five at the time, got
afraid of her then. I suppose if it was now, she'd be sent to a home & given psychiatric
care. It was just that the strain of madness in the family broke out in her; I never blamed
her for that, she couldn't help it". She paused, her mind trying to get around these
traumatic events.

"I suppose her suicide was a terrible shock all the same, surely you didn't really believe
all she was saying about her being better off dead", I said.

"Yes, I'll never forget the day she did it", Deirdre replied, growing suddenly very serious,



"She was kind of unusually quiet that day, like she often was before she exploded. Then
she took her coat & went out with a strange look in her eyes, I knew, as children seem to
know such things, that something terrible was going to happen. When they brought the
body home, it was all dripping wet from the sea & I thought she even looked at peace
lying there in the parlor, before they took her away in the ambulance for the post
mortem. I suppose it was a relief to us in a way, though we felt guilty at feeling like that.
Thankfully, Rose, who was only about five, didn't understand what was going on, or why
her mother wasn't there any more. But when she got older she started blaming us &
saying we drove her Mum to her grave".

"Did things not improve at all between you after May died, then?", I asked with surprise.

"It did and it didn't. Our neighbor used to come in to look after us, the girly part of our
upbringing, but Paddy was always there for us too, though he continued to go out at night,
when Peggy, his sister, was able to come in & stay with us as a babysitter; she had no
children of her own & was very good to us & used to tell us wonderful stories & tuck us
in. But Rose, as she grew up, began to also become strange at times, trying to get Paddy
to lavish all his attention on her, & she often succeeded; I suppose we resented that, sibling
rivalry, & weren't as sisterly to her as we should be; I'm sorry about that now. On one
occasion, when we were walking by the sea, & fighting over some small thing, she even
tried to push me over the side, though I took it only as sibling rivalry as I said, I often
wonder if she hadn't it all planned.

I found, in any case, I could never get close to her, I think Sissy had to the same
experience. We were always two families, never one, no matter how Paddy tried to unite
us. Sometimes I think she not only resented but hated us, as her rivals for Paddy's
affections. Like with her mother, we were almost afraid to her too. But I'm talking too
much, what was your childhood like, lets hear from you, I want to know more about you
& what really makes you tick. All this talk of myself & my youthful troubles is too
morbid, we're on a date after all".

This reminded me also that this was more that an reliving of the past, we had to live in the
present. So we settled down to our meal in silence for a while, just gazing into each other's



eyes & enjoying the intimacy of just being & being in love. & a song I'd composed
came to my mind, a sense of all I'd lost up to now & how people waste the greatest gift of
all, true love:

The tree of love is what we seek,
We stand upon a branch as frail,
Of all our plots & plans that fail,
& cannot grasp the living tree
That all about us seeks to be.

The tree of love is what we taste,
In all the beauties that we waste,
To stand at last in a barren place,
& fail to grasp the living tree
That all about us seeks to be.

The tree of love is all that fall,
When reaching out to touch that wall,
Yet crawl upon their knees to see 
Even a petal from that tree. 



Chapter 18

War & Peace

Eventually Deirdre broke the silence, wanting to know more about me, becoming the
interrogator for a change. 

"What's this about you being a fearful scrapper in school", she said, "after the story of
how you repelled the intruder all sorts of rumors have gone round the village that you
were a boxing champion or some such like brute?"?.

I laughed at how things can get so distorted in the rumor trade.

"Well, I said, explaining the reality, "there was this nasty bully in school, the Basher
Neary we used to call him; he stole lunches from the little boys & forced them to give
him some of their pocket money. But it was all about power & greed, a microcosmic
parable for all the wars among nations, I often thought. The world's main powers are
bullies too, out for their own power & gain, all the little colonial rajahs & kings fattening
on the weak. Always dividing the spoils following the millions of wars they have spawned
from the year dot. Portioning out the land & extra power & wealth to be gained, after
their cruel bullying armies have bludgeoned others into submission. They are Basher
Nearys too, however cleverly they masked the fact with their grand rhetoric &
propagandist self-justification.

But when the Basher tried his tricks on me, he got an unpleasant surprise. I pretended to be



reaching in my pocket for the money - Kitty & Mike couldn't afford to give us pocket
money but I did get some from my Dad - but I was really measuring the distance
between my fist & his face. Swinging upwards, for he was taller than me, I hit him a
ferocious blow in the nose, as hard as I possibly could. I figured he had the advantage
over me physically, he was older than me, so I had to disable him immediately, put the
fear of God into him as quickly as possible. Blood spouted all over the place, & he stayed
down, & after that he shied away from me, & others took courage also from my
example to fight back against him; his life wasn't half as cosy after that. Of course I got
into trouble over the incident, we had the code of not snitching to the masters at that time,
so we couldn't tell about all his bullying.

The headmaster was a bit of a bully himself & gave us six slaps regularly with a stick he
had, the leg of a chair. He called in Mike & Kitty & later my father to complain to them
about my fighting. When my father was down, he called me aside to discuss the matter
with me & warn me off further trouble". 

"But surely he would have wanted you to stand up for yourself, & for others", Deirdre,
breaking in to defend me. 

"Well not necessarily", I said. "My father was a pacifist himself, very active in the
pacifist society & Amnesty International. He said Christ was right & violence only begot
more violence, most of his pacifism came from his deep religious beliefs. he said that we
should share with others, not dominate them for our sordid gain. "Those who live by the
sword, die by the sword", he quoted to me, & said I must learn to get on with & not
terrorize my fellow human beings for my own pleasure.

"We are here to spread peace & good will on earth not violence, Jerry", he said, patting
me on the head at the same time to show he meant the advice kindly.

"By all means stand up for yourself, but do it in as gentle a way as you can. I don't want
my son getting a reputation for being a thug or a bully, after all I have preached myself



about turning the other cheek".

I saw his point of view, & said, in between sobs, for which he comforted me, that I'd
certainly do as he said, I wanted no trouble really if I could avoid it.

"That's my boy", he said, giving me one of his little pamphlets on non violence. I still have
that book, though its nearly falling apart now & I intend to give it to my children if I have
any. I felt, however, that if he'd known about the circumstances of my scrap, he might
have been more understanding. But after that, in any case, I toned down my fighting,
though in secondary school I had to stand up to a few bullies as well & got a lesser
reputation for scrapping; maybe it was all a way to vent my own inner frustrations.

But of course in the seminary, I learned the uselessness of war. I remember my priest
tutor there pointing out that the first world war was supposed to be the war to end all wars,
but in fact it just spawned another more vicious one, it was justified by grand ideas about
saving small nations, but the real motive was imperial power. Fighting is always about
power, even in school, its about who is the top dog, who remains the top dog as with
superpowers now & the scramble for oil, the new wealth source, among modern nations.
Power & wealth, even to the extent of selling arms to poorer countries to power their
blood-letting.

The church must oppose all wars now, my seminary tutor said, because major modern
wars are so dangerous, with the proliferation of ever more powerful arms, especially
nuclear weapons. A just war today is almost impossible, & the proportionalist argument
of western powers, that even killing innocent civilians is justified by the overall objectives
of their wars, is not acceptable to the church, you cannot combat evil by committing the
same evil yourself; you can't destroy innocence by killing innocents. That's what I
believe now too. So, you need have no fear Deirdre, I'm a reformed scrapper, though of
course, like the other night, I will fight in self-defence, or to protect my territory; That's
something I suppose deep down in us all, the protection of our pride & our families".



"Of course", she replied, we were into confessions in a big way, "I also had to fight in the
girls part of the school, we were segregated in those days. I big girl of the O'Brien's used
to pull my hair & mock me, saying my mother was mad & I suppose I was taking after
her. She wanted to hurt me, to gain power over me. But I said May was not my mother,
my real mother was dead. & one day, like you Jerry, the worm turned. I dragged her
down to the ground by her hair & pummelled her unmercifully in the face. I got into
trouble over that too, her mother came to the school to beat me with a stick during play
time in the yard, but I hid. The headmistress also gave he a right telling off, & of course
Paddy was shocked. Like your father he too was the most peaceful man on earth,
wouldn't hurt a fly. So I'm glad I aren't going out with an inveterate scrapper &
troublemaker", she said with a smile. 

After this, we tucked into the main course in silence. I had some succulent steak & she
had some delicate sea bass, watching the figure. When we resumed our intimate chat,
getting to know each other better - you tell a loved one secrets you would tell no one else -
I told her about my Mum & Dad & how Mike & Kitty adopted me, & my love of writing
& my going to the seminary, & my lingering hankering after the ministry. This intrigued
her most of all, especially when I told her why I left the seminary. When I told her about
my first love, the lovely Jean Hennessy of the beautiful soft hands & musical voice &
long silky hair, she leaned over & became very interested; "she can hardly be jealous of
someone so far in my past", I thought. Finally, I told her about Kate.

"When did you meet her", she asked, "and, I hope you don't think me too jealous or
possessive, do you think you still love her? If she came back, would you accept her
back?".

"Well", I said, "we met at a fund-raising event for the arts. She came into the room like a
queen, in her Prada outfit (they say the devil wears Prada), with her fine figure, long
glossy hair, perfect oval face, perfect make-up; she worked in a beauty shop in Dun
Laoghaire. As she listened to me, & fluttered her long dark eyelashes at me, I became
totally besotted with her, I must admit. It was like as if I was under some sort of spell. As
she looked at me intensely with her soft deep brown eyes, I felt completely at her mercy.
Only lately, I assure you Deirdre, did I realize that looks can deceive, & beauty can be
skin deep. I now know that her mind was as shallow as her love, it was all show.



Yet after our first meeting, I must confess, I became more & more in love. I wanted her
to marry me. I tell you this, Deirdre, so that there will be nothing false between us. I
wanted her to have my children, two little boys & two little girls, to live with her in some
idyllic seaside retreat away from the world. I make no bones about that. We used to dine
in posh restaurants & go to classical music recitals & operas, though I now know her
interest in the arts was only in terms of their snob value, showing the poet off to her
highbrow friends. If we were at a Beckett play, I loved his work, she would yawn, & go
out in the middle of it for a drink & not return til it was nearly over.

But I also want to tell you that my loving changed to despair when she cynically dumped
me for that steamy gangster, the Don Leahy, all the pretence went then. I suppose
because I idealized her I couldn't see her for what she was until that moment. I assure
you, Deirdre dear, all my romantic illusions in that regard are all gone now. & I say this
now, & I hope you don't think me brazen & superficial & always jumping from one
dream to another, but when I came to know you, as I think I now do, as a real genuine
person, all my former infatuations seemed like false dreams.

Let me be honest, for that's why we're here tonight, to lay all cards on the table. Do I still
love her? Maybe a little bit still in spite of all, but not as deeply as I love you or will grow
to love you in the continuing blossoming of our relationship I envisage, if you are willing
to let that happen. I want to prove my growing regard for you; That's why I invited you
here tonight", I said, taking her hand & pressing it gently in affection under the table. In
that strict restaurant any public show of affection would have been frowned on. 

"Would I take Kate back? Probably not! Though maybe if she did come back I couldn't
trust myself to say no to her", I said.

"But I will be totally honest with you & say that I could never set her before you, that
everything up to now & our relationship has been a fancy, not a real vision. Is that good
enough for you?



She blushed & held on to my hand & stroked it gently as she balanced it on her knee &
said, with great honesty & candor, "I don't know, Jerry, maybe you are too hard on
yourself, too noble a character in a way, & I love that in you. I've been living in a small
village, but don't think of me as totally unexperienced in love matters. I have been abroad
too in the big world, at my studies & teacher training, & I too have had my infatuations &
failed relationships. Since we have come down to confessions, I have past heart throbs to
confess, you can console yourself about that. I think we all search & reach false oases
until we find our true garden of love. I remember in secondary school, in our leaving cert
class, there was a young boy that I dreamt about for many nights as if the heart within
me was breaking. It seemed to be bursting with love for him. I used to eat my lunch with
him, & he took me to the prom, & we did some kissing & necking afterwards. I cried for
many nights after him, when his family moved away from the area, & we lost contact".

She paused to excuse herself, & go to the ladies room, & I reflected on a similar
relationship I had with a big strapping O'Grady girl in secondary school. We used to go to
the back of the local church to eat our lunch together; she told me later that she wanted to
be a nun & go to work in Africa to help the poor there. I believe she is working there now
& doing mighty work. When Deirdre returned she continued her "confessions". 

"I also remember my heart breaking with love for Pearse Mannning", she said, "a
colleague in Trinity, a dashing young man & great intellect, with flowing curly hair
brushed back, & fresh handsome face & dancing green eyes. He had me in the palm of
his hand. But it didn't last either, the allure of a more sophisticated Dublin girl took him
from me while I was home on holidays for the summer. That hurt me deeply too, like
you I couldn't understand why people could take love so lightly. Was it Yeats who wrote
that poem about not taking love too seriously. We used to sing it in school, it was set to an
old Irish air, I may not be quoting it correctly:

She bade me take love easy,
Like the leaf grows on the tree,
But I being young & foolish,
With her did not agree. 



We all explore the shallows of love, & suffer, until we find the ocean of the one we are
destined for, & then we have something to sail in & explore for the rest of our lives,
nothing can bring us to another harbor. I too think that you & I are so destined, I've felt it
from the moment we met. But lets not rush into things, lets test our love before we make
any final commitment, lets see if it will stand the test of time. Just know for the moment
my heart is yours, & I think of it as always yours. But I am humane enough & humble
enough now to know that I am no raving beauty, no Grace O'Malley, & you no Tyrone
Power. Both of us are older now, & more hardened by the world. You may tire of me or
I of you. Lets wait for our relationship to grow or die in the natural course of things,
though I feel it will not die. I feel deeply in my heart, that we may be each other's final
destiny & journey's end". 

After baring our souls thus, a kind of peaceful joyful love settled between us. I presented
her with a small gold bracelet as a token of my regard, & kissed her hand & we enjoyed
the rest of our celebratory dinner in talk about topical matters holding hands; "touching
hands, touching eyes, touching you" - I thought again of a favorite song. I mentioned
about the coming of Deverly & how our investigations were proceeding. I felt I could
trust her enough to do so.

"I don't know about all this talk of murder & hidden diamonds has any basis in fact", she
said. "I have always tended to share Daddy's view that there was no money, it was all a
joke played by a raving old man in an advanced state of cancer, in a opium delirium, for
they were giving him very strong drugs at last to numb the pain. He didn't know black
from white at the time, or whether he was alive or dead".

"But the fact remains", I said, "& we can't deny it any more than we can deny our love,
that your daddy was hit over the head by someone, & that was no way to treat your
gentle Dad & we must do something about it, we can't let this sleeping dog lie. That's why
I've sent for Deverly & I hope you will help me root out this evil in our midst, before it
causes more harm". 



"I know what Daddy would say, he was an all-forgiving soul, to let it be, but I share your
indignation, we've been deprived of everything he could still be to us, even to you as a
future possible son-in-law", she said with a smile, almost like a subtle proposal, women
are less shy about that now; she was getting broody at that stage in her life & anxious to
settle down & have children, as I was; we made no bones about it. 

After that we said we would explore this further when Deverly came, we'd work at it
together. Then we finished our meal in great togetherness & happiness. I drove her home
& kissed her for the first time in front of her gate & this time she didn't protest. I went
home on cloud nine but darker clouds were gathering over us unbeknownst, that would test
our new found love & drive me once again almost to near total despair. 

But for the moment my hopes were high. When I went back to the cottage, I took out an
old notebook where I kept the poems for Jean, & read them again just to compare them
with what I now felt, also maybe to exorcise that ghost from the past, & how I felt when
she left; for, though a forty year old man, I now felt like a teenager again with this
Deirdre relationship ("woman is made for man & man must have his mate"). I thought of
the death Jean brought to me & the new life now before me now:

Alas my Jean, a cold snow queen,
Has faded from my sky.
Left me to stand in a lost homeland,
Without our little boy.
Alas my Jean is what has been,
& not what aught to be,
I'm left to lie neath a watery sun
& without our smiling boy

Alas my Jean, our joy was but
A summer song away,
But winter, like a barren womb,
Has plucked our life away,
& with it goes my day.



Alas my jean the grave is cold,
& chill the corpse's eyes,
& Ireland grasps you like a rose,
But an icicle in disguise.

Alas my Jean no longer stands
Upon my singing stage,
But is a butterfly that fled,
Before the winter's rage,
Is cased in silk cocoons of snow,
Where all the murdered summers go.

Alas my Jean is layered in peat,
A thousand sod-lengths deep,
& in her heart our little boy,
Forever lies asleep,
Drowned in the awful deep.

Alas my jean, our joys depart,
& pain is ever more,
Alas my Jean the gods are dumb,
& cold the heaven's floor.
Alas my jean the land is green,
But I in desert goes,
Searching in shifting rocks & sand,
For a long since faded rose. 

I felt my heart was on the way to being restored again, for Kate also wooed & killed me,
& the little boy of beauty that I longed to come into being was killed by both of them, but
our hearts are resilient, thank God. Deirdre I hoped was not the Deirdre of the Sorrows of
ancient Celtic lore, like those cruel sirens, but the sweet Deirdre of my heart's final
home. 



Chapter 19

Have You Left the Man You Left Me For 

The following evening I met Deverly in Murphy's pub as planned. When we were settled
there, with frothy pints before us, Murphy at least knew how to pull a pint, I leaned over
& said softly to Deverly,

"Bye the way that fellow behind the bar might be an outside bet, Simon Murphy. They
say the pub might be in deep debt & he needs money badly, the huge insurance bills have
nearly crippled him & he has no way with customers at all. & apparently he & Rose are
as thick as thieves, I only learned that, with shock, when I saw them together the other
day. Do you think it possible that they were in it together". 

"We certainly have to consider that", he said, "but first, while I'm finishing my pint, tell
me how your getting on yourself. We were really worried about you, Nelly & I & the
girls. You were always their favorite, playing with them raucously & bringing them
sweets when you came to visit & giving them nicknames. Sally was the "Sparkling
diamond of Dublin", because of her infectious gaiety, & Mary the "Marvelous emerald
of Ireland", because of her green eyes & mystic quietness if I remember right. They
adored the ground you walked on & still ask about you often. You should have married &
had children of your own long ago, you'd have made a great father".

Immediately he realized that he'd said the wrong thing, for I practically broke down:



"Why do you think I was engaged, you moron (we always abused each other like this, it
was harmless), I wanted Kate as my wife, as the mother of my children, I wanted to be
with her for life. She was my life, I cant get over how she dumped me so heartlessly for
that slob, as you see I'm a little bit in a mess still. I had Hoped this place would help to
heal all that, & though I have found a new vital relationship, I'll tell you about it later, but
other aspects of my life here haven't started off too well".

He put his hand gently on my shoulder & said: 

"Look Jerry, nothing is ever perfect in this world, we all mess up sometime & it takes time
to heal the hurt. All you need is time & you'll see she wasn't worth your love & trust,
maybe you have seen that already with the new relationship you mentioned. She was
Mrs. Golddigger in my thinking, out to be wife of the professor & poet, hob nabbing with
the great, it was all a game to her until she met the sleazy multi-millionaire Leahy, birds
of a feather. That's women for you, whoever satisfies them most. They tell me Leahy's
no good, one of the worst drug barons in Dublin, pads in Spain & a boat in the Bahamas,
you couldn't just compete with that, that's the reality. I respect you Jerry, but you must
be aware that you are always attracted to the wrong type of woman, the earthy
superficial type who'll walk all over you & then dump you. Maybe because you're an
artist & intellectual you want the opposite, the bodily dimension you shut out, it rises
unconsciously to the surface as my psychiatrist would say. But ideally you need a
woman who can give you both". 

"Thanks for being Job's comforter", I said, "I don't think you can understand what I want,
I'm not sure I know myself. But lets leave it at that, doubtless you have a point & I'll see it
some day, but I cant at the moment, I'm too close. Lets get out of here. I'll show you the
cottage & we'll set up our fortress & the activity will do me good. Come on you old
cynic, I sometimes think your days in the guards left you something less than human, but
we're friends all the same. Women let me down, you're like a pillar of stone to lean on.
Lets go". 

When we reached the cottage all was lit up. We went in & found our wild Rose tidying up
as she promised, dressed in short skirt like a maid in a posh hotel, very bossy & seductive.



I introduced her to the inspector & he gave me a knowing wink. 

"Ah this is great altogether", Rose said, "not one but two guardians of the cottage, fabulous.
Wont you sit down & have a cuppa, I've some nice home-made scones here in my bag,
you must be tired from your gallivanting together".

Yet just as we were sitting down to the tea the doorbell rang.

"So much for peace & quiet" I said, annoyed, " Why can't they leave us alone?". But
when I looked out the window I was amazed to see a familiar looking sports car at the
gate. "It cant be!", I said to no one in particular, "It cant be Kate!" But it was. My beautiful
Kate, standing at the door of the cottage. "She's come back to me. she's come back to me,
everything will be all right now", I thought, I'm back in paradise". But it was just another
step on the way to hell.

As I saw Kate standing there at the door, I felt happy yet uneasy, could everything ever
be the same again. After she'd burst my bubble could I ever see her or love her like I did
once. Deirdre had shown me real love & could anything be the same again? Yet there
were some unextinguished sparks of love left in me for Kate. I opened the door eagerly
& she turned to meet me, her face radiant as if nothing had happened. She rushed into
my arms but holding her, though it was a glorious reprieve, seemed, somehow not as
glorious as it once was. Even as I held her in welcome, I kept seeing that mouth in the
Dublin flat, its cruel red lips shattering my dreams forever. A song thumped away in the
back of my head, "have you left the man you left me for".

"What in the name of heaven brings you here, Kate", I said, "I thought you & Leahy
would be sunning yourselves in the Bahamas by now. How did you find me here? how
did you know I was here? Do you know how much your leaving did me in? Have you
really come back to me for good", I said suspiciously & worryingly, knowing how it



would mess up my new life. I let go my hold on her.

"I've come back because I soon realized I'd made a terrible mistake", she said. "You were
right, can you forgive me? I don't expect you to take me back immediately, but maybe
we can grow together again into what we were. Can you forgive me Jerry for being so
stupid & treating you so badly, I do love you really, I only realized that after you left & I
was with that monster for a while. OK, The Don Leahy, as they call him, dazzled me with
his money & big cars & luxury hotels but I soon realized that he was a cruel man & his
drug activities sickened me as soon as I found out. He beat & threatened me about that, he
said that if I left him he'd kill me. Oh, Jerry it was awful, I'm frightened. You were the
only one I could turn to. I'll be safe here & maybe after a while we'll come back to
where we were & do all the wonderful things you told me we would do".

One part of me was so happy she had come back but in the more reasonable part of my
mind the words of the song kept echoing again & again, "have you left the man you left
me for". 

A noise behind me jerked me back to reality & I turned around. Behind me inspector
Deverely was looking on in amazement I behind him I could see Rose staring with a
strange look on her face.

After that all hell broke loose. Rose went scurrying out the gate banging it noisily after
her. The inspector excused himself saying he had to go & visit a guard friend of his from
Dublin now living in Ballymac, & he would probably stay with him that night. Kate & I
were left alone as they obviously intended.

For long time I sat looking at her as we sat facing each other at the table, eating scones &
drinking the tea meant for the others. I looked at her & she still rang so many of my bells.
The long dark sleek hair, the beautifully made-up model-like face, she told me she had



some plastic surgery done on it, the long sensitive hands, the perfect cut of her clothes, the
beautiful curved lines of her figure. Once again in spite of myself I sank into her deep
brown eyes, like oceans swallowing me up. But when she suggested we go upstairs, I
demurred. I was afraid much of the old magic wouldn't return. For all the time I knew,
deep in my heart, that her words & actions had destroyed something precious within me
forever.

All the grand plans were a hollow sham now, the house in Dalkey by the sea, the squad of
pretty children, her at home after her day as make-up artist in the beauty shop, waiting
for me like a dutiful wife as I returned, shattered, from the university. Jenny taking the
two of us, our two vivacious boys & two long-haired pretty-frocked little girls, to climb
Bray head & walk on Dun Laoghaire pier on long summer evenings. 

"Have you left the man you left me for". I was racked with doubts & fears as of old.
Would she leave again? Could I ever trust her? Could she ever trust me again, an
unemployed poet living in a cottage?. Could I give her all the life & luxury she craved as
a city animal?. No, Ballymac would kill her & would Leahy ever leave her be now? She
was his property, would he tolerate her leaving him for good? What did she know about
his nefarious activities that made her a danger to him? Could I burn my boats with
Deirdre just as I was discovering a new love, of course not! Our real deep relationship,
could not be so easily set aside? Yet, on the other hand, could I abandon Kate after she
came back & put her trust in me? All these thoughts & questions came rushing into my
fevered brain. Hell, I thought, my last state is worst that my first.

Then I recalled my pillar of sanity. I'd talk to Deverly about it in the morning, that rock of
sense would sort it out. Only this thought enabled me to get some sleep. I'd put Kate in the
other room, keeping her at arms length for the moment. 

Then as I tumbled into my own bed, a new brainwave came to me. Why shouldn't I seek
another retreat. Deverly would say I was always retreating from my problems,
escapism, rather than solving them. My solution. I'd go back to Crossmagnier for a while,
where I was happy. There maybe things would be clearer. This would also give Kate
some time to adjust to her new situation & the others some breathing space. After that



resolution, I slept fitfully & dreamed I was in a room, tied to a chair with Kate also tied
up & Leahy & his henchmen with smiles on their faces were preparing to torture &
strangle Kate. It was a curiously prophetic dream. We Lofties were always a bit
preternatural in this. I remember my old grandmother telling me how she predicted
various things in the future in her dreams, the soul of the human being is a deep and
amazing thing. 



Chapter 20

The Sanity of Inspector Deverly 

The next morning I was up early. I went into Kate's room, woke her & told her of my
plan to go for a while to Crossmagnier, just over the border in Cork. She motioned me to
sit on the bed alongside her but I demurred. "I want some space to think, before either of
us decides on the way forward & resuming our intimate relationship", I said. "I think you
need some time too, to decide your path, to absolve the past & make way for a bright
future. You'll be safe here. I'll ask Inspector Deverly, you saw him here last night, to
move into the cottage with you as a bodyguard. I know he'll do so, for he's a kind man &
a great friend. Stay close to him & you'll be safe. There's food in the fridge & plenty of
places to eat in the town. Do you need some money"?.

She nodded, I gave her what I had on me, & she said,

"Jerry. I really appreciate this, giving me a second chance. As you say this is just the
place for me to lie low at the moment & be safe. Thank you & come back to me soon. I
love you & need you now as never before". 

After I left her, glad to see her again in spite of all the renewed pain, I went to a small
restaurant down the street where I guessed Deverly would be having a large Irish
breakfast; he had heard that Murphy's was no good for food, so he had found another
haunt to satisfy his enormous appetite. His wife made him eat wholesome food while he
was at home, & she was right, but when he got out he usually indulged himself happily. I
found him at one of the tables with a big plate of eggs, sausages, rashers & chips & large
pot of tea & a warm mound of toast covered with butter & marmalade, munching away



happily, like a schoolboy mitching from school & raiding the fridge. 

"Deverly, you old demon, I said, "you'll die young yet".

"At least I'll die happy", he said, smiling indulgently. "We all have to die someday &
might as well enjoy life while you can". 

That was his philosophy but I thought, one thereby lived badly & cut short one's life. This
left so much undone & so many people in a mess after you. No, our body was precious
& should be preserved with great care & attention for our good & the good of those who
loved us. Not that I always did that myself.

"Lofty, you old hypocrite", I thought, "physician heal thyself". 

"Listen, I said, passing on to more serious matters, "as you saw Kate has come back & its
screwed me up again, just when everything was sorting itself out".

He grunted.

"You always said I escaped from my problems rather than solve them. well that what
I'm doing now. I'm going for a while to my old home in Crossmagnier to sort my head
out & see what I really want. I've left Kate in the cottage to do the same but I'd like you
to move back in there & keep an eye on her. For my sake I'd appreciate if you could do
that".

"Relax, Jerry", he said, "sit down & have a good breakfast like me & your problems wont



seem half as big. I think you're doing the right thing. Remember my advice of last night.
She's no good Jerry, she's just using you. Wake up man, don't go back to all that shit.
You've a new life here, cling to it, That's my advice. At least think about that while you're
away. In the meantime, sit down & eat & relax, lighten up, it'll be all the same in the long
run. Leave all this personal mess aside, get some sanity. I've been thinking about the case.
We never completed our survey of the suspects last night. Fill me in quickly before you
go & I'll try & have it solved by the time you come back". 

"OK so", I said, "certainly a good breakfast would do me good, though I'm a little worried
about Kate alone in the cottage even for a short time".

"Relax", he said, "those thugs only come out at night, like bloodthirsty bats. I should know.
I'll watch over her for you, now sit down & give me the lowdown I asked for. Then like a
priest confessor I'll absolve you of all your sins & let you go", he said with a chuckle. 

"My god, I will", I said, motioning to the waiter to bring another large Irish breakfast. 

"Already I'm feeling better. You lost your vocation, Deverly, you'd have made a great
psychiatrist. Well where were we. The three sisters, all have motive & opportunity. We
dismissed July. Deirdre I think is stronger & more capable of the deed physically, but
she's the nicest girl imaginable; no way I could envisage her doing anything to the father
she adored; indeed, Paddy was so liked its hard to fathom how anyone could have had it
in for him. Certainly, of all people she is the most adorable, I know Deirdre now as a real
peach, a person of great integrity. I cant imagine her doing in her dad or lusting after the
diamonds, though they say diamonds have a curious attraction for women. The same is
true of Sissy, her whole focus seems to be her children, though she might possible have
done it to secure their future. But the husband, a member of your own profession is a
more likely candidate. He's strong & he'd know how to make it look like an accident & no
doubt they have a big mortgage now on that house of theirs in Mountcharles, with the
banks & the government & the IMF baying for their blood. I think he's a real possibility,
& his warning me off, & doing nothing about the break-in, did seem a bit suspicious. Then
there's the neighbor Sheila Quigley. The motive is weak there, I can't see what she'd gain
by killing her neighbor, her great friend also".



"The motive, ten million pounds would tempt the Lord himself", Deverly interposed,
"Maybe she secretly wants to be a merry widow, cruising the world or something".

I smiled at the vision of Sheila Quigley stretched out on the beach in the Bahamas sipping
cocktails.

"Then there's the local church clerk", I went on. "He had motive, to gain the money for
the church as Kruger had promised. He lives just up the road & he certainly would know
the postman's habits. But he's too moral & gentle a soul to indulge in something violent like
that, I don't think his conscience would let him".

"Conscience is often dumped where money is concerned", Deverly interposed, "ten
million could transform the church & the town. That's a powerful incentive, but go on, I
don't rule anyone out".

"Finally, it seems to me, the most likely subject is Kruger, I said, "aided by his wife or
other members of the family. He has the physique, he also has the opportunity, he lives
close by. He may have watched the postman's movements & pounced when he saw the
chance to get the cottage back for the family. He may not have known that the postman
had left a will, leaving it to Rose. & Certainly he has been harboring an intense sense of
wrong done to the family. Disinherited for a local bumpkin, it must really have rankled
with him. & His wife, whose no angel, may have egged him on. She seems a kind of
Lady Macbeth in some ways, though gentle in other respects, cherche la femme. Then
there's the outside bet of young Murphy of the pub, as I mentioned".

"Never take the easy solution for granted", Deverly said between mouthfuls of food, "we
can't fix on any certain candidates at the moment, though I agree, Kruger is the most
logical suspect". 



"Well I leave it to you, That's all the help I can give you, happy hunting", I said, helping
myself to another egg & slice of bacon, a scone & another cup of coffee.

When we had finished the rest of the breakfast in more or less silence, brooding on the
problem, I rose to go.

"Remember, my advice Jerry", he said, "Relax, take it easy & make the right decision".

Perhaps I already knew what that was. But a dark approaching storm made any decision I
might make superfluous.



Chapter 21

Return to a Past of Dreams & Loss 

As I drove to Crossmagnier & the farm of my youth the following day I was determined
to forget everything that had transpired recently & escape to the past. I wanted to return
to where I had found real love from Kitty & Mike & the children after my mother died.
Now, as I headed back to my old farm home happy memories came flooding back. I
stopped to say a prayer on the way at Kitty's & Mike's grave. As I stood there in the rain
I remembered not only how Kitty had constantly cuddled me, as much as her own
children, but also all the sweets & little presents she had given me in secret; & how Mike
had gently initiated me into the mysteries of farm life.

Also I remembered their refusal to take a penny from my father's estate when he died;
everything from that estate they spent lavishly on my education & giving me a start in
life, even though Daddy had asked them to keep part of the money to cover the cost of
keeping me all those years. They never touched a penny & even gave some of their own
scant funds to me. & I was always welcome in that house until Kitty died of a neglected
health problem; maybe also of a broken heart, for her eldest son, Denny, had been killed
the previous year in a motor car accident; he had always been a fiend for fast cars, as I
remembered well, often clinging to the seat of the car as he drove me home from the
train station.

I remember Kitty's sad funeral in the cold nearby graveyard of Cullen. I was in college
at the time, after the seminary, living mainly in Dublin, in my father's apartment, he had
died the previous year & left it to me. I came to Crossmagnier with a heavy heart. Mike
was there, looking stooped & old & worn; they were inseparable, I knew he wouldn't live
long after her, and sure enough he died the following year. Its amazing how often that
happens with close spouses, they are one in life, as it were, & when one goes the other is



anxious to join them, the halves have to be reunited; Genesis again, "what God has joined
no man should put asunder". What a wonderful book that was, true for all time in its
insights into human life.

Kitty's eight brothers were there at the graveside, an imposing sight, she came from a
family of nine & she was the eldest, the only sister. They stood round the grave with
throngs of neighbors & friends, for Kitty had been very revered in the area. The funeral
was sad but uplifting at the same time, we mourned her death, I remembered how she
had taken in a poor broken city boy & taken him to her heart, but I also celebrated her
wonderful life & all she had helped along the way. "If I can help somebody as I pass
along then my living will not be in vain", I thought of the old hymn & how it fitted her.

Indeed, as I stood at the graveside, I also remembered my own mother's funeral in
Dublin, though I was almost too young to understand. She too had been a kind & saintly
woman, always going on pilgrimage to Knock & Lourdes, & praying with me every
night before she told me a story & tucked me in to bed. She'd take me to school every
day, I was going to school in Blackrock then, a fine school run by nuns that my mother
had also gone to & she had continued to support. My mother would give a huge donation
to the sisters every Christmas & a large box of chocolates. 

I was very proud of her, with her slim figure & curly auburn hair & her soft way of
speaking, & gentle pretty face. To me she was like an angel of mercy. Picking me up in
the evening after school & taking me to little cafes for cakes & hot chocolate covered
with marshmallows; she wanted to treat me well, I now know because she knew even then
that her time was short. 

For all changed very quickly when she began to fail in health & someone else, a
neighbor, would pick me up & take me home with her own son. Nuala would be lying in
bed when I came in, all pale & weak as a kitten. The hardest thing of all was how she used
to pat me on the head, & hold me close to her as she lay there, as if she would never let
me go. I would begin to cry then, & she'd begin to cry, & when father came home all
three of us would hug each other & cry. It was a hellish time & its only now that I can
bring myself to even think of it; for a long time I shut out these memories altogether. For



she went down very fast after that, cancer of the liver they said, which progresses very
rapidly; that was before the miracle of liver transplants.

I can remember now standing by the coffin, with her white set face staring up at me, &
putting my hand on her hand & crying my heart out afterwards, when they whisked me
away; at least they gave me the chance to say goodbye which they don't always do with
children now. 

I resented her death, when it sank in that she would be no longer there, I was inclined to
blame God. Why did he let this happen, she was so good & kind, she didn't deserve this!.
But then my father called me aside & told me about free will; I had just about reached
the age of reason. He had gone to a famous Jesuit college & learned this theology from
his wise & learned mentors there. He said that God doesn't interfere with the ordinary
course of nature, disease & so on. If he controlled everything & solved all our problems
we wouldn't be free human beings, we'd be just manipulated puppets. That's why he
couldn't interfere with dictators, even people like Hitler. We chose good & evil with the
fall, & even the world fell then - hence the earthquakes & hurricanes & tsunamis - the
earth too became free for good or evil at the fall, though like the human being it is
basically good. God doesn't will our death, though he may foresee it, he is as helpless due
to our free will as anyone else, as heartbroken at our pain as anyone else.

My father's explanations largely satisfied me, though of course it didn't make the pain
any easier; our feelings are different from our reason & slower to heal; they cannot be so
easily controlled. I was a precocious intellect, children think more about things at that age
than we allow, they want the answers to everything, & he gave me more answers than
most parents. But he could not give my heart ease, that took a lot of time. But through his
words I did come to a new view of God as not some controlling tyrant but a meek loving
God, who handed over everything to us & could only try to persuade us to go good of our
free will, like a reasoning father, even to the extent of persuading us humbly from the
cross. That's why after I went to the seminary, I came to see Christ's Sermon On The
Mount as a portrait of God himself. "Learn from me because I am meek & humble in
heart, & you will find rest for your souls", that became my favorite quotation from the
Bible. 



When I went back to Dublin & my studies after Kitty's funeral, to remember & honor the
death of Kitty, & both my mothers, I wrote a little alexandrine poem of tribute for her: 

There's something always devastating about the death of a mother,
Though lying there cosy in the coffin she was beyond all care,
Sorrounded by flowers & love letters grandchildren wrote to her. 

There's something irretrievable about the death of a mother,
Though 8 brothers stood by her, at mass, & their tall Father,
Who had died 30 years before, was finally reunited with her.

There's something incomprehensible about the death of a mother,
Though she lived 80 years of talk, hard work, & godly fervor, 
& Neighbors in vast throngs testified that everyone loved her. 

There's something finally unendurable in the death of a mother,
Though we put roses on the Cullen grave, & she Joined In peace
200 years of forefathers & foremothers, buried there before her.

There's something's ever unacceptable about a death of a mother,
Though they who die go no further from us than God, who's near,
& her bespeckled faith, wisdom, & laughter is with us forever.

Some said heartlessly, heedlessly, "time for her to go", never! 
We stand unaccepting & crying forever at the grave of a mother.

I suppose I included my Daddy in that also, though I felt my mothers's death more; I
think boys tend to gravitate towards their mothers, girls towards their fathers, opposites
again. I went also to see Daddy's grave that day on the way to back to my home place in
crossmagnier, fleeing from Kate's return. He was also Jeremiah Lofty, & even though
we were never as close after my mother's death, I remembered how he had come
faithfully to see me & bring me presents & take me out almost every weekend. I used to
look forward to that. He was a tall distinguished man, an insurance broker, always



immaculately dressed in fine suits specially made for him by the best tailors. I
worshipped him as a kind of superior being, perfect in ever way; like all children I
idealized my parents & especially Jeremiah as almost a god. He brought me presents for
my first communion & confirmation & took me to fine hotels afterwards for special
treats, for the Lofties were also a very traditional Catholic family.

When I graduated from university & published my first poem he was as proud as punch
of me, showing me off to all his Dublin friends like a trophy, though I didn't like many of
the giggling girl friends he brought with him to meet me & fuss over me in his Dublin flat.
They either over-indulged or ignored me altogether. Yet I was surprised that he never
married again. I think my beloved Mum was always there in his heart, no other women
could fill that void. When he died, I missed him, but not as much as I might have. By then
we had drifted further apart. He had visited less as he got older. So he had become a
somewhat remote figure; Kitty & Mike had become my real parents. Nevertheless, I
loved him & said a prayer over his grave with all my heart, wishing things had been
different & we could have grown together as father & son with my pale & beautiful
Mum in a different world where all is perfect & there is no disease or death. I knew we
would come to that unity some day in heaven, be reunited forever.

As I drove on from the graveyard, & surveyed the countryside, I was saddened by how
things had changed, for the worst in my view, in the Crossmagnier farming area. I was
like Oisin returning to his fallen homeland. But it was my "Tir na nOg" that I wanted to
recall in Crossmagnier, the land of lost delight. I remembered the joy of bringing the
cows home for milking in the evening, saving hay in the open fields on scorching days,
with the hay tumbler & the horse rake gathering it in, & eaten alive by midges in the
evening. My standing on the wynes & shaping them so that they would keep off the rain.
Then in the autumn riding home on the float with the wynes. Or eating home made bread
& drinking tea in the bog as we footed turf on sunny days; nothing I'd tasted since tasted
as good as the home-made bread & flasks of tea & ham sandwiches as we ate their in the
open air, hungry as crows from a day's honest labor. Later carrying the turf home in
horse & cart & stacking it neatly in the shed was a threat. was Then a colder voice rang in
my brain, cutting turf was forbidden now, by EU directive. Anger stirred. Where were all
our freedoms gone, the freedom we rebel Corkmen fought for at great cost, hundreds of
years of suffering & sacrifice.



But at least I still had my memories of freer times. Even the summers seemed finer then,
& the food sweeter, organic food fresh from the farm. Sowing potatoes in the Spring,
cutting scallanes, opening drills lined with farmyard manure & setting the seed one & a
half feet apart. It was hard work but worth it when we tasted the sweet new potatoes,
eaten with fresh spring cabbage & hairy bacon. Heaven. Now, even the big farmers
bought soapy potatoes from abroad in the supermarket, that cost a fortune when put in
small bags for more profit. & God knows how they were produced. 

& then there was all the rain now. Someone told me it came from climate change but
also from changes in farming. The fields were more cut up now. The new grasses were
softer & the soil cut up more easily because all the fertilizer destroyed the skin of the
land. So did the new heavy machinery. & the manure we put out was well-rotted then,
now the rank smell of slurry had to be washed away by incessant rain, God trying to
cleanse his Emerald Isle again, as it smelt to high heaven.

Few of the families we knew in Crossmagnier were farming now. At least thirty families
lived off the land then, now there were only a few. In the "new Ireland" only large
ranchers survived & that with difficulty. God forbid that we'd be reduced to impersonal
"factory farms" eventfully, but that seemed to be the trend. No more going to the
creamery either, the milk went to the big conglomerates now, millions of miles away
from the local man & owned by global interests. No more local co-ops, the money going
to producers who shared everything. "The poor & weak are always the victims in the
constantly reimposed cold worldly order of things" I said to myself bitterly. 

My grandmother & all that generation of a gentler form of farming were dead now.
Only my first cousin Derry survived on the farm with his grand wife & four lively
children. That's where I found myself now, pulling into the yard of his new bungalow. He
came out to meet me, small & fatter than I remembered him, now with a bushy yellow
beard that gave him a comical appearance. He said that he was so busy on the farm ever
morning he hadn't time to shave. Five dogs & 4 children swarmed around him & behind
them came Betsy, the daughter of Dan Paddy Andy, a good neighbor, who had grown
into a handsome mature woman, though going a bit to fat. She had become a fine
matronly motherly woman, radiating warmth & welcome. 



"Welcome, Jerry old son", Derry said, "its great to see you after all these years, you
should have kept in contact & come to see us more often, after all this was once your
home; it is still your home as far as I am concerned. Welcome, you know Betsy, you
once played together with her in the neighbor's yard & helped with their harvest".

"Welcome Jerry dear, come in", she said in turn, gathering me into her ample arms with
a great bear hug,

"you've grown into fine man, God bless you, since you played with us as a scrawny little
city boy & we were inseparable. Its great to see you again. I don't think you've met the
children: Conor & Tadgh & Priscilla & Carmel, the noisy children, I hope they wont
pester you too much while you're here, you want peace & quiet, I know". 

The children, squealing, ran back behind their parents, suddenly shy at the coming of the
stranger, regarding me with wide curious eyes. The boys dressed in red shorts & Cork
GAA T-shirts, the young girls in pretty frocks with ruffles & red bows in their hair, all
dressed up for the strange visitor, anxious to make a good impression on this tall gaunt
stranger with slightly stooped shoulders & lined face. I'd always like children & after I'd
hugged Betsy & given her some chocolates, I produced 4 bags of sweets from behind my
back with a flourish, 

"Here I have some goodies for 4 special children, I wonder where are they", I said,
pretending to look around & not see them at all. "Here", they shrieked, coming out of
hiding yet still reluctant to come near me, attracted yet cautious & shy at the same time.
To set them at ease, I reverted to my inveterate habit of giving people, especially
children, special alliterative nicknames, "Mol an oige agus tiochfaidh si":

"Ah yes here we have Conor the Glorious", I said, he was a tall thin boy of about nine
with big bright blue eyes like his mother, "and Tadgh the True", a boy of about seven,



plumper & fairer like his father with green eyes, "& Priscilla the Pearl of great price", a
thin shy little girl of about six with large wide wondering blue eyes looking up at me, "&
finally we have Carmel the Marvelous", a girl of about 4 still holding back & clinging to
her mother & sucking her thumb, & holding grimly to a little doll comforter, & gazing at
me in awe, as if I had two heads or something.

Yet when I praised them you could see the pleasure & wonder in their faces, they lit up,
I'd be their friends forever now. I patted each of them gently on the head, as we used to
do in the past to denote affection & acceptance. They glowed & looked up at me with
bright eyes of awe. How great to be young & innocent I thought little flowers of wonder
in a world ever new & unfolding, not yet knowing or caring about the tyranny of the
world. I was once like that, perhaps I could be so again, in a grown-up way.



Chapter 22

At Peace & Mad Again

We went in together to the brash new Spanish-style bungalow with its blue tarmac
surrounds & neat flower beds. It was a lovely modern comfortable house, with every
amenity.

I noticed the older farmhouse where I'd once stayed, in behind it, painted white with its
black unevenly slated roof still intact; those slates had been shaped by hand in the local
quarry & the walls shaped of mud & stones. Those walls were at least three feet thick,
with small windows set deep in them. That type of house was the original environmental
house, low, & built in low sheltered places, to preserve the heat & protect against the
storms of life. When I came, they added, with Daddy's financial help, a large addition of
two rooms at the back. The house itself had just three low rooms, a kitchen between two
bedrooms, & an upstairs loft room for visitors. 

"I see you've kept the old house as a souvenir of the past", I said, "Wonderful, its part of
all our history & its good that you've kept it so carefully & lovingly, We had so many
good times there, can I have a good look at it again some time?".

"Sure, Jerry old boy", he said, "we'll do that afterward, I'll give you the guided tour, but
you must be hungry now from your travels & the dinner is ready. Come in out of the
cold", "the spy who came in from the cold", I thought. 



I went in, looking forward to everything for once, like a traveller voyaging back to the end
of the rainbow to find the crock of gold.

Betsy had set out the table for a traditional welcoming dinner of bacon, cabbage &
potatoes. She now bustled around making the tea & cutting the bread, obviously they'd
waited til I came to have their own meal. She mashed up special portions for the younger
children, as she asked me all sorts of questions about my life, & I answered evasively,
preferring to talk more about our youth together. I wanted this to be a complete escape
from the grim reality I had left. So we sat at the old deal table in the beautifully tiled
kitchen, far from the concrete-floored one & the large sooty hearth of the old house. We
sat & discussed old times as if all was paradise again. 

I remarked to the children how Derry & I had played together on the farm in the old
days & had a few fights which had curiously brought us closer together, for they always
ended amicably.

Glory be to God for the days when we were young,

& Rolling down the glens for fun. 

I recounted the old rhyme we used to chant as we used to roll down Keeffe's glen for
hours. I said Betsy, their mother, then the neighbors daughter, used to play with us freely
& another neighbor's daughter, the fair & elfin Eileen as I used to call her, for she was a
beauty even then. I asked where she was & was told she was living in Toronto now with a
Canadian that she met while working during the holidays there. All deserting the country
again, I thought, "is glas iad na cnoic agein". 



Yet these were the faraway green hills for me, it was this homely scene of Crossmagnier
that gave me the greatest pleasure now. For I had lost touch with those roots in more vain
pursuits, it was time to reclaim them as my final healing birthright now. We could never
return to the past but we could reclaim its good spirit to redeem our souls, I thought. We
didn't have to be trapped forever in a more alien present, like rats on a sinking ship of
plastic souls. Beware bitterness, old boy, I told myself, there's so much good in life today
too, & only the rich can afford to romanticize a poorer past. Maybe?

After dinner I regaled the children with little stories I'd made up, one about the life of
"stone", I wanted to stimulate their imaginations. The said "you can't tell a story about a
stone". "Just watch me" I said. 

It was a brown stone, smooth in some parts, rough in others. It was in a ditch, among grass
& flowers, weeds & briars, & horribly flourishing nettles. This stone was a happy stone,
though it lived neglected & alone, playing all day with the sun, & the shadows of people,
brushing against it, & the swish of cars blowing dust over it.

The little animals of the field scampered over it, weasels, frogs & field mice, hedgehogs
& grasshoppers, & all the holy things that inhabit the hedgerows.

There is a rat in the story (ugh, the children said, we hate rats), in fact the hedgerows
teemed with rats. The rat loved the stone, he poked it, he pushed it, he perched on it; but he
hated the soft grass, the dainty flowers, the tangled foliage as unnecessary things,
obstructive things, things necessarily obnoxious to all rats.

He loved the stone, because it was hard & cold, tough & rough. There was no breaking or
crushing or withering it. Furthermore it wasn't fickle, it was steadfast, constant, true. 



"I'd like to be a stone", he said, "then I wouldn't have to worry about food, or how to feed
the little rats, to protect t them from the cars, & cats, and at night, bats". 

Strange that the rat loved the stone, you wouldn't think a rat would love anything, even
himself.

But to return to the little rats, they were brown & small, l lively & had appetites insatiable.
They scurried around everywhere, poking nasty little noses into every refuse heap, every
evil-smelling dump was their paradise.

There is a bird somewhere in the story. Ah, yes, though the bird hated the rat, & the rat
hated the bird, they both loved the stone. The bird loved the stone not because the rat
loved i it, but because he, the bird, could break fine fat snail shells on it. Actually it was the
ideal stone for breaking fine fat snail shells on. The bird hated the rat, because the rat
often wished to make a meal of the bird for his large family.

Now the stone was quite indifferent to all the intrigues which occurred on its unfeeling
back. & the flowers though they admired their pretty reflections in the smooth stone,
looked snobbishly down on the whole affair, as it beneath their dignity.

As for the nettles, they loved to reach out & sting any little boy or girl who would stand on
the stone to look into the field, full of fine fat cattle, who in turn looked out over the ditch,
with their large soft placid eyes, at the stone & the rat & the snobbish flowers, & the bird
intently feeding on the shivering snails, & the vindictive nettles, with their branches aching
to sting some little boy & make him cry.

What happened to the rat & the stone & the bird. Well the bulldozers came to widen the
road and stone & ditch were swept away. The nest of the rat was covered over while he
slept & he & his children smothered in their beds.



Only the bird was left to mourn his lost stone, and if you go to that place you may still see
him, gloomily searching among the rubble, thin & bleary & weary from searching. He
may, however, be now dead, & may share a clay bed, with the stone & the rat & the
vain pretty flowers". 

They said it was a strange story but they liked it, but they preferred stories with a happy
ending. Then I told them a story about a donkey & all the types of food he liked. Thistles
he said were sticky & sour & pinched the mouth no end. He much preferred sweet
crunchy pieces of turnip. Nettles were good & nutritious but left the mouth all sore &
stung. The best of all was rich Spring grass with sweet clover in it, or the new leaves you
reached up & picked from the spring hawthorn trees, or the soft sweetness of Spring
primroses picked from the ditches.

When I had finished they shouted for more so I read my little story about the life of a
fox, his scrounging for food for his little family & cleverly evading the farmer's guns &
the packs of dogs in the awful hunt. The red hound of Crossmagnier I called him in sport,
old Renyard with his bushy tail for sweeping out his little den after his family had
wrecked everything in play. "Ah the fox doesn't use his tail as a brush", they said, "you're
kidding us". "Yes", I said "& he uses his long teeth as a comb" for combing the red hair of
his wife & all his little children. There were further protests at this. I also read them some
little poems about creepy crawlies that I had composed in fun:

Creepy crawly on the wall,
Have you got no friends at all,
Have you got no mum or dad,
Squishy squashy, That's too bad.

Children I thought, as I left them in peaceful sleep, are like gleaming gold, their
imaginations untarnished by the crudity of worldly cares.



It was the happiest day & night I ever spent, playing with the children until I was
exhausted & all my cares out the window, talking & drinking with Derry & Betsy until
midnight after the children had gone to bed, & sampling some of the local Cork stout. I
remembered an old ad we used to chant: "Guiness's stout is good no doubt, in either glass
or bottle, but Bass's ale will never fail, to cure a rusty throttle". 

I slept well that night, soothed by the local Cork stout, & for once had no bad nightmares.
In the morning we went first to see the Derry's new farm set-up or which he was very
proud, with its grand slatted houses, spotless milking parlour, clean calving sheds & new
gleaming farm machinery. 

"It all makes farming so easy now", he said, "less mucking around, & easier for one man
to manage, but of course its very expensive to maintain". 

Then he took me to see the old homestead with its open fireplace & crane still in place.
The big soot encrusted kettles were still there & the large round three-legged pots & the
square ones for baking the large cakes in the fire, hot coals piled on top. & the bellows,
with its handle that we turned to stir up the fire under the kettle. & I remember Mike
Thady Andy coming & sitting by the fire here & playing jigs, reels & hornpipes & slides
to his heart's content. While the neighbors came in after the morning stations, to dance
sets all night long, knocking sparks off the floor.

There was John Batty, Tadgh Sean Og, Mick the Moll because his original name was
Moloney, Connie the Clerk because he worked for the priest, & Benny the Lady because
he had seven daughters. All had nicknames then, or were called after their father &
grandfather in the Irish language tradition. & The woman were the same, we had Jule the
Jobber, because she did the washing for all the local women, & Sheila Con Og the
matchmaker. Indeed, the latter was a great story teller & regaled us with Fianna stories &
local lore. What nights we had listening to her in the "rambling house" & drinking mulled
stout heated by red-hot pokers from the fire. 



Another world, I thought, a saner world, now it had all to be jazzed up into the very
technical travesty of Riverdance, as if the great but gentler music & dancing wasn't good
enough as it was, or didn't make enough money, a selling out of the gentler tradition again.
Like the mad world of the cottage & all its woes I had to go back to. Indeed, those woes
were about to get worse.

After we left the old house & its cultural memories, we went in for a fine country
breakfast, with home made soda bread & strawberry jam, scrambled farm eggs &
piping hot tea. During the meal, Derry talked sadly about the different type of farming he
had to struggle with in the present era.

"Its easier to farm now, wonderful emenities that frees us from the old slavery. But,
strangely, its also harder to make a living from farming now", he said, "with our big
mortgage on the house & all the money I laid out for the slatted unit, though it makes
everything cleaner & easier to manage; we haven't the abundant farm help we had in the
past; I have to do it all myself now.

It all means big repayments, & interest rates are rising now. Far from the more relaxed
farming we knew when young. Increasingly expensive fertilizers & feed means
overheads are high now. & All the big machinery I need is very costly. The subsidies
help, but without the money I get from driving the school bus, & Betsy's few hours in the
local supermarket, we'd find it hard to manage. The farm here is over 100 acres & that
would be considered the farm of a rich man when we were growing up, but its hardly
viable now. Its a harder to keep it going & I'm often tempted like many round about to
give it all up & go for a steady nine to five job, if one could be found. You're never
finished on the farm now, I doubt if any of the boys will take it on", he said mournfully.



I had written a little piece the night before about how things used to be in the smaller
holdings, where life was simpler but of course harder & poorer, the children of the cotters
having to work for half nothing for bigger farmers; & children having to hire out from the
year like the "Spailpin Fanach". But to me coming from the outside all the little places
were now pure romance & peace, for now they could be modernised; we could have the
peace & quiet without the squalor & slavery: 

Its great to have a little place

Where you can be at peace,

Know heart ease, like a puffin on a Galway beach,

beside the bay of lethe.

But there are problems here now too today, I thought, thinking of Derry's struggles &
fears; there's no perfect "beach" where all is forever blue skies & living paradise. I wrote
a further piece on that as I looked out at the pale moon over Crossmagnier, early next
morning. A summer storm had left everything dripping with moisture:

After a storm a calm,
The summer morning's dying moon,
Only anoints the wet earth with new gloom, 
For no morning's silver balm, like pleasurable sin,
Can brighten my night within. 



Melancholy had come back. Yet when I took another sedative, I slept on much happier &
at peace with myself & for once my dreams were happy ones. I dreamed of the old
threshing events where everyone gathered round from the urgent neighborhood task as
winter approached. We fed the machine with the sheaves & drank pints of stout at breaks
in the work. A real community of labor in a time when the world was poorer but fitted
together better. 

I was woken rudely from all that in the late morning by Derry tapping at my door, one of
the boys had given me his room. "What could it be now", I thought irritably, leaping
smartly out of bed & opening the door. Derry's grave face told me immediately that
something was wrong.

"Come down Jerry", he said, "there's a phone call from Ballymac for you, I think
something's wrong there, but they'll tell you themselves". I rushed downstairs to the
telephone very anxious in my mind. It was Deirdre on the phone, 

"Jerry", she said, "brace yourself, I'm afraid I've bad news".

"What is it", I said, "is the house burned down or something?"

"No, worse than that, she said, "Kate has been killed, thrown over the cliff at the Three
Sisters & Deverly has been hit over the head & is in hospital in Mountcharles with serious
concussion. Its thugs from Dublin they're blaming for it".

"Its my fault, I said, "I shouldn't have left them like that".



"Don't worry, Jerry or blame yourself", she said, "there was nothing you could have
done, you'd probably have been just killed yourself as well, these were professional hit
men they say".

"I'll come immediately", I said my hand & body shaking, "I'll call in to see Deverly on
the way, in the hospital. I'm sorry I ever dragged him into this. It must be hard on Nelly
& the girls. I'll come at once, tell them I'm on my way". 

I let the phone drop & Derry held me for I nearly fell, shock.

He sat me down at the table with some strong sweet tea & said:

"Jerry you cant drive back yourself in this state. I'll drive you & Betsy can follow in the
car with the children, they'll enjoy a trip to the seaside anyway". 

After all, I thought, there is no escape from the emptiness of existence & the suffering of
being in our crazy modern world. "I was mad again". We try to escape, but the world has
a habit of coming back at us with its rude realities & pain, & that was more insistent now.
Life is tough for any sensitive soul now. 



Chapter 23

To Hell & Back Again 

When we reached Mountcharles, I told Derry & the family to go, & leave me Jenny.
They should go on to Ballymac, for I might be some time with Deverly & the children
couldn't be kept cooped up the while. I drove to the hospital in some panic to see how
Deverly was doing; grave rumors had reached me of his perilous condition, I should have
known better, that "you can't kill a bad thing", as we used to say when we were young.
When I entered the hospital ward I was somewhat reassured, for he was lying quietly in
the bed, chatting to all & sundry as if nothing had happened. Though his head was heavily
bandaged, he seemed wide awake & was conversing normally with his usual zest &
eating a large lunch that they had put before him. For Nelly was there with the girls &
had brought him a host of extra provisions, knowing the hospital food would drive him,
crazy. Indeed, she turned an accusing face towards me as I entered.

"Jerry, she said, "& about time you came, a nice friend you are. I blame you for all this.
We thought we were shut of this sort of things when he retired, that he'd have peace &
quiet, & we'd have peace & quiet. But you seem to have dragged him back into the
sleazy criminal world again. Shame on you, we are lucky that he wasn't killed like Kate".
But saying this, she stopped herself, aware that she had perhaps said the wrong thing.

"I'm sorry", I said, "I shouldn't have brought him into it, & I shouldn't have gone away to
Crossmagnier. What happened?". 

"Seems some thugs from Dublin, sent by Leahy, came to get her', Nelly said, motioning
me to sit at the base of the bed.



"Tony tried to stop them but they were too many & too well armed", she continued.
"They hit him over the head, bound her & took her to the cliff at the Three Sisters, the
rocks are very high there, & threw her over. The guards think they were professional hit-
men & someone local must have been in cahoots with them, they knew so much about
the area. They've arrested Leahy for questioning but its a unlikely that they'll be able to
pin any charges on him. He has a perfect alibi & denies any knowledge of any men
carrying out any murder. Difficult to prove otherwise, they were professionals, they
knew what they were doing, & left no evidence of any use to the gardai".

"Deverly, you old demon", I said turning to him, "How are your doing, we were very
worried about you, I got a very bad report & my heart was in my mouth coming here,
thought you were done for altogether. How are you at all, I expected to be faced with the
details of your funeral?".

"OK Jerry, don't worry, I'm as right as rain", he said sitting up & shaking my hand in
sympathy.

"I'm OK, my old head is harder than any blow these thugs can administer, & a few of
them are a bit sore today, I gave as good as I got. Be at ease, Jerry, this is child's play in
comparison with some of the things I've faced in the past. I've been talking with some of
my colleagues in Dublin, we'll get those who did this, & Leahy too in the long run, don't
worry. I'm sorry I couldn't protect Kate better for you, but these were professionals. Got
through the cottage defenses somehow in the dead of the night & quite literally caught me
napping. Whether Leahy wanted revenge on Kate or thought she had something on him
& he couldn't risk it, I don't know, seems he had to get her at all costs. But he'll pay for it,
don't worry. A terrible if clean job, I'm sorry to have to tell you, Jerry, they slit her
throat before they dumped her poor body over the cliff. Sorry Jerry for having to tell you
these horrible facts but you'll hear it in the media anyway, & its as well to face it now as
later. We are all with you in your loss, anything you want just shout".

At this Nelly & the girls, forgetting their blaming of me, also gathered round to offer



support, kissing me & draping their arms around my shoulder in comforting solidarity. 

"Awful", I said, "& to think I was so happy just a day ago to have her back. I should have
stayed & looked after her, despite what you say, I blame myself; I copped out & now
I'm paying for it. I should never have run away & left the two of you there. I'm lost
again, how'll I ever forgive myself. I killed her as surely as if I'd slit her throat myself".

At this I hung my head & cried bitterly, & Nelly & the two girls put their arms more
firmly around me, & Deverly put his hand on my shoulder, & we sat like that for a good
while. For I felt no sedatives could help me now. I kept seeing the awful image of Kate
thrown away like a piece of refuge, her beautiful face dripping blood on a lonely beach,
the cruel waves washing over her lovely body. She wasn't perfect but I loved her all the
same & wanted to cradle her in death even now. Guilt & pain & sorrow raged in my
blood as to which would have the upper hand.

"My beautiful Kate", I sobbed out loud, mercifully breaking down, & amazed at the
continuing depth of my feeling for her, "they can't have killed you like that, like a dog to
be disposed of without mercy. What can I do without You, how can I go on living?". 

Eventually, however, I made a supreme effort & pulled myself together. When at last I'd
dried my tears, Deverly spoke with his usual good sense & sanity, 

"Jerry, remember its not your fault. We're with you in all this, don't mind Nelly, she'll
come round & see that this wasn't your fault. He'd have got her wherever she was, he's a
vicious inhuman monster. Trippers found her body on the rocks near the beach. Its all
cordoned off now as a crime scene, reporters everywhere & I'm afraid your name has
been mentioned as the resident of the cottage. Don't worry, It'll blow over. These
murders are common now & seldom make headlines for more than a few days.



I hope to be out of here tomorrow, only a mild concussion the doctors now say, to help
with the investigation. The main thing we have to look to now is you, its another blow to
your frail system at the moment, so take it easy. Go back to Crossmagnier until it all
blows over, is my advice. This has nothing to do with you or the cottage. Its the work of a
very sick criminal who'll pay, don't worry. Maybe you should dump all this cottage thing
now, you don't want to draw further heartache on yourself. But if you do want to go back
Nelly & I will stay with you for as long as you want".

"No', I said, pulling myself together, "I'll go back to the cottage. I'm not going to be
pushed around any more. & now that that chapter of my life is finished, there will be no
reason for these thugs to bother us anymore. Things may even be quieter, but I would
appreciate if you both could come with me, I don't think i could stand being alone at the
moment. Will they allow me to see the body, I wonder, & allow me to hold her for the
last time?"

"She's been taken to Dublin for the post mortem & she's to be buried with her people
there", Deverly said. "Go if you have to but my advice would be for you to stay away, it
would only bring more pain & you're in no state to face that now".

"No, I'll go, & lay a wreath on the grave say a prayer & kiss & say goodbye to her
properly, I owe her that at least. I hope I'll be strong enough to do that, its the least I can
do", I said nearly breaking down again, "when I come back from Dublin maybe you &
Nelly could come & stay with me for a while, I'd appreciate that. I have some
acquaintances already in Ballymac but its not the same as old friends like yourselves. &
maybe you could come up with me & put me up in your house in Dublin, I'd appreciate
that".

They said that was the least they could do, when Deverly was discharged they'd drive
me to Dublin with them & put me up & take me to meet Kate's people, for in some ways
I was the chief mourner now, the one she turned to in her need. 



I was as good as my word & so were they. I stayed with Deverly in his Dublin home
until Kate's body was released from an extensive post mortem & forensic examination.
Then she was taken to a funeral parlor where I went to see her, all laid out in her best
clothes in the attached mortuary chapel.

All her neck wounds had been covered up & make-up had been skillfully applied to her
face to restore its color. She lay there, beautiful still, looking almost alive, almost as I had
first come to love her, lying on Dalkey strand her eager face looking up at me, her lips
slightly parted in a smile.

I prayed for her soul knowing the lord was more merciful & forgiving to her than people
had been. I kissed her forehead tenderly, & shed a silent tear for our lost dreams & all the
beauty she brought to life, despite her faults. They were faults of loving life too much, &
as such not faults at all. Someone had to compensate her for the terrible way she suffered
& died at last. I prayed & knew the Lord would do that. & I recited a little Shakespearean
sonnet of loss that I had once composed about the death of Kitty, thinking again of the
disintegration & cold chaos of soul that the loss of a close loved one brings:

My life is emptied of all meaning by your going
My beloved one, the very core of my being's numb. 
My blue world, used to spinning round your sun,
Shudders & grinds to a halt. & All warmth gone,
My tears turn to icicle points that surround 
& pierce my heart again & again. With renewed pain,
Visions of endless years without you fill my brain;
My heart huddles, trying to shelter from that awful cold. 
Then a storm of weeping comes, as my whole essence 
Grasps that here below I won't see your face again,
That these are eternal tears I cry for you. That lost & alone, 
I'm all at sea from arms of living love, lips of tender kisses.

Yet deep down I know we'll meet again in Christ & never part, 
When I end at last my crying exile on this cold & cruel earth.





Chapter 24 

The Funeral of the Fairest

The funeral was a somber affair, just a few family & friends, no wake or reception
afterwards. Kate's parents, Niall & Selina Carney were there, they were from the rich
Southside, & were divorced, each there with their new partners. I had never met them or
mixed with them much when I was going with Kate, but now I went up to them & offered
my sympathy, feeling that we were in the same boat of loss. He was a plumb well-
dressed man with a florid face & bluff manner; she was slim & well-groomed like Kate
with a faintly snobbish manner. Both seemed nice enough people. "She should have
stayed with you, Jerry, & she'd be still alive now", the father said, "we warned her
against going with that thug, but she also went her own way". "Yes", the mother said,
wiping the tears from her eyes with a dainty lace handkerchief, "never would listen to us".
I wondered if they were really & genuinely broken up at her death, did they ever have a
real deep relationship with her, just given her some of their airs & vain mannerisms;
"cold hearts make cold homes", I thought, "& messed up children". Her brother Colm &
sister Madeleine were also there in tears.

So was Leahy. 

He had been released for lack of evidence, & he was there at the grave side, weeping
crocodile tears, surrounded by bodyguards. I suppose he thought to show up lest absence
would point to his guilt. I had to be restrained from rushing up & seizing him by the throat
& choking him to death, for I wanted to kill him like he killed Kate & see the shocked
surprise on his face as he died. But I thought someone will get you soon anyway, they
"who live by the sword will die by the sword". "Some hit men from the gang wars will
catch up with you too, I've no doubt, & slaughter you like the animal you are" I thought,
"if the guards don't build a case to put you in jail for good, first". I did say out loud to him



as I passed by,

"Sleep lightly in you bed at night, Leahy, you're for it yet".

"You poor simple gomalogue", he said. "Go back to you cottage & your illusions, you
don't live in this world at all".

"I'd rather live in my illusions than have your conscience coming before God for
judgement, you'll rot in hell Leahy, I said, "& no one will have mercy on your soul. But
you'll rot in this world first & no amount of money will save you".

At this his goons would have assaulted me but for the guards standing round about &
Deverly by my side with a ferocious scowl on his face. This frightened Leahy most, he
knew that Deverly was like a bulldog, once he fastened on someone he'd never let go.

"One word of advice Leahy", he said, "leave my friend alone, touch him & you'll never
come out of jail again". 

After the funeral, the guards interviewed me & told me to be ready to attend & give
evidence at the inquest which was to be about a week after the funeral. The verdict was as
expected, "homicide by a person or persons unknown". Leahy gave evidence to the effect
that she had left him days before her death & he knew nothing of her doings after that.
Deverly also gave evidence about the impossibility of identifying the gang who had
clubbed him & taken her to her death. The media were swarming around & bemoaning
the terrible crime spate related to drugs in the Dublin area & how it had even spread to
the country now. But I thought what hypocrites, for they had a huge part in creating the
kind of Ireland we have now, by tearing down gentler traditional values. I remained in
Dublin with Deverly in his house in Dalkey til the inquest was over. There I appreciated
the kind city life he had there, every amenity at hand & access to wide-ranging cultural



activities in the city center. Maybe I'd been too hard on city life, seeing only its dark side,
biased by my own disappointments. Its advantages were obvious, & that was why so
many were moving to the cities.

After the proceeding, we retired to a nearby pub, & a rich array of food laid out for the
patrons, for it was midday. I asked him if I'd be safe now from Leahy's mob.

"Absolutely, he dare not draw attention to himself by pulling any more such tricks.
Already, we hear that gangster colleagues in Dublin are out for his blood. He's drawn too
much attention to their activities from the plain clothes boys. He's becoming a bad asset. I
wouldn't be surprised if there was a hit put out on him in the not so distant future".

Sure enough we heard about six months later that his body had been found in the Liffey,
in a serious state of decay. So much for his lust for wealth & glory & ruthless disregard
for human life. The wages of sin are death.

"Do you really believe in the devil & damnation" Deverly said when we were well into
our pints, "does God really judge & condemn such evil people & cast them into eternal
fire"?.

"I don't think so", I said, "I think they judge themselves. God reaches out a hand to them at
last but they can't take it. As a man lives so shall he die. If you have rejected God & all
That's right & good here, you will also do so in the next world & That's hell & because of
our free will there's nothing God can do about it. That's why Christ was so anxious that
people should repent & return to God here; our happiness for eternity hinges on having
made the right choices here in God, with God, for good, as part of his holy church, which
shows us & keeps us on the right way by giving us spiritual sustenance & guidance as part
of a community of salvation. So that when we die & face God at last we'll fall into his
arms". 



"You lost your vocation, Jerry", Deverly said, "you should have been a priest & a
theologian. It must be really wonderful to have all the time in the world to debate such
deep things, how many angels can fit on the point of a needle & such like".

"I'm thinking of going back into the ministry", I said, " but I'm more concerned about
mundane things at the moment". Could you answer me one question that has been
bugging me. How is it that people like Leahy can get so many young men to join him &
do his dirty work"?.

"Oh, he said, "its simple. Poor youths in the Northside or Westside, on the dole & spending
their times in pubs or outside bookie offices, are easily recruited for distributing drugs &
carrying out hits. Suddenly they leap from squalor to pockets full of money & flash cars.
He knows they'd do anything to keep that status, as would the Molls. Its a whole subculture
of crime that we're only barely scratching the surface of & its spread now even to quiet
country places. Even guards don't go into certain areas & I don't blame them, why get
shot as an unarmed officer & leave a distraught wife & family, if you know anything
you do is just a drop in the ocean. Its depressing, but we do what we can.

"Yes, I said, "but the victims are the real losers. I remember when I was on the prison-
visiting team in my area in Dublin visiting a young man from the Northside who had
spent his life in drug use. He gained his living by robbing wallets from tourists in the
streets & when he was arrested he was only seven stone in weight. Nearly died. He had a
partner & a little boy who never came to visit him. His main ambition was to get out &
get a job & take the boy away from his former partner who was living with a drug user.
He was afraid the boy would be corrupted too. He dare not go back to his home area, for
he said within a week he'd be back on the game, people there had nothing else. I put in a
word for him with the warden, he got into a drug rehabilitation course in jail. He told me
the jails were the main cause of drug addiction for young offenders. They go in clean for
robbing cars or something & come out hardened criminals & addicts. So sad".

He agreed & we sat for a while, sad at the way society was going in the poorer areas of
the city. Rich people in Foxrock say in ignorance "why don't they get a job". But when
they go for one their address immediately disqualifies them. Its a demoralizing life on the



dole, hanging around pubs & outside bookie offices. 

After this diversion, to lighten the mood & get us back to our own problem, I asked how
things were with his investigation.

"I've been reflecting on it, he said, "& it seems to me everything points in one direction,
though its a mystery to me how it was done, & where the diamonds are is even less
clear".

"Tell me more", I said. But he clammed up.

"No, lets wait until I have more evidence & are more sure of our ground. Its easy to rush
in, I've done that a few times, only to find too late, after damage was done, that I was
beating up the wrong track after all, he said cagily, "sufficient to say that there is some
light at the end of the tunnel". 

The next day I headed back to Ballymac accompanied by Deverly & Nelly. The cottage
was in darkness when we got there but all seemed more tranquil than when I left. I didn't
feel the need to lock up so obsessively that night because I had a feeling that, due to the
tragic events, people would shy away from the cottage for a while, especially would-be
intruders. It had seen a higher league of evil & even the Krugers were a long way from
that. Though some hinted that old Willy had dealt in blood diamonds in his day &
Ballymac was his way of absolving all that & getting him back to a more civilized &
peaceful context. His donations to church were also his efforts to atone for his sins. 

The day after I returned to Ballymac, I had a procession of people coming to
sympathize, saying "sorry for your trouble". The atmosphere in the cottage was almost
like that of a wake, but without a body. I'm sure Kate benefitted from their prayers &
wishes all the same. That rallying round for someone who was only a recent blow-in was



a comfort to me. Rose came, looking as wild & lovely as usual, but wearing black. I said
no need for gloom, after all the Celts's main celebrations were at funerals, weddings &
when we were young wakes went on for days. The wearing of black & long faces were
unchristian imports from puritanism. I was delighted that in our wake for Kate, to honor
her life & hasten her to her rest, there was plenty of gaiety. Deirdre with her quiet
empathy helped to cater lavishly for the visitors as did Sheila, full of sympathy & doling
out of tea. 

"Jerry, my dear", She said kissing me, "I cant tell you how I feel for you & this tragedy,
But we're with you & if there's anything you need just let me know", she said bustling in
& out with an array of sandwiches & cakes & tit-bits, saying, "you wont have to worry
about cooking at least".

Rose came & embraced me with more than usual intensity. So did Deirdre, pulling me to
her big heart & holding me like a child.

"You poor dear darling", she said kissing me again & again,

"I feel for you so much in this terrible thing that has happened. If there's anything you
want just let me know & I'll come running". "My arms keep reaching for you, & my
shoes come walking back to you", I thought.

Fr.O'Flaherty came to say that there would be special mass for Kate later in the week &
Jim would give me the details.

"Call up to the presbytery whenever you're ready & we'll have a chat about it", he said
kindly, shaking my hand warmly. But it was all still a bit of a daze, I wished it was all over
& Kate was back & we had resolved our differences. That bugged me most of all. That I
had left her in limbo. Kate, I thought, looking up to heaven, "wherever you are, I love you



& forgive you, I'll always have a little place for you in my heart, despite your faults.
We'll meet again in a place where all the terrors & imperfections of this world are no
more & the Leahys of this world are safe in their own place & can torment only the
damned". 



Chapter 25

The Surprise Of Sheila 

Rain came in torrents that day & lasted for three days. When I went up for a pint,
Murphy was behind the bar constantly looking out & bemoaning the lack of custom with a
grim look on his face.

"Hardly a tripper in sight", he said, "I'll be broke if this keeps up. Worst summer we ever
had they tell me. I could do with a bit of extra custom, not this famine. Its a curse
surely!."

Another money grubber & cynic, I thought, judging everyone unfavorably in my
present mood. The spirit? Do places or nations like people have a soul, I thought, I suppose
so. Certainly Yeats said that our task in Ireland was to rebuild the soul of the country lost
through years of occupation. Had the good spirit gone out the window now & been
replaced by the harder colder spirit of the world & the alien imported ideology of the evil
one as we strove to be more secular & "enlightened"; how far from the kind people I
knew in Crossmagnier where everything was fixed like the seasons. Certainly during the
boom, it all changed, yet when people had everything, all I heard were endless
complaints, about the weather & everything else, the glass always half empty. I reflected
on the words of a wise old Kerry woman in the Irish language to the effect that "wind,
rain, snow, frost, whatever, they are all my friends".

Certainly, if seen right, from a generous heart, all things are good, there is no such thing
as "bad" weather in the moral sense. Often our gripes about the weather told us more
about what was going on inside us than the reality around us, our deeper spiritual



emptiness. It reflects our own discontents & interior emptiness in the midst of material
plenty, for the inner man is most in need of nourishment & may not be getting that
nourishment now. Certainly, I needed that nourishment myself now more than ever.
"Good things will come of your troubles too Jerry, be patient, all things comes to him who
waits", I told myself hopefully.

I was interrupted in my sad reflections by the sudden appearance of Sheila Quigley in the
bar, which much surprised me, no way I could ever associate her with pub culture, she
was the older more genteel type who if they drank at all, drank at home, & then only a
glass of brandy or sherry on special occasions. 

"Sheila", I said with a smile, "What brings you into the pub, I didn't know you were a
secret tippler, the merry widow is it, after all, looking for "the hair of the dog" after a hard
night on the town. Come here & sit by me & have something. I'm dying for a little
female company".

She blushed with embarrassment, but at the same time she sat down at my table, & said,

"Sure I'm not coming to drink at all, I assure you. I'm a teetotaller, don't hold with the
demon drink, ruined many a good man, even my husband.... She paused, not wishing to
speak evil of the dead, & no doubt still feeling the loss though her husband had been dead
for about fifteen years.

I heard later that he had been an alcoholic & died young as a result. No wonder she
stressed the fact that she was a teetotaller. She had tried to stop him but in vain, but the
habit was too deeply rooted. Doctors had warned him that his liver was shot & unless he
stopped drinking he'd die within two years, but he ignored them all & did die at the age of
55. 



After that she showed that she was a remarkably strong resourceful woman, keeping the
children fed & clothed & in school through it all. The women of Ireland, I thought, were
always the strong ones; were men really the weaker sex? After her husband's death she
sold the farm, it was heavily in debt anyway due to his drinking, & bought the house in
town from the proceeds such as they were. There on a widow's pension, & what was left
of the farm sale, she raised & educated her three boys.

But each in turn, after their graduation, had to migrate to Australia for work. Living alone
was a strain for her now, she wanted to go & see them. They had married & she had
grandchildren out there that she had never seen, but she couldn't afford to pay for the
journey, too much in debt, & with the cut backs in pensions she just had enough to live on.
This was a woman who'd gone through much, & grown in wisdom & strength as a result,
I thought. 

"Indeed Mr.Lofty, Jerry, I'm here for a totally different purpose", she said. "I need to talk
to you. I saw you through the window as I was passing to post a letter, & I said I'd drop in
for an urgent word with you. I've been looking for you for that purpose all morning. I've
something important to tell you, very important indeed", she glanced around at this,
obviously not wishing the world to hear what she had to say.

"Out with it", I said, "we're all friends here", waving my glass, still not fully awake or in
tune with things; I should have perceived that there was something up.

"Well, I dunno, its kind of confidential & too important to go around", she paused, but then
seemed to make up her mind & said in her usual shrill voice, bowling me over, 

"I was reflecting on how we might help you & thought the best way would be if we
cleared up the whole mystery of Krugers lost money. I thought for long time & suddenly
it came to me. Jerry, think I know where the money, the diamonds, are!".



This shocking revelation left me speechless for a while. When I was able to recover my
composure, I said to Sheila with a lowered voice, almost in a whisper: "Stop, lets not say
any more for the moment, this is a public place". 

Suddenly fully awake from a sedative & stout stupor, I looked around & whispered to
Sheila again:

"Say no more please & keep your voice down for God's sake".

I'd noticed Murphy gathering glasses a few yards from us, ears cocked, & several tables
around us were occupied by other local people.

"Well that's what I was thinking", Sheila went on more quietly, "we need to discuss this &
see if I'm right, privately, in the cottage. If I'm right, it could solve all your problems, &
bring you final closure & peace. I don't think its another wild goose chase, I think I have it
this time. Can we meet later some time in the cottage, just the two of us".

"Well, I said "I have to meet Derry & Betsy & the children shortly, they're coming to
see me & offer their sympathy over my loss; they feel I should not be alone at this time.
I thought we'd have a bite in the restaurant down by the pier & then call up to the cottage,
they've never seen it inside. Deverly & Nelly have gone back to Dublin, some domestic
problem with one of the girls, I don't think they'll be back tonight, impossible to make the
trip that quick. Derry will have to go home for the cows about seven, so we could meet
about at about nine, I have a few other things to do. At nine lets meet quietly to discuss this
daft idea of yours. I'll see you then though I can't see what you could know that we
haven't already thought of. But in the meantime, in the name of heaven, go home & tell
no one, keep you mouth shut for God's sake!".

I glanced around with trepidation. 



"OK, I'm off so, see you at nine", I could have kicked her, for again she said it too loud for
our good.

My day was a busy one, & a happy one with Derry & the children romping about on the
beach. The weather cleared unexpectedly about 12 o'clock & it turned warm & humid,
the typical Irish weather, three seasons in one day. After all the bathing & searching for
shells to decorate our sand castles, & playing hurling on the beach, Derry & Betsy & I
against the children in a kind of mock All Ireland, we retired exhausted to Hannigan's
restaurant for dinner. We had lovely fish in white sauce with mash & veg & the children
the usual combinations; sausages & chips, beans & chips, pizza & chips & nuggets &
chips. We drank pints, & Betsy had a glass of white wine, & the children various fizzy
drinks that made them hyper for a while, they practically wrecked the place & the
harassed proprietor was far from civil, scowling at them & telling Betsy to keep them
under control. I just smiled. It was all so innocent & removed from the horrors I had been
part of lately, it was like a tonic to my inner child.

After the family left me, giving me various sloppy kisses, I walked back to the cottage,
exhausted & happy, a regenerated man. I even composed a little poem in my mind as I
walked the moonlit streets:

Below my heart, below my mind,
Is a world of mystery,
In the great warmth in the great cold,
The spirit alone & afraid,
Striving to be free. 



I felt free & easy on that night walk, my soul glowing, but all was to change for the worst.

It was actually about 9.15 when I opened the gate of the cottage & walked up the crunchy
gravel path. I was surprised to see that the lights were on. Sheila must be there before me,
I thought, & used her key to get in. But when I walked in the door, I got a terrible surprise.
Someone appeared from behind the door & hit me a sharp blow on the back of the head.
Falling heavily, I drifted into painful darkness.



Chapter 26

The Trap is Sprung 

After some time, I don't know how long I was out, I came slowly out of a dark mist of
unconsciousness to find myself trussed up & tied to one of the high sugan chair in the
kitchen. Sheila sat opposite me, similarly trussed up & looking quite distressed. As my
befuddled brain & eyes adjusted to the light & the scene around me, my head still
throbbing with pain, I was shocked to see the Bronzer Murphy, as I called him, standing
brazen as you like in the middle of the floor, brandishing the blue automatic Deverly had
given me. Rose, of all people, was standing by his side, looking unhappy, but still
apparently supporting him. This was like I had received a fierce slap in the face; it was
one shock after another. I thought, curiously of a popular song about modern life, "its a rat
trap baby, & you've been caught". We were truly caught in a trap of pain, like the rabbits
caught in a snare that we used to hate to hear screaming, in the times when rabbits
fetched a good price. 

I could scarcely accept or believe Rose's betrayal for a while, but then the truth gradually
began to dawn on me, I had to accept it, they were in it together, cruel rapacious birds of
a feather. I had told her to seek one of her own kind to love, but, a denizen of darkness, she
had done that long before I came. I was obviously a brief diversion. Another one of my
bubbles burst. There was a kind of wild, half-mad look in her eyes that I didn't like. This
wasn't the sweet Rose of the verdant valley that I knew or dressed up in my imagination;
she was more a wild eagle of the bare mountain & we were like little innocent birds to
prey on & kill for her gain & sick enjoyment. But then again the mad O'Reilly's were her
predecessors. They say they had aided the Black & Tans during the war of
independence, sided against their own people for foreign gain, informers & cut throats
they always were, some said to me after I first came to Ballymac, up to every kind of
thievery & skullduggery. I could hear my old aunt saying to me in Crossmagnier,
"education & environment count for nothing, the breeding prevails".



"Rose", I said, all these reflections going quickly through my dazed & bewildered mind,
"are you & this fellow really the ones who killed the postman & lusted after the
diamonds. Have you been leading me up the garden path all this time, using me to try &
find them?. I trusted you Rose, & I was growing to love you, why did you let me down
like this?. The poor innocent postman, your own gentle loving father! How could you do
such a thing?".

"Oh, Jerry, I'm so sorry", she said coming forward with tears in her eyes, but they were
probably crocodile tears, a mere show of remorse to justify herself. 

"I did love my father", she said, nevertheless. "We never intended to kill him, only a little
tap on the head for a while to get him out of the way so that we could search the cottage
at our ease. But Simon doesn't know his strength. I was heartbroken at his death, there was
no pretending about that. It was my pain that drove me to you & my guilt. I tried to get
your absolution in a way, & healing for the deep pain of what I had done. I was mad to
ever think of it, as I suppose I was mad to let Simon bring me here tonight. He heard you
talking in the pub & persuaded me to come. But we need the money, & we are
determined to get it; "nothing will stop us now", but we want to do no more harm all the
same".

Strangely I heard, in my mind, like an echo, Dart Vader's cruel voice in Star Wars,
saying the same words. "nothing can stop is now". She meant to get her pound of flesh. 

For I had a sense that she was less innocent than she was making out; she was just
covering up her guilt in trying to blame Murphy alone. It was like Adam blaming Eve, but
in this case the other way round, I thought. Clearly, despite all her protests, she was the
brains behind it all, for like when she was young, as Deirdre had told me, that mad brain
had a deeper vein of manipulative cunning that her exterior show of simple innocence
masked; she always knew what she was doing. Whereas Murphy hadn't the brains of a
mouse.



"Quiet, Rose darling", the swarthy publican now said, "you've already said more than you
should, we may have to kill them now, they're on to us right & good".

At this Sheila shrieked, her face turning deathly pale & her eyes leaping out of her head.
"Don't do it, please, let us go in the name of God. Rose make him see sense", she pleaded,
really fearing for her life, for the first time.

"Shut up or I'll shut you up", Murphy said threatening her with the gun up against her nose,
"If you just tell us where the diamonds are we'll let you alone for sure. Its your choice,
you have the solution in you own hands, you stubborn old hag".

At this Sheila pulled herself together & said with great courage, setting her face like a
flint,

"I'll tell you nothing!". 

"Make her see sense, Jerry, this is stupid, I don't want to harm any of you unless I have
to", Murphy said, drawing back a little from his violent threatening mode & trying another
tack.

"Rose is right, we never intended all this. We just wanted to get away. The pub was
failing, too many overheads, I wanted to go back to Australia & Rose was fed up with this
backwater & being condemned & judged because of her family history & her fun-loving
ways. We planned to put the old man away for short time so that we could find the
money at our ease. The cottage was Rose's anyway by the will. We wanted to go way
quietly with money to enjoy a new life together. Not finding the money, the postman's
death, & other unfortunate events destroyed all our plans. We're not criminals, we just
wanted what Rose was entitled to & our freedom. That's all we still want. If Sheila will



just tell us where the diamonds are then we'll leave you in peace. We've tickets to a
secret foreign getaway & when we're there we'll ring & tell the others to set you free.
We want no more blood on our hands", he said, showing me the revolver all the same, "I
assure you, we never wanted bloodshed in the first place, it just got out of hand".

"Yes", I said, the truth dawning on me at last, "Rose may not have intended extreme
violence against Paddy, but you did. I think, you deliberately struck that blow harder than
you should, you were leaving nothing to chance. Or did the postman recognize you
before you hit him, & you had to silence him?".

At this he became enraged & came over & hit me a savage blow in the face, so that I
rocked back in the chair & blood poured from my nose. The throbbing in my head got
worse, but I was also beginning to get angry in spite of my desperate plight. The Scrapper
element of my nature was beginning to reassert itself.

"I'm not afraid of you, you little cur", I said angrily, starting him straight in the eye,
defiantly, "You'll get nowhere by your mangy intimidating ways & if you harm us you'll
rot in jail for a long time. You're just a greedy thug. Rose, I'm amazed that you can stick
with this sick loser. You're an intelligent girl, I'm amazed that you hooked up with this
mindless dope. Have sense & end all this nonsense now & we'll forget all about it. Go
home & sober up & dump this loser!". 

"Stop your miserable ranting", Murphy snarled at this, threatening me again with the
pistol, jamming it right up against my cheek & twisting it so that it hurt like hell, "Twisting
& misinterpreting all we did & trying to poison Rose against me, I know your game. Shut
up or I'll shut you up for good. Maybe I'll give the same to you as we gave to Kate, that
neat little girl of yours. Stitched her up well we did with Leahy's gang". Then of a sudden
realizing what he had said, how he was further incriminating himself, he suddenly
clammed up. 

Then it dawned on me with fresh shock that Murphy, & maybe even Rose, had been the



local people in cahoots with Leahy in the murder of Kate. No wonder they knew how to
get into the cottage, Rose had the key. No wonder they knew where to toss the body of
Kate over the cliff. Rose & Murphy had given them all the local details & maybe even
helped them. A new sense of their deep villainy filled my mind almost to shocked
unbelief, how could one I put so much trust in have done such terrible things. A terrible
sense of man's inhumanity to man filled my soul almost to despair. I looked at Rose with
utter contempt in my eyes. At this she came forward again & began to act the part of the
peacemaker. 

"No, Simon, don't do anything rash, or hurt Jerry or Sheila any more than is necessary, in
the name of heaven take it easy, go easy on them", Rose said, "We want no more blood
on our hands, this is not the way to go, they must be made to see reason". She was
reasonable up to a point, I thought, though like her mother she might fly into a terrible
rage at any time, there was two persons in that frail body & mind of hers; the gentle Rose
& the vicious mad one. But could she control her own monsters, & the monster she had
released in Murphy. For he was a really dangerous animal in this state, he was like a rat
backed against the wall & ready for any truplish (an unusual Irish word my aunt used to
use to sum up all evil acts). 

But then again, my eyes opening wider, I realized that Rose may have been the one
controlling things all along; she was most likely the one who had planned all this & even
suggested the link with Leahy. I'd no doubt Murphy had been putty in her hands; his
limited intelligence had made him an easy prey to her wiles; yet in spite of this I could
not get myself to hate her.

At this Simon, simmering down, & seeing Rose's point of view, turned to Sheila & said, 

"Sheila, be sensible, resistance is useless, just tell us where the diamonds are, & no one
will come to harm. We just want a simple way out, let us go & you can go & everyone
will be free & happy & you can go to see your boys abroad!".



"Yes", Rose said, also tapping in to Sheila's weakness, her love for her boys, "Shiela surely
you don't want to die & never see your boys again. Lets us go, give us what we want &
we won't harm you in any way, That's your only choice for the future, if you want to
have any future to help those you love & ever go to Australia to see you grandchildren.
Lets us go, give us the means to escape & start our lives anew elsewhere, please". 

They were really the ones in prison, I thought, the ones in chains, tied up by their own
greed & dark desires. 

"Jerry, please", Rose continued to plead, turning to me for support, "tell Shiela to tell us &
we can go & it'll be all over & you can enjoy the cottage. I'll make it over to you, & you
can marry Deirdre & raise sane kids. I know you're fond of each other, you're much
fonder of her that you ever could be of me. I want my own kind, & Simon is what I want.
He's a fine strong young man, not an aging old codger & pretender like you, & we'll have
a fine life together in some foreign haven where citizenship can be bought & you can do
what you like if you have money. We'll have a fine time of it, I tell you, when all this is
settled. Settle it now & you can go free & Sheila can be free as well for the other road is
just pain & maybe death for both of you".

"Let me think", I said. I sat there for a while thinking it over, trying to be logical &
focussed, while they waited in anticipation. Maybe it would be the right thing, I thought at
first. I liked Rose in spite of all, & Simon probably wasn't as bad as he seemed, just stupid
& greedy & a pawn of Rose's charms; most men are fools anyway, Deverly used to
say, easily manipulated by clever women. It would certainly resolve things if we told
them what they wanted. I'd be rid of the money & the threat it posed & they'd be away
& free & we'd be free of them. Once the shock was over in the locality then everything
would settle back to normal.

Those were the pros, but there were also the cons of this plan of action, & those
objections were compelling. There was the inescapable fact that a hideous crime had
been committed. Ordinary justice demanded that someone should pay for the murder of
the innocent postman, a good man loved by everyone. Should they get away scot free
with their crude crime against his gentle person? Would they do it again if so? & what



about all the good uses Kruger wanted the money to be put to, to save his soul, his wish
that it should not fall into greedy hands? & What would happen to us if we did as they told
us, could they afford to set us free as the said? They were reasonable now but I knew
they could turn into animals at any moment to save their skins. As usual I bailed out from
making a decision & said to Shiela,

"Shiela are you willing to tell them, do you trust them. Maybe its the best choice & It'll
resolve all our dilemmas. We're in a right mess & maybe its the right way out to tell
them & be done with it, though it sticks in my craw to see them get away. Have we any
choice in any case, we are at their mercy, maybe you should tell them & be done with
it! Let them have the bloody money, I don't want it, & I doubt if their consciences will
give them any peace after this dirty deed!. Give them their blood money, for it'll do them
no good in the long run, I'm sure, since they have sold their souls for it". 

At these word Murphy began to smile a dopey smile, envisaging no doubt the luxurious
warm beaches of South America or some other faraway place before him, where I felt
sure Rose would dump him before long, when his physical purpose had been served. The
dope would be dumped, I thought, seeing a curious kind of humor in the midst of it all, the
stooge would be stooged. But in the meantime he was extremely dangerous. For
conscience would have any effect on him, he could have no remorse such as might
plague a more sensitive soul. He understood only the animal desire & the satisfying of it
at all costs. Greed was his master & gold his goal, & Rose was like a man behind an
abused donkey whipping him on over the hill.

"You've made a good decision, Jerry, you've no choice now Sheila, out with it, tell us
quickly & you'll be freed as quickly, Jerry has given you permission & he's a sensible
man, out with it & be done with all this forever", Rose said, her brazen confidence
growing, her face lighting up in a kind of twisted satisfied smile, all her clever plans were
coming to fruition. I could almost read her mind. I have won over them all, Deirdre &
Sissy & all that smug lot who treated me like dirt when I was young & killed my mother
despite all their sanctimonious posing as saints. I'll have got my own back now against all
the townspeople also. Spreading gossipy rumors about me in the post office behind my
back, with their mocking hidden smiles, all that hypocritical sanctimonious lot. I've the
upper hand now, this is my time to squash them all. She smiled a kind of mad satisfied
smile, her face suddenly becoming older & almost witch-like, & her hands twitching in



anticipation. 

Suddenly I realized that consciously she may not have intended her father's death but
unconsciously, in the other side of her bipolar split personality, she wanted his death; she
was still secretly blaming him for her mother's death, She may have been waiting all
these years to get her own back, & Murphy was her means of doing just that. One side of
her was the sweet wild Rose we knew, who'd charm the birds off the bush. The other side,
the mad part of her, was completely opposite, without conscience or mercy or any other
real human quality. It was the triumph of the mad part that we were witnessing. It had
wholly swallowed up the sweet Rose for the moment, & its triumph was like that of Satan
over every lost soul in his grasp, it was as if that part of her mind had gone completely
mad, carried her into total darkness at last & carried her soul totally beyond redemption. 

As we waited there in terrible suspense, Rose seemed like a queen of the underworld, sure
of her power & final triumph. & Murphy was like her little subservient demon doing her
perverse will without question.

I shivered in spite of myself.

But both they & I could have been knocked down with a feather at what Sheila said next.

"Sorry, Jerry dear", she said, "I'd like to tell them everything but you see I can't. I have a
confession for you all. I don't really know what where the diamonds are, it was all a lie to
lure you here, Simon & Rose. Inspector Deverly & Guard Kelly are there at the door, to
stop you escaping. All this was a set up, I'm afraid".

At this a shocked silence settled on all.



Sheila went on, "Rose & Simon, the best thing for you to do would be to give yourself up
peacefully. I'm sure you'll get a fair trial a light sentence, for you didn't really intend the
murder. You've been well & truly trapped through your mad scheme, give yourself up
quietly now & perhaps the authorities will go easy on you".

She didn't know what she was saying for at her words all hell broke loose.



Chapter 27

The Secret of the Cottage 

Like a shot from a gun, Deverly appeared from the door & seized young Simon. Simon
turned & tried to fire the pistol at him but luckily I hadn't loaded it, & he wasn't intelligent
enough to check. Deverly pinned his arms & tried to shake loose the heavy metallic pistol
which he was wielding as a club. Kelly grabbed Rose at the same time. But Murphy was
stronger & wilder than they bargained for & had the advantage of youth, while Rose
suddenly became like a wild animal & swung the stick that had struck me down, with
telling results on the person of Kelly. Battle raged around us while we sat there helpless.
Deverly & Murphy struggled viciously, & fell against the mahogany glass case in the
corner with its mass of souvenirs, with devastating results. It crashed to the floor & all its
contents scattered & broke, like the culture of Ireland & its sacred emblems crashing
down today, I thought curiously, in the midst of all the mayhem.

Only reinforcements in the form of Deirdre & Jim Cassidy, the chubby parish clerk,
carried the day. Deverly had told them to come in after him, Deirdre to deal with Rose &
make her see sense, & Jim, who was so respected in the town, to talk to Murphy & make
him see sense, if possible. 

Sure enough when Rose saw Deirdre, all her resistance & madness fading into tears &
she let herself be subdued; she was intelligent enough to know that it was all over. Jim
helped Deverly do the same for the Bronzer Murphy. Indeed Deverly already had him in
a bear grip at this stage & was squeezing all the fight out of him. Surrounded &
outnumbered, the terrible duo broke down, they knew the game was up. Sheila & I were
freed & after I had taken some aspirins for my head, I went straight up to Rose, as she sat
sobbing quietly on the settle, with Deirdre's arms around her. 



Pitying her more now, I said, softly, kissing her on the cheek,

"Rose, believe me I knew nothing about this plan. I'd have been happy to let you go, but
maybe this is all for the best, you'll get off fairly light I think, manslaughter & false
imprisonment & assaulting an officer I suppose. Then the two of you can go away as you
planned with a clear slate, I'm sorry that you took this mad course of action & sorry that
you led Murphy astray. This will give you the chance to get the psychological help you
need, for you're a sick woman really, you must know that yourself, & you have to come
to terms with that reality before you can get better". 

"You're right Jerry, maybe be its the best way", she said holding my hand & crying
bitterly, the sweet Rose restored. 

Or was that also a game, I thought, a new cunning? I couldn't trust anything she did
anymore, anything she said. 

"I'd never rest easy in my bed if we'd got away with it all, I want to be punished, I
deserve to be punished, like my mother used to punish me when I was small", she sobbed,
" & if I pay my dues now, then I can happily escape to a new life when Simon & I are
released. You are so kind, Jerry, I thought you'd hate me completely after all this, you
don't all hate me now, do you?".

"No", I said, "I understand why you had to do what you did, how you were driven to it in
spite of your better self. I could never hate you, my little wild red rose".

She kissed me again, dried her tears with my handkerchief, & thanked me for not judging
her harshly. Already I could see that she was preparing her defence, blame everything
on Murphy. Then she held out her hands meekly for the handcuffs, & said, 



"OK, guard, I'm ready to go. Deirdre, I want you to know too that we never intended to
kill father. It just all went wrong & we intend to pay for it. I only hope you can forgive
me & come to see me in prison, maybe we can build there the relationship that we should
always have had as sisters. I'm sorry. We were mad to do as we did, I now realize that,
& we have to pay the price for our madness. I'm sorry Jerry, I love you, remember me
at my best, please, in my heart I never wanted to hurt you or anyone". 

Murphy was less crestfallen & repentant as he was led away, he was still stupidly defiant,
threatening revenge on everyone involved, oblivious to the bad position he was in. But I
knew it was only bluster, & he'd be put away for a good while anyway. One of the main
shadows hanging over the cottage had been removed. We'll be able to rest peacefully in
our beds now, I thought, but then again, maybe not, the curse of the hidden diamonds still
hung over us like a sword, always liable to fall. Nothing would be resolved until that was
put behind us, that was the difficult task to be faced in the days to come. 

After the prisoners had been enconsed in a local cell we all repaired back to the cottage,
relief & no little sadness on everyone's faces. We sat down together gratefully to a strong
cup of tea laced with a good dollop of the hard stuff.

"Thank God", I said to Deverly, "that at least is all over. But how did you cotton on the
solution, & the plan to catch them, you old genius. I'm angry at the same time that you
took a risk with our lives in springing that trap of yours".

"Well I knew that there was no real danger. They weren't the Leahy type, utterly ruthless
& prepared to kill without remorse. They were more two people in love who went wrong
& started a chain of events they couldn't control. Rose was the brains & led led Murphy
by the nose I'm sure, but that came form her own wild nature which she couldn't help. As
to how I came to identify them as the culprits, That's a long story & I'll tell it later when
you & Sheila & Deirdre have recovered from the ordeal you have been through. In the
meantime I have some evidence here that I have to retrieve". 



He went over to the music consort & retrieved a little mini receiver that was there &
which apparently had been recording all the events, the whole time, all the plans &
confessions of the duo were on record for a sure conviction. Deverly had left nothing to
chance. He had drawn on all his vast reservoir of police experience, years of dealing with
the worst criminals. 

"In case anything did happen to you, I wanted extra proof", he said, with a mischievous
smile. 

"Damn you to hell", I said surprised, "you are a devious old demon. But I should have
known you had something up your sleeve".

"Well its not really over yet. Until the diamonds are found, the threat to you & the cottage
will still remain. That's the next problem we have to devote our energies to. But for the
moment, my dear children, you've had enough excitement. Relax & rest, we still have
work to do in the coming days'.

Deverly & Sheila then left after I had thanked her profusely for her concern & her great
courage during the violent "outing" of Rose & Murphy. They left us to look in on the
prisoners to see if they were OK, & then get some well-needed rest. Deverly had
decided to stay with Kelly in the station to keep an eye on the prisoners & tend to their
wants. Only Deirdre stayed behind to help me clean up the mess the cottage was in after
the affray. She was still very distressed about Rose & I tried to comfort her by pointing
out that it was all for the best in the long run & Rose would get much needed psychiatric
help in prison, it was a blessing in disguise, I said.



Once she had found some comfort from these reflections, we set to work putting the
cottage back in order. She began by sorting out all the scattered souvenirs from the glass
case, to see how many of them were intact & could be saved. Suddenly, in the midst of
examining each broken or unbroken piece, she gave a cry & held up a partly broken Irish
porcelain cottage for my inspection. When I went over to see what was the matter,
thinking she may have cut her hand or something, she put the broken cottage into my hand
& said in a strange voice,

"What's this, Jerry, there's something lodged in this old broken replica of an Irish cottage.
Looks like a bag of some sort..".

I grabbed it our of her hand with excitement, took the bag out of the ruin of the sham
porcelain Irish cottage, which looked remarkably like the real one we were in, & poured
its contents out onto the table. A shower of rich crystal contents spilled out in a cascade,
glittering & shimmering in the reflected light. We stood there in stunned silence, hardly
able to comprehend the find at first. 

Then we realized, with great delight & relief, that these were the sparklers that had caused
all the trouble. A lovely surprise had emerged out of the ruin of Kruger's souvenirs & the
terrible events of the night. The diamonds had been found, & they had been "in the
cottage" after all, as he had said in his will.

We danced around the floor with delight, despite our tiredness. The final piece in the jig-
saw was in place. Deverly would be pleased it was all over at last though probably pissed
off that he hadn't solved the puzzle. Deirdre & I hugged each other in relief & then in the
deeper love that we now knew we shared & would never be broken. We stood for a good
while, lips & bodies glued together, like two ardent teenagers again in some alleyway of
secret desire.

"All I need is the air that I breathe & to love you", we sang within. When we finally broke
the clinch, we sat hand in hand, side by side, to discuss what we would do now.



"Obviously the diamonds will have to be authenticated but I've no doubt that they are real.
Kruger isn't playing another one of his cruel jokes, or is he?", I said doubtfully.

"No, I think you're right, they are the real thing. What will we do with them, That's the big
question", Deirdre said, "I don't think we can keep them with all the blood they've caused.
I don't want to keep them, but maybe you have different ideas?". 

"No, I agree", I said, "I don't want to keep them either, but let's not tell anyone we have
them until we have given some thought to how we might dispose of them in the best way.
We're too tired now after all the events, & my head is too aching to think clearly. Lets
rest & decide on all this when all the hullabaloo has died down. Even if they are not
authentic, we have treasure enough in each other. One thing I will do though", I said,
smiling & picking up one to finest of the diamonds, a large one faintly tinged with pink, "
"I'll give you this now, to be made into a fine engagement ring, if you'll have me of
course", I said apologetically.

"Its not exactly the kind of proposal I expected but I do", she said, smiling. "Yes, Jerry, I'll
have you for better or worse, but I have a feeling it will be for better from now on".

We kissing again & I went to bed at peace with the world at last, & she went home to her
flat to await our conjugal coming together at a later date, for the more one waits the
sweeter it all becomes. Love waited for is the sweetest love. There were no more
shadows around the cottage, or around our lives, only flowers of hope.



Chapter 28

A Final Fair Decision

The next day we rose late & after a light breakfast went to a nearby town to have the
diamonds examined. A kind old Jewish jeweller, Aaron Fineman, received us in his office
& pressed coffee & cakes on us. I had met him previously at a fundraiser for the arts in
Dublin, the same fundraiser at which I had met Kate, & where she had met Leahy for
the first time, more's the pity. Leahy had liked to fund good causes to give a good front to
his drug activities, & further his pretence of being a pillar of the community, a kindly
promoter of the arts & charitable causes. The kindly jeweller, by contrast, was a real
philantrophist & real lover of literature, who supported everything out of the kindness of
his heart & his sense of the need to do something valuable for the community & the
country. I thought of him immediately when we needed to have the diamonds examined.
I knew he was totally honest & could be trusted not to deceive us, or seek his own gain, or
spread the news of the find to all in sundry before we were ready. 

"Ah, Jerry", he said, shaking hands with me warmly, "I was reading some of your poems
only the other day, fine things they are & very inspiring. I have also been dipping into
those novels by Beckett you recommended the last time we met. A bit obscure, but
interesting & a lovely style & sparseness of language; prose poetry I suppose it is in
essence (he fancied himself as a bit of a critic & judge of fine art, of which he had a
good collection at home, of literature, painting & sculpture).

"Now what can I do for you", he said, "another contribution to the arts? Do you need
some help yourself for further publications? By the way how is that beautiful lassy you
had with you when we met in Dublin, Kate was it? & who is this fine young lady you
bring with you, another needy writer is it, looking for a patron?. I wish I had more to give
to our budding artists but times are tougher now, not so much to spare for good causes I'm



afraid", he said, apologetically. 

I said we weren't looking for a contribution for once, & I commended his continuing
literary interests, saying if we had more like him the arts would be thriving in Ireland. I
explained that Kate was no longer with me & left it at that, I didn't want to bring any
unpleasantness to our meeting. I introduced him to Deirdre & explained what we were
coming for. We showed him the hoard, & while we were having our coffee & chocolate
donuts, he took out a very special eyeglass & examined the diamonds minutely at great
length, while we stood waiting in trepidation. Would we be deceived again?

"Well you need have no fears, my lovelies", he said, beaming at us at last, "Real jewels
they are & the finest I've ever seen, where in the name of heaven did you get such a rare
collection, Jerry, I didn't think poetry was so lucrative", he added with a twinkle in his eye,
"it must have taken a lifetime & an awful lot of money or double-dealing to accumulate
these beauties. You're a lucky pair. This hoard should keep you in clover for a long time.
No financial bar to the creative juices after this, I think".

"Well we don't see them really in that light, I'm afraid", I said, deflating his vision of
endless artistic patronage from a blood diamond source.

"A relative who was a diamond merchant had them", I added.

"But how we got them is a long story, but I don't think they're ours to keep really", I said,
"How we got them is too involved to tell here but I'll fill you in the next time we meet. For
the moment if you could just give us some idea of their value, we'd really appreciate it,
so that we can decide what to do with them, how they might be put to good use".

"I'm sorry to here they won't benefit you personally. They should be diamonds to help
the diamond poems of such as you, Jerry. In my view, with the arts in the shape they are



in, all you artists & struggling writers could do with such a windfall. As regards the value
of this collection of rare gems, well it would be difficult to give an exact value without
long & careful study of them & consultation with experts", he said cautiously, "but
offhand I'd say they're worth, collectively, a huge sum indeed. I hope I wont shock you if
I say that they're worth up to twelve million at least. This one here for example, the one
you tell me you have picked out for me to set in a silver engagement ring, is very special.
See the unique pink tinge that gives it its special radiance, the "pink panther" in the flesh as
it were. It would fetch at least fifty thousand at an auction, maybe more, & the others are
all as rare. I'd get them lodged in a bank vault if I were you, & have them insured for a
real tidy sum in case of an accident or robbery".

We sat amazed & speechless at this.

"Won't you come in & have a spot of lunch with me", he added. "There's a collection of
short stories by Mitchell I want your opinion on, they seem a fine rare collection too, rare
diamonds in their own right", he said with a smile at his own pun.

I said I had read the collection & shared his enthusiasm, little sparklers of a deeper art &
value they were, surely. We discussed this for a while. Declining his offer of lunch,
saying that we wanted to get the diamonds lodged & insured as he advised, we thanked
him & said goodbye. He refused all payment saying to make a contribution to the arts on
his behalf. As we made out way back to Ballymac, we paused at a local inn to decide our
way forward over a decent meal & some light drinks.

We sat there for a good while considering what to do. The diamonds were in the cottage
but we had to make sure they would no longer be blood diamonds but sparkling hope for
everyone's future. But how to make the best use of them, to ensure that they would bring
joy in the future, was our dilemma. 

After some time reflecting, I offered Deirdre my own considered opinion,



"Look here Deirdre darling, my most precious diamond of deep delight", my poetic bent
had not deserted me & even Deirdre was used to it by now, shrugging it off with a smile
& some pleasure: "I've been thinking it over & this is how I see it. We keep half a dozen
of the best diamonds as a keepsake to show to our children, & for a rainy day, & to
provide money for the extension the cottage into a family home. I think that will be
needed in the not so distant future", I said with a grin. 

She nodded.

"The rest we should cash & put into a special fund", I went on. "The money for the
refurbishment of the church should be provided out of that fund, as Kruger intended, to
atone for his sins & help wash the blood from some of the diamonds. A few special old-
style stained glass windows might be purchased & named in honor of Paddy O"Brien,
your father. & money should be given to the PP for prayers for Paddy's soul, I think he'd
like that. Also some should be set aside as a fund for the development of the village, a
community center maybe, or a leisure center for tourists on rainy days, or an art center
named after Kruger & Paddy. All good ways to use the hoard, I think, what's your
view"?.

When she made no reply, still lost in thought, I went on,

"Anything left over after that should be set aside for Rose when she gets out, to provide
psychological treatment for her, & facilitate her journey abroad & give her a new start
there. She could never come back to the village. Maybe the Krugers should also get
something. It was a bit cruel of Willy to cut them out altogether, after all they were
family. We might set aside a tenth of the fund to be divided among them. We don't need
any more. I'll have my writing & you'll have your teaching & the only money of value I
think, is what one earns by one's own hands. We don't want to spend our life bathed in the
luxury of blood diamonds that don't really belong to us anyway. Our clear consciences
are more valuable to us & the sense that Paddy & Kruger are vindicated at last". 



"Quite right Jerry, I agree with most of what you say, it was the way my own mind was
thinking", she said, at last breaking her silence & giving her own related & supportive
opinion. 

"We don't want to live sumptuously in any case, as long as we have enough That's fine
with me. The cottage is enough, & having found each other, That's our real treasure.
Neither of us can see ourselves as cocktail-sipping Bahamas babes, or rich greedy beach
cats cruising the world in luxury liners.

Besides putting the money to good use would atone for all the pain it has caused. Just one
addition to what you said. I'd like some set aside for the schools in the village, also a grant
to provide creche & day-care facilities for younger children & mothers. & we might
give something to the old people's home where Paddy was so cared for before his death.
Do you think Deverly would like a reward for his work or Sheila Quigley so that she could
go to see her boys in Australia. & surely we should send a large part of the fund to help
relieve poverty in the countries from which they came & from which they were
probably robbed.

"Spot on", I said, "what you have said proves that two minds are better than one, but lets
not say anything about the finding of the diamonds for the moment, until things have
settled down. Lets invite Deverly & Nelly & Jim & Fr.O'Flaherty & Sheila to the house
some time soon, to hear their ideas regarding the disposal of the diamonds as well, they
might have other suggestions. It would be a good occasion to announce our engagement
& Deverly can fill us in on how he solved the case".

That was agreed on with much anticipation, & we motored home very much at peace
with ourselves. We found the village in tumult over the latest happenings. The news of the
arrest & the solving of the murder had spread like wild fire. Thankfully the greater
sensation of the finding of the diamonds hadn't yet got out & we were glad of that, we had



enough on our plate. But what had transpired became a nine-day wonder, talked about &
debated in the pubs, with all sorts of ornate legendary details added. Like my
grandmother used to say, "Great Art is in the trifles, but great art is not a trifle". All the
main players in solving the affair were elevated into heroes & ballads & poems made up
about the events. I even figured myself in one of the opening verses of one of these
ballads,

Twas when the Scrapper Lofty lad
Came crazy into town,
That the torturers of Postman Pat,
Came crashing down to doom. 

Indeed, all the main protagonists in the case were so barraged by the local & national
press, we'd little time to ourselves & we prudently put off our planned gathering in the
cottage until the hub bub had died down completely. Deirdre & I were content to "bend &
let the storm pass over", as my wise grandmother used to say whenever trouble came her
way.



Chapter 29 

Summation & Celebration 

It was about a week before we were finally able to assemble our neighbors & friends in
the cottage for a grand celebration. Deverly immediately became the focus of
everyone's attention.

"Look here, Tony, old proud Sherlock Holmes of Ballymaconnell", I said mockingly, after
lavish drinks & buffet food had been consumed, for Deverly couldn't be further in
appearance from the morose dandified Holmes,

"lets have your masterly summary of how you came to solve this case. We're all
bursting with curiosity".

The others clammered with the same demand. He sat back, a nice glass of stout, brown
bread & a big plate of smoked salmon still before his generous frame & regaled us with
the methods he used.

"Well reverend father, guys & dolls", he said with a chuckle, "It was simple enough
really. Rose had to be the main suspect. She was the only one to really benefit if anything
happened to Paddy. She knew by the will that she would get the cottage if anything
happened to him & what was in it. Indeed, having full time access to the cottage, she
could search for the diamonds at her ease. Killing the postman made no sense for anyone
else of the suspects. Take the sisters. Deirdre would by no better off whether Paddy or



Rose owned the cottage, the same with Sissy, the limited access they would have would
be the same. The same is true of Jim here, sorry to have included you as a suspect but we
were casting a wide net at the outset. The same is true of Kruger & guard Kelly, there
was no advantage for them in bumping off the old man, indeed the opposite, they knew
Rose would search the place more comprehensively, leave no stone unturned. Paddy
never believed that there were diamonds in the cottage, he said that if there were, Kruger,
his best buddy, would have told him so. But i think he would have figured it out in the long
run. But Rose & Murphy gave him no time to figure the whole thing out, as Kruger had
fervently hoped he would do. It was the last puzzle he set for this friend the innocent
postman & wanted to be a good one.

But returning to my reasoning, Rose fitted the psychological profile as well. She was know
to be wild, to take chances, ignore all ordinary standards of behavior, there was a strain of
madness in her from her breeding, no doubt, which pushed her to achieve her ends
regardless of who stood in her way. But there was also a native cunning mixed with this
madness which made her dangerous. 

But in fixing on Rose as the most likely protagonist, I faced one major difficulty. She
would not have the strength to administer that blow & I doubted if she would be capable
of doing it anyway. This pointed to the fact that she must have had an accomplice, a
strong man who struck the blow harder than she could have anticipated, for she loved her
father in her own twisted way & was really upset at the severity of his injury. She only
wanted him out of the way for a while so that the cottage could be searched thoroughly
without any interruption. Paddy never agreed with all the poking around & rudely
rebuffed any push for a major search of the premises. "T'would only mess things up &
be of no use in any case, leave it alone, what do I want all this money for anyway, I'm
happy enough as I am, you'll do no searching while I'm around I tell you, let it be, amn't
I after telling you there are no jewels at all, let it be", he'd said firmly when pestered by
Rose to search high up & low down for the jewels; Deirdre was a witness to that. That
made the getting of Paddy out of the way imperative". 

As Deverly paused to get a fresh drink & eat some of the food Deirdre & Sheila had been
stacking onto his plate, he reminded me of Conan Maol MacMoirne of the Fianna from
the Irish sagas sitting there & chomping goodies. We were like the legendary warriors of
Ireland standing around in an admiring throng after he'd outwitted the giant from the



misty mountains of far away.

"Murphy, I think had other ideas from Rose", he went on. "though probably too stupid to
articulate it, he preferred to have Paddy out of the way permanently. Then even if they
didn't find the diamonds, they'd at least have a source of income from renting the cottage.
Or it could be sold to provide a good sum of money to give them a start after they'd
eloped to warmer climes, as they were intending to do later on. He was the obvious
accomplice. It was clear from the outset that they were lovers & no other male of the
same strength & ruthlessness was on intimate terms with Rose; also he could be easily
manipulated by Rose not being so bright. It just had to be Rose & Murphy I told myself,
but to be sure I had to bring them out into the open".

"One moment, I said, "but surely there is a flaw in that argument. If they had easy access
to the cottage & had failed to find anything, why all the intrusions at night & the attack on
me, that made no sense?."

"Quite right, my boy, full marks to you", Deverly said, clapping his hands in mock
appreciation. "It was also clear to me, for that reason, that Murphy wasn't behind the
intrusions at all, especially when they continued after he & Rose took over the cottage.
Kruger was the intruder, as we always suspected. The fact that it continued, even to the
extent of attacking you proved that. Rose would hardly have let you into the cottage to
attack you, she wanted the rent money. But Kruger could not have known, since he was
living about two miles away, that the cottage had been rented to you just a few hours
before. The family knew it & had spread it in the village. But the intruder came thinking to
find an empty house, obviously, to search in peace. Maybe he had some theory about
where the diamonds were hid that he wanted to try out, some place that he thought had
been overlooked. But he panicked when he found you in residence. No, Kruger had to be
the intruder, though I think his wife had nothing to do with it; she's a much nicer person
than people give credit for". 

This made me rethink my plan to give Kruger some of the money.



"There's one other area where we've got the hop on you Deverly, I said, "perhaps you
didn't realize that they were the ones who helped Leahy to find & kill Kate, they were the
local stooges. That's why Leahy's thugs found it so easy to break in to the cottage; Rose &
Murphy let them in, & the thugs knew from them where to dispose of the body; there was
more evil there, in that local duo, than even you guessed". 

"Yes", he said, "you're right Jerry. I have been reviewing the tapes I put in the cottage, &
its clear from those that they had a hand also in Kate's murder. That must make the whole
thing harder for you, to think that they betrayed you so completely & were so utterly
ruthless, maybe I should take back my view that they were not as ruthless as Leahy. I
regret to say they fooled me too, especially Rose with her soft ways, but it was all a front,
I'm sorry to acknowledge!".

I nodded.

"Yes", guard Kelly added, "and the link with Leahy was through the drug trade here in
Kerry. Murphy used to help them smuggle drugs here. They came in with the landed fish
in little plastic bags. We raided the pub & found that he had a little secret room at the back
of the pub for packaging these drugs & sending them around the county. It now emerges
that he wasn't deported from Australia due to visa problems at all. but because he was
involved in the drug trade there too. All this is a real feather in my cap, I'm glad to say,
we've done something to curb the drug trade hereabouts. I suppose Rose's involvement
with Murphy in that criminal enterprise too, which I believe was the case, was the
beginning of her corruption". 

Guard Kelly was later made sergeant on the strength of this find, for Deverly gave all the
credit to him for the solving of that crime also. 

"But to return to my narrative", Deverly went on, "After the tragedy of Kate, I talked with
Sheila & we decided the best way to help you was to solve the case once & for all. That's
why I told Sheila to go to the pub & say that she knew where the diamonds were, & to



say it so that Murphy would hear. She was also to fix a time for meeting you to find the
diamonds. I figured Murphy would contact Rose & they would seize the opportunity.
They bought air tickets online that day, we checked that, & laid their plans. But so did I. I
contacted guard Kelly & Deirdre & she contacted Jim to help out. I put a little
microphone in the cottage to pick up anything they might say, we used to do that
regularly when we were hunting the drug Dons in Dublin. While they were nabbing
Sheila & you, we were listening outside on a receiver until we got the signal to intervene.

I assure you Jerry at any sign of threat to either of your lives we would be in like a shot.
Sorry for the blow on the head, that was something we didn't put in the reckoning though
we should have, given how Murphy had dealt with Paddy. We're lucky you have such a
hard head, Jerry", he said with a grin.

"All's well that ends well", Deirdre said, not able to contain herself any longer, "Jerry is
really lucky to have a friend like you, Tony. Sorry for interrupting, but we've a special
happy announcement to share with you all...

"You're to be engaged, of course, congratulation", Nelly broke in, "I'm delighted for you,
Jerry, I always said to Tony that what you needed was a nice girl to look after you &
keep you from the kind of wild women that could always hold you in the palm of their
hands, who wouldn't give you the children you craved, only give you grief & heartache
& dump you when it suited them. We were really worried about you with all your
painted hussies. But now, please God you'll be OK. Sorry for blaming you for Tony's
involvement in the Leahy affair, it wasn't your fault, the old fool is always craving some
new case & excitement, anyway".

"Yes, Deirdre said giving me a big hug & a kiss, " we want to make that announcement of
our engagement, & another one that will surprise you even more. Jerry, I'll hand over to
you for that.



"Well Deverly, you old demon", I said, "we have upstaged you in one respect, we've
solved the other puzzle of the cottage, where the diamonds were, without your help..

There was shocked silence at first, then a mighty buzz of excitement at this extraordinary
announcement. "You deep pair how did you keep it secret until now" they all said &
huddled closer, Even the priest drew near to hear of the hiding place, like a child anxious
to hear the end of an exciting story, his face glowing with expectation.

"Well", I said, "the diamonds were in the cottage after all..

"But where?", Deverly asked, "it was searched up & down, how did you two succeed
where the experts failed?", there was a note of wounded professional pride in his voice.

"Well you helped in a way, though you didn't know it", I said, "by toppling over that glass
case in the corner. It broke the old replica of an Irish cottage that Kruger had specially
made & in which he had placed the diamonds, in a small bag as you predicted. It was like
trying to find a needle in a haystack, among all the other porcelain cottages & souvenirs.
It was the perfect hiding place. Kruger was a cunning old devil, he was determined that
his family wouldn't get them, he ensured that even if they won the court case for the
control of his assets they'd still have a job finding the gems. When we were clearing up
the debris we found them, no great logic in the discovery, just chance I'm afraid..I hope
he'd have approved..I think he gave the cottage to Paddy because he wanted him to find
the hoard, he knew Paddy would use the money well, & since they were always at the
cryptic puzzles, in fun he set Paddy a little puzzler that he though he would solve. But
Paddy was so caught up in his own theory that Kruger had lost his money, that he didn't
realize what was up, & he wasn't given time to figure it out".

"Well if that isn't the wonder of all wonders", Sheila said, real awe in her voice, "I'm so
happy for you both, its like winning a massive lotto jackpot, you'll be married & be rich
as well. It will be nice to have super rich neighbors. Or will you move to a posh mansion
elsewhere, & forget about us, with your new delusions of grandeur".



"No, Deirdre said, "We've decided broadly not to keep the diamonds, only a few of the
best ones to set in rings for our engagement & wedding, after all they brought us
together".

There was a consternation & vehement opposition to this at first, all saying we were
foolish, why not have some comfort out of them. You found them & are entitled to them,
why not use them to enjoy yourselves as you deserve after all the suffering. But when
we explained what we would do with the gems, how they would benefit so many good
cause to atone for all the blood they had caused, they calmed down & came around to
our point of view. 

After that the party gained apace & by the time they all left we were merry & as united
as lovey doves. When they left at last Deirdre & I sat down as happy as we ever had
been in our lives. The glass was near full for us & would be for many more years of a
bright future together.



Chapter 30

The Peace of Ballymac 

The news of the finding of the diamonds & how they were to be disposed of, caused an
even greater sensation in the village & wider afield. Reporters swarmed into the village
again & harassed us all like papparrazzi. Even Murphy's, which had been taken over by
Jim Cassidy, at the Bronzer's request, until it could be decided what to do with it, was
crowded out every day & did a roaring trade. It put the village on the map, & holiday
bookings for the next summer came in thick & fast. Jim's good cheer & general
amiability, meant that trade boomed in the pub & he had to take on some new staff. Later
he left the fish factory, bought the pub and ran it, helped by Angel, the now estranged
wife of Silvi Kruger, with whom he struck up a firm relationship. They turned out to be
the perfect partnership, there is someone right for every one of us. 

As a result of all the publicity, the auctioning off of the diamonds in Dublin some time
later was a huge affair & attracted much attention from national & international media.
Diamond dealers came to Dublin in droves. 

But first we had to deal with some unpleasantness. Some of the foreign countries of their
origin tried to claim the diamonds as stolen property, removed from their countries
without their consent. But this could not be proved. The acquisition of the gems was so
long ago & so devious, these various law-suits failed to achieve their objectives. The
diamond's origins were by now lost in the mists of history.

The state suit, that we were also quickly saddled with, suffered the same fate. It claimed a
huge part of the hoard as death duties. We had to fight that in the courts as well. It was



claimed that Kruger hadn't made a legitimate will & so most of the proceeds from the
diamonds should go to the state. Another claim was that this was hidden hoard, & so we
were only entitled to a tenth of its value as a finder reward. This was easily disproved by
our lawyers, however. Kruger had anticipated all these challenges. Not only had he
clearly expressed his will that the finders should inherit the estate, he was even cleverer
even that. He had not only set aside money for death duties & capital acquisition tax, but
also included a letter with the hoard, stating that he was in his right mind & wished that all
his goods should go to the finder of the diamonds, unconditionally, to keep or use as they
wished.

It was obvious that he felt the diamonds would be found by Paddy, his buddy, for they
had learned how to solve puzzles together. That's why he left him the cottage. He knew
that Paddy would use the money well because he was a man of honesty & integrity, free
from greed & worldliness. But Kruger did not take into account the greed of others, he did
not anticipate the striking down of his friend.

I felt therefore that we were restoring Kruger's original intentions & laying Paddy's soul
to rest as well, for no doubt they were up there still playing their cryptic puzzles &
drinking the whiskey of the blessed, for ultimately their hearts were in the right places. 

All the court cases & law problems having been finally sorted out, & any monies due
paid, the auction of the rare diamonds went ahead twelve months later, amid much
excitement. Bidding was frantic, for there was a story also going with the diamonds, a
romantic story that people could tell to their children. The drawn out claims & counter-
claims had also added to the publicity & stirred up interest everywhere, even on the
continent & in the USA.

On the day of the auction, in the finest auction house in Dublin, Deirdre & I sat in front
seat, the focus of all attention. Deverly sat alongside us to give us moral support & to act
as a bodyguard. An array of police guarded the diamonds which, because of their rarity,
were sold individually by lot, each one touted as a gem of gems. 



So we were not really amazed that each diamond exceeded its asking price by a wide
margin. As a result, the total money from the sale exceeded all expectations. After the
auctioneer & publicists had been paid, the total amount came to over twenty-five million
euros. Immediately, we lodged the money in a special Kruger & O'Brien Trust Fund,
with Deirdre & myself as trustees.

For a while we were celebrities, interviewed on radio & TV chat shows & the story told
over & over with romantic embellishments that made us squirm. Deverly also became a
nine-day wonder, he was feted as a kind of Irish Sherlock Holmes or Hercule Poirot.
Deirdre & I kept these appearances to a minimum, however. We soon became sick of it
all, though it did help our own personal finances coming up to the wedding. All the time
we just longed to get back to Ballymac & the peace of the cottage where we could
celebrate our newfound love & begin a new life. All the shadows having been removed
from our lives, we wanted to start everything anew, beginning with the wedding, & then
the extension of the cottage for our planned family, & our various writing ventures, and
my intention to go back into the seminary to study for the married diaconate; money was
set aside for that too.

I remember the day in late summer when we returned to the peace of Ballymac after all
the red tape in Dublin had been sorted out. The village was sparkling like a jewel in warm
sunshine, thronged with day trippers attracted by its new fame & added facilities to cater
from tourists, facilities that were calculated to defeat the vagaries of the Irish weather.
People thronged to see the cottage involved in the affair & all the other spots associated
with the unusual story. We tried to keep them at bay as best we could. But even when we
came home, there was no immediate peace for us. When we walked in the door of the
cottage we were met with a chorus of raucous cheers. The people of the village had
gathered to welcome us back & they had laid on a huge spread of food & drink with
endless speeches & toasts.

The news that the fund was to benefit the town made everyone part of the story & they
thanked us for that with much communal rejoicing; we became revered citizens of a
revered village in the Kerry of all dreams come true. We were truly at home. I hugged
Deirdre & all those who had helped us come to our journeys end & lovers meeting. We



had journeyed like protagonists in a fairy tale, coming back to where we first met &
knowing the place for the first time as home. The treasure was truly in the cottage, as
Kruger predicted, he had found it there & we had found it too, a treasure more lasting
than the costliest diamonds could ever be. Indeed, with Deirdre's help, I composed a little
poem to express that final sentiment: 

No diamond crystals, cold & bright,
Can match our loving in the night;
Nor can the forever gleam of these,
Match our growing love of years,
Together lived in truth, whose fruits
Are living babes & bright youths,
& in the eternal years to come,
Will live in God, beyond earth's tomb. 



Epilogue

Well many things have evolved since those days, which seem far away now, lost in the
mists of local legend. Deirdre & I were married with all our friends from the village &
Crossmagnier gathered around us for the church wedding. The reception took place
afterwards in a gorgeous new town hall. Fr.O'Flaherty presided at the ceremony. Derry
was the best man aided by Tony Deverly & Guard Kelly. Betsy, Nelly, Sheila & Sissy
were the bridesmaids. The children from Crossmagnier acted as page boys & girls.

Rose wasn't there & we missed her in spite of all. She had put on a masterly performance
at the trial, she convinced everyone that she was temporarily deranged at the time of the
crime. She was committed to a psychiatric unit from which she has long since been
released. Murphy got twenty years for his part in the crime, for he made a very poor
impression on the jury. Rose blamed him for everything & the jury believed her, she
wrapped them around her little finger as well; she played the part of the poor little stooge,
at the mercy of a cruel monster, very well. After she was released we gave her the
money, as we had promised, we had lodged it in a special bank account in her name, she
disappeared & we haven't heard from her since. Some have claimed to have seen her in
some foreign haunt where she is purported to have been in & out of sanitoriums for
mental patients. Our one consolation is that the money we gave her would support her for
life & help her mental rehabilitation; we hoped she was clever enough not to waste the
money; however, to be sure of that we invested some of it in secure untouchable bonds. 

We gave some money to Kruger, not as much as we first planned. He went back to
Africa where they say he took to smuggling diamonds like his father & it was rumored
that he was shot dead in some failed coup there. We set up a generous fund to provide
university scholarships for African children. Angel had abandoned Kruger long before
that because she wanted to stay in Ballymac. She & Jim Cassidy have stuck up a liaison
which they say could issue in wedding bells soon, once Silvi's death is confirmed. We
were at their engagement & tasted her delicious duck dinner at the special party they
held.



We extended the cottage. The church was refurbished, galleries & all, with stained-glass
windows for Kruger & Paddy. We kept the best of the old because it was the
craftsmanship of our fathers. The plans for the school & creche were completed. There
was only one change to our own plans, we decided not to keep any of the diamonds after
all, but to auction them off to support struggling poets & writers. They'd only be a weight
around our necks worrying about them & we had enough otherwise. I thought about what
Fineman had said, & how they should also serve the diamonds of human literary
endeavor, which with faith were the ultimate riches of human life in the long run. We did,
however, have four of the best ones set in our engagement & wedding rings as planned.
They say diamonds are forever, as real human love is, as real truth & beauty & wisdom,
& celibacy for the sake of the Kingdom, & selfless love of God is, all we had lost sight of
in a greedy money-mad, self-centered, pleasure besotted, insensitive hedonistic world
(this is the theme for my next sermon, it should keep the congregation on their toes).

Deverly accepted a small memento of our gratitude. Tired of retirement, he set up a
detective agency in Dublin to investigate private cases, only those that interested him. He
is much in demand in that capacity.

Sheila Quigley received some money to go & see her boys abroad, but she's back now,
our dear neighbor, part of our family & a handy babysitter. For as the years have rolled
on our two boys & two girls have been born, the delight of our lives. Brian our blessed
baby, Brendan our Brightest gem, Mairead our Magnificent emerald, & Michelle, our
most beautiful shell upon the sea shore.

Deirdre finished a much praised tome on Postmodernism; she's off every day now,
giving lectures on her book in the most obscure & interesting places. I published some
poems, I called them My Diamond Collection; it was sponsored by Fineman & other
supporters of the arts. I have also published this book of the cottage case, which has
included some of Deirdre's ideas on postmodernism.

I finished my deaconate studies quickly, they recognized some of my former theological



degrees, & I now serve happily as deacon in the locality, for Fr.O'Flaherty is aging now
& much in need of support. The book has become a best seller & has kept us in comfort,
freeing me for the ministry, for the parish can't afford to pay me very much. Indeed,
I'm just adding this epilogue now for a new edition that I hope will bring in fresh funds for
the parish & the education of young vocations to our great celibate priesthood, the future
of the church & the world. Oh, I'd better keep it short for I see that Brian, our youngest, is
creeping all over the computer & likely to touch some button & wipe the whole thing
out...Oh...

The END
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